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PREFACE
This pamphlet is designed as a medium for the military lawyer,
active and reserve, to share the product of his experience and
research with fellow lawyers in the Department of the Army.
At no time will this pamphlet purport to define Army policy or
issue administrative directives. Rather, the Military Law Review
is to be solely an outlet for the scholarship prevalent in the ranks
of military legal practitioners. The opinions reflected in each
article are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the
views of The Judge Advocate General or the Department of the
Army.
Articles, comments, and notes treating subjects of import to
the military will be welcome and should be submitted in duplicate
to the Editor, Military Law Reuiew, The Judge Advocate General's School, U. s. Army, Charlottesville, Virginia. Footnotes
should be set out on pages separate from the text, be carefully
checked prior to submission for substantive and typographical
accuracy, and follow the manner of citation in the Harvard Blxe
Book for civilian legal citations and The Judge Advocate General's School Unijorm Swstevn o j Citation f o r military citationa,
All cited cases, whether military or civilian, shall include the
date of decision.
Page 1 of this Review may be cited BB 6 Military Law Review
1 (Department of the Army Pamphlet No. 27-100-6, October

1969).
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PERSONAL SERVICE CONTRACTS*
K. FAIRBANKS**

BY LIEUTENANT
COLON& RUSSELL

Personal services may not be obtained upon a contractual basis
but are required to be performed by regular employees who a r e
responsible to the Government and subject t o its superviaion. I n
view of the long history of this rule of Government procurement, its uncertainty is anomalous. This article attempts t o examine the origin, present content, and probable future of the
rule, and incidentally, to illuminate the relationship among the
Congress, the Comptroller General, and the exeeutive agencies
charged with buying for the Government.
I. THE COMPTROLLER GEKERAL
A. His AuthoritU
The Comptroller General of the United States came t o the procurement councils of the executive departments thirty-seven years
ago upon the enactment of the Budget and Accounting Act of
1921. He was made the sole authority t o "settie and adjust'' all
claims by and against the Government and all accounts in which
the Government is concerned.1 Balances certified by the General
Accounting Office upon the settlement of public accounts a r e
"flnal and conclusive upon the Executive Branch of the Gavernment."l He may suspend items in an account to obtain further
evidence or
It is the duty of the General Accounting Office to state and certify to the Treasury Department the
account of any disbursing officer who fails to render his accounts
in the manner and a t the time required by law or r e g u l a t i ~ n s . ~
The General Counsel of the Department of the Treasury is author~~

~~~

* Thia Brtide

was adapted from B thesis presented to The Judge Advocate
General's School, U. S. A m y , Charlottesviile, Virginia, while the author
was B member of the Sixth Advanced Class. The opinions and om.
e l U S i m a presented herein are those of the author and do not n e e e ~ ~ a r i l y
represent the views of The Judge Advocate General's School nor m y
other governmental agency.

'* Chief, Prowrement Law Divinion, Aeademie Department, The Judge
Advocate General's School, U. 5. Army, Charlottesviile. Virginia; member of District of Columbia Bar; graduate of Calumbia University Law
RPh""l

ii&

'
236, Revised Statutes, BL~amended ( 3 1 U.S.C.71; M. L. 1849,
see. 1664).
* Seetion 8, act of 31 July 1894 (28 Stat. Z O I ) , BLI amended (31 U.S.C.74;
M. L. 1949, lee. 1666).
']bid.
' Seetion 3633, Revised Statutes, 8 6 amended ( 3 1 U.S.C.614; M. L. 1949,
see.

1683).
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ized and required to proceed against such a delinquent ~ f f i c e r . ~
Disbursing officers or the heads of executive departments may
request advance decisions from the Comptroller General upon
any question involving a payment to be made by them or under
them, which decision shall govern the General Accounting Office.e
The Comptroller General reserves the right to post audit administrative determinations of the need for goods and services
and of the lawfulness of their purchase. “The primary function
of the G. A. 0. is to see t o i t that public funds are expended
for the purposes for which appropriated by the Congress and in
accordance with applicable law. Inherent in the performance of
this function i s the right and duty to determine the legal validits
of payments made or claimed under Government contracts.”’
The General Accounting Office need not make final determinations in advance on all payments made by the Government, but
it does have “the right to past audit such payments.”8 That office
has claimed sole authority to determine whether payments of
public funds a r e authorized by law, and whether appropriated
funds a r e available for such payment.8 In a case involving differences among the Secretary of War, the Attorney General, and
the Comptroller General a s t o the legality of a certain contract,
the Court of Claims stated t h a t although the Secretary of War
was the authorized official to enter into the contract and to interpret the statute in question, “The fact is that, as an administrative matter, the Secretary could not pay unless the Comptroller
approved.”1o I n an early opinion to the President,” the Comptroller General characterized opinions of the Attorney General
a s “advi8ory only,” not “controlling” on the General Accounting
Office, and as “afforded no sanction , . t o disregard the decisions of the General Accounting Office.” More recently, the Attorney General has felt himself obliged to seek the opinion of
the Comptroller General as to the legality of a contract the
Department of Justice contemplated amarding.12 The Comp-

.

‘Ikid,
‘Section 8, act of 31 July 1384 ( 2 8 Stat. 2 0 7 ) . 2% amended (81 U.S.C
74; P.L. 1949.set. 16631.
s Welch, The Grntioi Accoiintbig OfFcr in Gareriiinont P7ocvrament, 14
Federal Bar Journal 321 (1954).

-

nu.

’ 3 Comp. Gen. 545

(1924).
Grauhor Elsotrio Ca. Inn. v. United Stntea, BO Ct. C1. 232, 244 (19401
” 2 C o m p . Gen. 784 (1923).
“21 Camp. Gen. 400 (19411,
1o
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troller General will follow decisions of the Court of Claims only
when "they are deemed correct expositions of the law."'*
A casual review of the published decisions of the Comptroller
General will illustrate the extent to which he participates in
procurement affairs. His approval of proposed contract clauses
has been sought and rendered." Final decision whether inclusion in specifications of certain provisions unduly restricts competition or unnecessarily increases the cost of the product is
his.'l Whether Specifications fairly and accurately state the minimum needs of the Government,lB whether a bidder may be permitted to correct or withdraw his bid,'r whether the bid of a
contractor who had previously rendered unsatisfactory service
and who delivered goods not in conformance with specifications
shall be considered," whether the facts of a particular case are
such a s to bring it within the scope of the First War Powers
Act and the executive orders issued pursuant thereto." and
whether the ordering agency had need of the services it ordered,zo
are all within the jurisdiction of the Comptroller General.

B.

Reoent Critical Analysis

The Comptroller General has received his proportionate share
of criticism. The point of that criticism seems to be not that
the functions he performs should not be performed, but that he
is not the appropriate officer ta perform them, In a separate
statement, Hoover Commissioner James H. Rowe, Jr., wrote:
"An adminintrator mvat get reaultr. Re i s expected t o get them-by
the President, by the Conseas, and by the country. The objects of ad.
ministrators and of auditors differ. They are trained differently; their
expeience and baekground are different; their s i m i are different. It
i s no wonder t h a t they are so often in controversy. This controversy
is inevitable 80 long 8 s the auditor, who is not held responsible for
i e ~ u l t s retains
,
control over the agency head who must t r y to get effective
rerulta the way the auditor decides he wants them. A t best, the adminiatrator must, before he Bets. negotiate with the General Accounting
Office, must submit ta its interpretation of law-xithough i t is the duty
of the Attorney General to interpret the law-and
then perform his
task in the manner determined by the Gene181 Accounting OBiee. Thin
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puts B premium on negotiation with t h a t offire. is p m d w t i w of endless
delay, a n d makes t h e Beeaunt Imaker of policy.""

The Task Force Report on the Federal Supply System states:
"On t h e wall of t h e offiea of every rerpansible suppiy official, pe.rtieuiarly
contracting and certifying officers, is figuratively B photograph of t h e
Comptroller General, r i r h a ~ c a w lon his cauntenanee. Is ail matters
inroiving the expenditure of public funds, the Comptroller General has
arrogated unto himaeif the ulrimste authority for determining the
legality of sdminiitrative actions 01 procedures. Where B particular
held is well covered by statutory direction, he assumes the function of
interpreting the often canflicring l a r r ; where statutory direction is
'ague 01 lacking, he conriders i t hin dury to ieprir t h e orniiiion''

The Task Force approved and adopted portions of the Report
of President's Committee on Administrative Management, January 1937, among which was:
"Rulingi by am independent auditing omear in the rsaim of executive
aetmn and methods, wen when they aeem wise a n d aalutarg, have a
profoundly harmful effect. They dissipate executive reiponsibiiitg and
precipitate executive uncertainty. . . . I t has became increasingly
difficult. and st times imply imposnhie f a r the Government t o manage
Its burmein with dispatch, wich efficiency, and n i r h economie aagaeity."-.

These are harsh words. The evidence upon which those eonclusions of fact are based is not detailed in the reports. And
the Commission itself recommended no sweeping revision of the
Comptroller's functions or authority. I n fact, Congress now haring in front of it the conclusions and reports of the Commission,
presumably having giren them due reflection and having taken
no action, may be argued to be quite satisfied with the current
division of authority between the Comptroller General and the
executive agencies. In view of all this, it appears worthwhile
to take a look in some depth a t one of the concepts urged upon
the executive departments by the Comptroller General. The proposition that "personal services may not be obtained upon a contractual basis but are required to be performed by regular employees who are responsible to the Government and subject to
its supervision"z* is n e l l adapted to that end. While at one time
it was thought to be a rule of law, i t is now stated to be a rule
of policy, and of policy established by the accounting officer8 of
I' Budget and Aecounbng, a report to the Congress by the Commission on
Organmation of the Executive Branch of t h e Government, February 1949,
p. 56.
Task Farce Report on the Federal Supply System [Appendix B]. PTDpared f o r the Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the
Government, January 1949, p. 6.
" I d . , p, 7 .
" 3 3 Camp. Gen. 170 (1953)
'j
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the Government.z6 No examination of one of the accounting concepts of the Comptroller General will, of course, be dispositive
of whether the authority exercised by him is wiisely vested, has
or has not been an impediment of significance in Government
procurement, or has been so burdensome ea to prevent the full
accomplishment of his auditing functions. It may, however,
reveal one of the reasons why Government procurement is sometimes uncertain.
11. PERSONAL SERVICES AND THE LAW

A. Introdwtion
I n the orderly exposition of an orderly subject, this would be
the place to set down in some detail the substantive content of
the matter, or rule, under discussion. The rule that personal
services far the Government must be performed only by Government employees is not difficult to enunciate. The rub comes
in finding out what it means. What are peraonal services? Are
personal services always personal, or are they by some sort of
alchemy nonpersonal when they are unobjectionable? What is
wrong with personal services being performed by independent
contractors anyway? What is the evil intended to be cured by
the rule? Is the law, or the rule, or the policy sufficiently precise so that procurement officers in the executive branch can
determine without reference in every case to the Comptroller
General what are personal services, and thereby avoid the impact
of the prohibition? Are there exceptions to the rule? If 80.
what a r e they?
The answers to theae questions are of more than fleeting interest to operating officials. For instance, the Securities and
Exchange Commission was once directed by statute to make a
report to Congress before a certain date. Its chairman stated
to the Comptroller General that the only way the task could be
done in time was to contract with a private firm to punch, sort,
and tabulate cards containing certain information extracted from
questionnaires sent out by the Commission. He further urged
that the equipment and personnel of his agency were inadequate
to the task, and that ta rent equipment and to hire and train per.
sonnel would create an undue hardship in view of the temporary
nature of the project. The proposed contract was disapproved.26
In another case the Army was forbidden to contract with a
M

Ikid.

*' 15 Comp. Gen. 961 (1936).
*GO l l l B
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private firm for the processing of shipping orders and purchase
requisitions a t the Engineer Supply Control Office in St. Louis,
when that office was caught between a rigid personnel ceiling
and a greatly increased workload brought on by the Korean
War. This in spite of the fact that Congress had been advised
that such temporary increases in workload would be contracted
0ut.l' Other examples, while perhaps of not as great importance, must produce a disproportionate share of executive headaches, to say nothing of irritated citizens. A $39.00 voucher for
the preparation of a report by an ex-employee of the Government was paid only after extended correspondence.2s And B
$6.00 bill to a local employment agency was apparently never
paid because the Savy Department had not first determined
whether the United States Employment Service could have supplied the employees required.2O
It is not at all clear that dispositire answers to the questions
asked, and others, are discoverable. Anyhow, the place to begin
seems ta be with the law.

B. Statutorg Reoognition
There is no legal prohibition against the procurement by con.
tract of personal services. On the contrary, Congress very early
recognized that such procurement was necessary. Section 10,
act of 2 Xarch 1861 (12 Stat. 220), from which section 3709,
Revised Statutes, was deriTwd, provides:
"That all purcharei and eontracts for ~ u p p l i e ror eerviee~in any of the
Departments of the Government, except for personal services, when
:he public exigencies do not require the immediate delivery of the article
or articles, or performance of the ierviee, shall be made by advertising a
suffment time previaudy for proposals respecting the same?'

There was, of course, contention a s to what were these personal services which had been excepted from the necessity of
advertising. The largest bone seems to hare been whether such
personal services could be performed by anyone else but the contractor in person.sO None of this detracts from the proposition
that Congreas recognized that the Government would have need
for personal services, that they might be contracted for, and
that such contracts were exempt from the requirement far ad~ e r t i s i n g . The act is in itself, of course, not authority to con32 Comp. Gen. 427 (1963).
31 Camp. Gen. 610 (19.52).
*'I Comp. Gen. 409 (19221.
'"16 Op. Atty. Gem. 138 (1876); II Op. Atty, Gen. 236 (1877); 6 Comp.
Dec. 314 (18991, The dispute continues. 30 Comp. Con. 490 l1951l.
#'
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tract. But it can hardly be said that the exception in the act
is applicable only to the contract entered into by Government
employees. If it does not relate solely to civil servants, then it
must envision the performance under certain circumstances of
personal services by independent contractors.
Section 3709, Revised Statutes, was amended by section 9 ( a ) ,
Administrative Expenses Act of 1946 (60 Stat. 809; 41 U.S.C. 5 ) ,
to read in pertinent p a r t :
"Unieii atheraise provided in the appropriation concerned or other
Is\v,purehares and cantracte for supplies 07 eervices far the Government
may be made or entered into only after advertising B sufficient time
pre\musly f a r pmpaials, except . . . ( 4 ) when the serlieea are required
to be performed by the eonrraetar in person and are ( A ) of B twhniesl
and professional natvre a r (B) under Gwernment supervision a n d paid
for on B time basis?'

H. R. 6533, Seventy-ninth Conpress, was the bill which became
the act of 2 August 1946, supra. H. R. 4536, Seventy-ninth
Congress, on which action was not taken, but which was the
forerunner of H. R. 6535, read somewhat differently:
"Unleis otherwise provided in the appropriation concerned or other
law, purchases and contracts f o r supplies and nerviees far the Government may be made or entered into m i y after advertising a. suffieient
time previously f a r propoiala except , . ( 4 ) when the r e r d i c e ~are to
be performed by the contractor in person under Government aupervieion.
and paid for on a time basis."

.

H. R. 4536, Seventy-ninth Congress, was prepared by the
Bureau of the Budget in cooperation with all the other interested
Government departments.8' Mr. Lawton, Administrative Assistant, Bureau of the Budget, advised the House Committee on
Expenditures in the Executive Department that section 9 of the
bill "clarifies the fact that this provision does not apply to contracts for personal services of an individual under Government
supervision. Otherwise, it is simply a restatement of existing
law."3aThe Senate Report on H.R. 6533 explained the amendment of H. R. 4586, "In this subsection (4) the committee revised
the language slightly to insure that personal services of a technical or professional nature would not have t o be advertised
The bill, in so f a r a8 i t related to Government purchases,
I t is also clear that the
was "designed to be perfecting
"Hearing before the Houne Committee on Expenditures in the Executive
Department on H R. 4586, 70th Cong., Zd Sess. a t 1, 4 (1846).
" I d . . p. 28.
'' 6 . Rep. No. 1686,Wth Cong.,2d Sere. 7 (10461.
Id
H R. Rep. Yo. 2186,70th Cong.,2d Sess. 1 (1846).
*GO
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Comptroller General participated in the development of the
statute.a6
Section 3709, Revised Statutes, does not apply to the Departments of the Army, Navy, Air Force, the Coast Guard, or the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (10 U.S.C. 25141,
But Chapter 137, title 10, United States Code, does, and section
2304(a) provides:
''Purchases of and contracts for property or s e r w e i covered by this
chapter ehall be made after formal advertising. However, the head of an
agency may negotiate i w h a purchase 01 e m t r s e t , if . . . (4) t h e purc h a w or contract is for personal or p r o f e d o n a i services , , .I'

This provision stems from section 2 ( c ) ( 4 ) , Armed Services Procurement Act of 1947 (41 U.S.C. 151(c)(4), 1962 ed.); repealed
by section 53, act of 10 August 56 (70A Stat. 641). The codification made only editorial changes in section 2(c) (4). The
Senate Report accompanying the bill which became the Armed
Services Procurement Act stated of section Z(c) (4) :
"This p ~ o r i s i a n15 an adaptation af the exception from a d v e r t m n g
heretofore provided by Revised Statute 3 7 0 9 . . . with respect to contracts
f o r aervieei which are required to be performed by the contractor in
perron and which are (a) of a technical and professional nature or ( b )
under Gorernmenr supervision and paid for on B time basis."#?

Thus Congress beginning in 1861, and most recently in 1956,
has repeatedly recognized the need far the performance of personal services for the Government by persons not engaged pursuant to the civil service and classification laws, and indeed has
placed the contracts for such services in a preferred category.
C. Admlnistretive Espemes Act of 1946
If we could stop here and go on to a consideration of what in
fact are personal services, our route and destination would be
a good deal more certain. However, in 1946, there was enacted
a statute dealing with experts and consultants. Section 15, Administrative Expenses Act of 1946 (60 Stat. 810; 5 U.S.C. 55a1,
provides :
"The head of any department. when authariied in an anpmpriation or
other Act, may procure the temporary (not in excess of m e year1 OT
intermittent sernees of experts or consultants OT organizations thereof,
including ctenographie reporting services, by contract, and in such eases
such service shall be without rerard t o the civil aerviee and elsnsifieation

** Hearing before t h e House Cammittae on Expenditures in the Executive
Department on H.R. 4686.79th Cang., 2d Seas. 28 i 1 9 4 6 ) .
I"S. Rep. No. 571.80th Cong., 2d S e w 6 (1947).
8
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law9 ( b u t as to ligen&@ aubjeet to the Classification Act of 1848 a t
rates not in exeem of the per diem equivalent of t h e highest r a t e payable
nndsr said sections, u n l e ~other rete8 are speeifieally provided in the
appropriation or ather law) and, except ~n the case of stenographic re.
porting services by organizations, Nithour regard to section 3708, Revised
Ststutea."

This section was originally section 17, H. R. 4586. Seventy-ninth
Congreas, 88 previously discussed, and was prepared by the
Bureau of the Budget in cooperation with all the other Government departments.aI Mr. Lawton, Administrative Assistant,
Bureau of the Budget, explained to the House Committee that
"It is a codification. The principal purpose, I might add, is to
aroid the charge that the appropriations committees have become legislative committees, by enacting into the appropriation
act provisions which a r e in a sense basic law.
? He noted
that scattered through appropriations bills was authority for
the appointment of experts, that "90%" of the pemons who
would be covered by the bill were paid on a per diem baaia, and
that the bill simply provides that if there is authority for t h e
hire of such personn in an appropriation act, that act is not
subject to a point of order.8Q "That is all i t does."40 I t is stated
in the Senate Report that "The principal purpose of the bill
. is the permanent enactment of numerous provisions which,
although of a continuing and general character, have been included hitherto in the annual appropriation a~ts."~L

..

..

D. Need F w 1946 Act
While i t is clear that Congress intended nothing new by the
enactment of this statute, the purpose of the provisions appear" H e s l i n g before t h e House Committee on Eipenditwures in t h e Ereeut l w Department on H.R. 4686, 79th Cong., 2d Seas. a t 1, 3 (1946).

"S. Rep. No. 1638, 78th Ceng., 2d Seas. 1 (1846). F m instanec, section 8,
Miiitsrg Appropriations Act, 1846 (69 Stat. 406). p r o d d n : "Whenever
during the fiscal sear ending June SO, 1846,t h e S e e r e t a w af War should de;
i t to be advantageous to the national defense, s n d if in his opinion the existing
facilities of t h e W a r Dapartment m e inadequate, he is hereby anthorized to
employ by eontraet or otherwise, 4 i L o u t referenee to section S709, Revised
Statutes, civil aerviee OP elaJiiRcation laws, or section 6 of the Act of April
6, 1014 (38 Stat. 8361, and at auch rates of eompenaatian (not to exceed $26
per day and travel expenses, including actual transportation and per diem
in lieu of subsistence while trsvriling from their homes OP plsees of business
to official d u t y Statim and return as may be authorized in travel orders or
letters of appointment for individuals) 8%he may determine, t h e servieer of
arehiteeti, engineern, or firms or corporationa thereof, and other technical and
professional personnel 8s may be necessary."
AGO 677B
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ing in annual appropriations acts, the need for which this statute
was to obviate, assumes Some significance. The section of the
appropriations act set out a t footnote 41 does several things. I t
authorizes the Secretary of War to procure the services of architects, engineers, and other technical and professional personnel.
This he may do by contract or otherwise. He may do so without
advertising and without regard to the civil service and classification laws. And, he may utilize organizations of at least architects and engineers. It seems fairly certain that these provisions
were designed to give substantive authority to procure the personal services of highly skilled individuals, and to meet the objections of the Comptroller General. The apparent, if not real
need for such substantive authority probably arose out of the
Comptroller General's rule that personal services should be performed by Government employees, and not by independent contractors. Whether that rule was then believed to be founded on
a statutory prohibition or alone on high Governmental policy is
not crucial. As late as 1943, the Comptroller General believed
that statutes supported the
By 1946, however, he had
abandoned the notion that the rule was based on anything else
but policy.'8 There is no showing that Congress was apprised
of the change of position. Because the Comptroller may refuse
to permit payment for personal services already rendered,'< or
may withhold approval of a personal service contract,'5 or may
require the earliest practicable termination of such a contract,'B
it makes little difference to the officials of an executive department, who assist and are influential in the drafting of the type
of legislation here considered, whether the Comptroller's objections are policy or statutory. The point is that i t would be difficult to argue that although there never was a statutory prohibition a s such against contracting f a r personal services, the long
history of enabling statutes established such a prohibition. The
ready answer to such argument is that if Congress believed such
a prohibition existed, it merely made a mistake, and no undue
significance can properly be attached thereto. In any event, there
22 Comp. Gen. 700 (1943).
" 2 4 Camp. Gen. 924 (1845).
"31 Camp. Gen. 510 (1962).

'' 16 Camp. Gen.951 (1938).
Dls. Comp. Gen. B-llS739, 3 Apr 1953.
10
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was a general rule against contracting for personal services, and
i t was never entirely clear whether contracts for the services of
especially skilled individuals fell within the prohibition of that
rule." The need for the temporary services of especially skilled
persons is always great in a complex agency; Congress gave
special recognition to that need in section 9, Military Appropriations Act, 1946, set out in footnote 41, and others. That recognition, as will be discussed below, may have been in addition to
the recognition of the need for the personal services of less highly
skilled individuals. Authority to permit contracting with organizations of certain skilled persons without the necessity for advertising was needed and supplied to avoid the Comptroller General's belief that even before its amendment the exception for
personal services in section 3709, Revised Statutes, was applicable only to contracts with individuals.'~

In addition to granting the authority to procure a special kind
of personal services, the Military Appropriations Act, 1946, supra,
provided :
"For c o m p e n s a t m for perbond nerviecs in the War Department
proper,

BLi

followB:

"Oflee of Secretary of War: Semetary of War, Under Secretary of
War, A d s t a n t Secretaries of War, and other peraonal services, $664,000:
v o u i d e d , t h a t not to exceed $200,000 of the appropriations contained in
this list for military activities shall be a d l s b l e , , , for the tempmars
employment of persons ( a t not to exceed $25 per day) OF organizatbns,
by e m t r e e t or otherwise, without regard to s a t i o n 3700 of the Revised
Statutes 07 the civil 6emiee or elarsification laws: Provided: t h a t no
field a e r ~ c eappropriation shall be svsilsble for personal eeiviees in the
War Depwtment except 8 8 may be express by authorized herein . . . .
"The Secretary of War is authorized to employ such additional personnel a t the seat of Government and elsewhere, and to proiide out of any
appropriations available for the Military Establishment for their
and other services BS he may deem neeennaw to carry out
salaries .
the p u r p o ~ e iof this Aot, but the amount BO used for personal services

..

a t the aeat of government, other than f a r field aerviee employees, shall

..

e1assification act.
'I 6 Comp. Gen. 430 (1026); 30 Camp. Gen. 400 (1951).
IC0 WlB
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not exceed one-third of 1 per centlim of the total amount af cash s p p r a p i i ated f o r t h e Amy!'Y

I t is apparent that the drafters of this seetion of the statute
were concerned with two problems. First, the rule enunciated
by the Comptroller General against personal services. And,
second, section 4, act of 5 August 1882 (22 Stat. 2551, which
provides :
"That no c1.d offieor. clerk, draughteman, copyist, messenger, ami3tant
messenger, mechanic, watchman, laborer, or other employee shall a f t e r
the firct day o i October next be employed in any of t h e executive departments, or subordinate burmaus or office8 thereof at the seat af government,
except only a t such rates s n d in such numbers. respectively, 8 ) m a y be
speeifieally appropriated for by Congrew iar such elerieal and other
personal ~ e r i i c e nf o r each fiscal year, and no civil officer , , , ~r other
employee shall hereafter be employed a t the neat of government i n a n y
execvtivi department . . . 07 bo paid from any appropriation made for
contingent expenses, 01 for any specific or general purpose, unless such
employment IS authorized and pasment theiefor ~pecifieally provided
in t h e isw granting the appropriation.''

The evil which thia statute was designed to cure "consisted in
the appointment of clerks and the employment of labor by offi.
cera in the Executive Departments, bureaus, and offices a t the
seat of the Government in excess of those appropriated for, in
order to make places for favored persons, and the payment of
their salaries or wages either from contingent or other appropriations."60
After the enactment of section 15, Administrative Expenses
Act of 1946, supra, the language in a t least military appropriations acts took on new color. Section 7, Military Appropriations
Act, 1948 (61 Stat. 570), authorized the use of section 15. But
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with respeet to personal services of the garden variety the language was:
"The Secretary of War 13 authorized t o employ such addrtional p e r ~ o n n d at the seat of government and elsewhere, and to provide out of any
appropriations avadabie for t h e hlilitary Establishment for their nalariei
. . . s n d other services, and suppiier as he may deem n e e e r ~ ~ rtoy carrs
a u t t h e purpose3 of this Act, but the smounL EO used far pmsanal serriees
at rhe seat of government, other t h a n f a r held ssmices employees and
employees of other ageneles paid from f u n d i transferred thereto from
.)"I
appiapriatians cantamed in this Act, shall not exceed

...

There is no reference to "organiiations," or to "contract or
otherwise," or to section 5709, Revised Statutes. By 1948 even
the authority to employ additional personnel "elsewhere" had
d i s a p ~ e a r e d .The
~ ~ change is susceptible of a t least two explanations. The first is that it was realized that substantive authority
to procure personal services by contract or otherwise away from
the seat of Government had never been necessary in the first
place. Thus the Comptroller General announced in 1945 that the
rule was founded on his policy
The second possible explanation is that i t was felt that section 16, Administrative
Expenses Act of 1946, 8up?'a, was the only authority which could
be utilized to procure personal services, whether they were the
services of "experts and consultants" or of less highly skilled
individuals. This latter view finds some support in the assumption of identity between the phrases "expert or consultant" and
"personal and pr~fessional."~~
For a time the Comptroller General apparently felt that all personal services must be procured
either pursuant to section 15 or to the civil service and classification laws. His office excepted to the payment of vouchers for
"caretaking services (including supply, administration, property
accounting records, organizational maintenance, and security of
Organized Reserve Corps equipment)" on the basis that "Payment for services as prox7ided in contracts is not authorized as
they do not fall within the exceptions for employment of personal
Military Appropriations Act, 1848 ( 6 1 Stat. 569).
' " T h e hliiitary Functions Appropriation Act, 1949 ( 6 2 Stat. 6661, promdes
only t h a t "The Secretary of the Army 13 authorized to employ additional
perronnel a t the seat of government and to provide out of any appropriations
available f o r the Department of the Army f o r their salaries, b u t the amount
$ 0 used f a r personal services a t the aeat of government, other t h a n for Beid
service employee3 . . . shall not exceed. . . .I'
'I 24 Camp. Gem. 924 (19461
' l In Mallow, Ezperta ond Cansultent~ in Government, 14 Federal Bar
Journd 367 (19641, it I& noted t h a t "Varmun departments have issued r e ~ u l a tions concerning the subject of expert or eannultant services, or, 88 they are
o t h e r r i s e knovn, personal and profeesional serriees."
*GO
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services as contained in General Provisions, Military Appropriations Act of 1948 or Public Law 600, 79th Congress."6s There
is indication that the Army adhered to the same view. In a 1951
opinion of The Judge Advocate General, it was stated, "Except
as authorized by 5 U.S.C. 55a, it appears that personal services
must be procured pursuant to the Civil Service and Classificstion lawa.l'ia
I t would not have been unreasonable to conclude that section
15, Administrative Expenses Act of 1946, supra, applied only to
the services of experts and consultants when those services were
characterized as personal. In 1944, the Comptroller General held
that an individual engaged to deliver a series of lectures a t the
School of Military Government, Charlottesville. Virginia, was
performing non-personal services and therefore that his compensation was not limited by section 9, Nilitary Appropriations
Act of 1944 (57 Stat. 368) ,I7This section was essentially similar
to section 9, Military Appropriation Act, 1946, set out a t footnote 41, and was the type of provision the recurring need for
which section 15, Administrative Expenses Act of 1946, 8upra,
was to obviate. However, in 21 Comp. Gen. 695 (1948), it was
shown that non-personal services of individuals might also be
procured under section 15, Administrative Expenses Act of 1946,
mpm. It is interesting that in arriving a t this conclusion the
opinion relied on two earlier opinions which had held only that
the maximum compensation limitation in section 15 was inapplicable to corporations or organizations performing non-personal
services.
E. Comptroller General's Interpretation Of 1916 Act
However, after all is said and done it really doesn't make
much differencewhether section 15, Administrative Expenses Act
of 1946, supra, was designed to cope in part with the rule against
contracting for personal services. In 36 Comp. Gen. 338 (1956),
the Comptroller General stated:
"Thin statute rseetion 15, Administrative E ~ p e n i e Act
i
a t 1846,rupra]
eonrtifntei the b a d e general authority to procure by contiact, without
adrertimig the 6 m . i e e i of individoala end organiratmna of experti and
consultants. Its opersbre effect, by its terms. 1% eonringmt w o n the
pailage of an a p p r w r i a t m 01 other act branling a ~ e c i f i eauthority IO
the head of the particular department or agency concerned. The ufiii.8tian of the authority so ernnted is intended for and. of courae, 19 iimitcd

.. hls. Comp. Gen. 8-72157. 28 June 1049.
:' JAGT 195115489, 14 Sep 1951
24 Camp Gen. 414 ( 1 9 4 4 ) .
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the iultherance of authorized agency functions. Furthermore, wheie
r h e ~ e r v i c er~e q w e d uavid ordinarily fall within the scope a i work
peneiaiig peifarnied by officers and employee% of the agency YI of other
Government agencies, t h c deferinmatian to m o k e such contracting
a3tiiniti- should he based upon cogent eonaideration%of the neeers~tp,
efficiency, and economy of the contract pmeurement, ef. 26 camp. Gen.
188; id. 442; 31 zd. 372; 33 id. 143; and ?d. 170. See 8.1~0 Hause Report
No. 2894, 84th Congress, Employment and Utilization of Experts and
Consultantl 'S

TO

26 Comp. Gen. 188 (1946) and 26 Comp. Gen. 442 (1946)
opine that the maximum compensation limitations set out in
section 15, Administrative Expenses Act of 1946, supra, do not
apply t o firms and corporations performing non-personal services.38 33 Camp. Gen. 110 (1953) and 31 Comp. Gen. 372 (1962)
do not relate to any specific statutory authority for procuring
the services of experts and consultants, but do deal with "the
general rule established by the decisions of the accounting officers . . that purely personal services may not be obtained an
a contractual basis but are required to be performed by regular
employees who are responsible t o the Government and subject
to its supervision." The question in 33 Comp. Gen. 143 (1963)
is whether the Commissioner, Federal Housing Administration,
ma? procure personal services by contract and if 80 whether the
services there considered fall within the advertising exception
in Revised Statutes 3709. The House report referred to represents the interim findings of the Legislative and Reorganization
Subcommittee of the House Government Operations Committee
in its inquiry into the employment and utilization of experts
and consultants in carrying on the business of the Government.
The report noted the tendency among Government leaders to
call in outside businessmen, industrialists, scientists, and experts
from all fields of endeavor to consult and advise, emphasized t h a t
such experts were a valued source af knowledge and experience
which the Government could not prudently ignore, but cautioned
that there might be a dangerous tendency to over-emphasize the
value and effectiveness of private business ideas and methods in
Government and that conflict of interest is always an inherent
danger in utilizing private businessmen as experts and consultants in Government.jo The report states that "Agencies subject
to the classification Act and the civil service rules may not procure personal services by means other than through prescribed

.

'' It 13 not clear whether an meamration of experts and eonivltantr which
performed personal services would he subject to that limitation.
I s E. R. Rep. No 2894. 84th Cong.,Zd S e w 3 (1956)
AGO 5--n
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competitive processes unless they are authorized to do so by Ststute or by civil service regulations."Bo In context i t would seem
that this statement of general principle was intended to refer to
all personal serrices and not only to those performed by experts
and consultants procured pursuant to section 15, Administrati\,e
Expenses Act of 1946, srp'a, or one of its counterparts.e* If that
is the intent of the statement, it is probably inaccurate. I t is
clear that even the Comptroller General would not agree. In 22
Comp. Gen. 700 (1943), he concurred in the statement that "The
classification Act and Rules and Regulations promulgated by the
Civil Service Commission pursuant thereto, contemplate that in
the appointment of personnel the Federal Agencies affected thereby shall conform to the prescribed Rules and Regulations, but
there is no prohibition contained in the Classification Act against
contracting for permnal services." This statement referred to
The Classification Act of 1923 (42 Stat. 1488; 5 U.S.C. 661 et
889. 1946 ed.), which was repealed by section 1202, act of 28
October 1949 (63 Stat. 972). There is, however. similarly no
prohibition in the Classification Act of 1949 (63 Stat. 9541, as
amended ( 5 U.S.C. 1071 et seq.). And, perhaps more important,
section 202 of that act exempts from its provisions not only
"experts and consultants, when employed temporarily or intermittently in accordance with" section 15, Administrative Expenses Act of 1946, S u v a . but also "persons employed on a fee,
contract, or piece work basis." There is a curiosity in the legis-
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iative history of the last phrase. The House Report states t h a t
it “exempts employments made on a fee, contract, or piece-work
basis when authorized by other law.”e2 The Senate Report on
the Senate bill which in this respect was identical to the House
bill repeats the House e~planation.~3
Why those reports included
the phrase “when authorized by other law” is not clear. The act
a8 approved, H. R. 5931, Eighty-first Congress, which was eventually adopted, S. 1762, Eighty-first Congress, which was introduced at the request of the administration, S. 2379, 8ame Cangress, which served the same purpose a s the administration bill,
and the predecessor bill, H. R. 4169, Eightieth Congress, all
exempted “persons employed on a fee, contract, or piece work
basis.” None of them either expressly or by implication, necessary or otherwise, limited that exemption in any way. I t may
be that there was some confusion in the drafting of the reports
between the exemption for persons employed on B fee, contract,
or piece work basis, and the exemption for experts and eonsultants which is indeed 80 limited. In any event, i t would not seem
likely in view of the plain words of the statute and the clear
distinction in treatment between experts and consultants on the
one hand and persons employed on a fee, contract, or piece work
basis on the other that the restriction “when authorized by other
law” wauid be read into the statute. The Comptroller General
has not done so, but has adhered to his 1945 position that the
rule against contracting for personal services is one of policy
alone.
It follows that the Comptroller General regards section 16.
Administrative Expenses Act of 1946, supra, as providing a n
exemption only from the civil service and classification acts, and
does not provide an exemption from the rule against contracting
for personal services. This seems to be his position even though
that statute expressly authorizes the procurement by contract
of the services of experts, consultants, and organizations thereof.
I t is his position even though there is evidence that at least one
significant reason for the enactment of the provisions the need
for which section 15 was to obviate was relief from that rule.
It likewise appears immaterial that the Comptroller General has
announced that a statute authorizing the expenditure of funds
“for employing persons or organizations, by contract or other-

‘‘ H. R. Rep. No. 1264, 81st Cong., 1st Seas. I (1949). This report accompanied H.R. 6931, 81st Congress, which w89 eventually adopted.
‘IS. Rep. No. 841, slat Cong., 1st Sesa. 33 ( 1 9 4 9 ) . This report aecompanied S. 2379, 81st Congress.
A 0 0 677s
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wise, for special accounting, actuarial, statistical, and reporting,
engineering, and organizational services determined necessary
, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes
, ,
and the provisions of ather laws applicable to the employment
and compensation of officers and employees of the United States
,
," authorized an exception to the "general rule
. that
purely personal services may not be engaged by the Government
on a "on-personal contract basis but are required to be performed by Federal personnel under Government
As a matter of fact, the Comptroller General's belief that section 15, Administrative Expenses Act of 1946, supra, had nothing
a t all to do with the rule against contracting for personal 8ervices was enunciated quite early in the game. I n 27 Comp. Gen.
505 (1948), it was stated, "However, there is nothing in the terms
of said law or its legislative history which may be construed as
nullifying the force and effect of the cited rule against the procurement of personal services by contract, and it is believed that
the general prorisions of said section 15 have a broad field of
reasonable operation aside from the restrictions of the cited rule."
The argument that the statute is inapplicable to the rule against
contracting for personal services because it haa wide application
beyond that rule is unconvincing. It is not inherentiy improbable
that Congress wanted to do two things a t once, i.e., exempt from
the classification act and avoid the rule. The very presence in
section 16 of the words "by contract" and "organizations." are
persuasive that the rule against contracting for personal services
was contemplated. I t is submitted that the Comptroller General's
view of section 15 reads those words out of the statute. At the
least it now seems unwise to have dropped from the annual ap.
propriations acts those provisions specifically authorizing the procurement of personal services by contract or otherwise as deemed
necessary by the Secretary, since similar provisions in the past
have been persuasive, albeit not controlling, to the Comptroller
General.ei

. .

. .

..

..

F. Cnderwood i. U m t e d States
In Support of the rule that personal services must be performed
by Ga\wrnment employees, the Comptroller General has some~~

" 1 - Comp. Gen 300 ( 1 9 3 7 1 . Aeeard: 33 Camp. Gen. 143 (18331.
"'31 Camp. Gen. 143 (19531. But see 15 Comp. Gen. 961 (1936). where an
advisais metallurgist could nor be engaged under eontract p u r ~ v s n tto a
statute authonzing spprapristmns 'Ylor other ~ s r r o n a l~eryiee., including
ernplasrnent of experts when n e e e m r y . '
1s
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times relied on case and statute law. In 1926, there was called to
the attention of the Comptroller General a contract between a
certain metallurgist and a Xavy purchasing officer calling for
necessary advisory services. I t wa8 stated "In addition to the objections raised in my letter . . . the contracting with an individual or firm to perform a duty or exercise an authority imposed or
conferred by law upon a Government department or estahlishment is not authorized. See in this connection Underwood v.
United States," 62 Ct. C1. 378 (1926).esThe Court of Claims case
concerned a claim on an implied contract for commission on the
sale of vessels by the United States Shipping Board. The Court
denied the claim. The syllabus in the report of the case rests exclusively on the proposition that the board "was not authorized to
pay commissions to brokers, nor did it have power to delegate its
authority to sell or dispose of said vessels." The Court, however,
relied on many grounds. It noted t h a t in fact the sale had not
been consummated, that the claimant had no dealings with the
board, and concluded its opinion with these wards, "From the
evidence it appears that the United States Shipping Board had
power and authority to sell the vessels in question: that the board
never delegated that power or authority to anyone else: that no
employee of the board had any authority to commit the United
States to the payment of a commission for bringing about the
sale of any of these vessels: that the plaintiff represented the
purchaser rather than the Shipping Board, and that he had no
contract express or implied with any person or agency who was
authorized to commit the Government to the payment of a eommission for the sale of these vessels.'' Enough has been quoted to
indicate quite clearly that the proposition in the syllabus is obiter
dictum, and hardly sufficiently firm to found high Government
policy. Nevertheless the breadth of the rule announced in 6 Comp.
Gen. 51 (1926) would har.e prevented the procurement of any
assistance from outside the Government in the accomplishment
of a mission assigned a Government agency by statute. Two years
later the Comptroller General found in a statute reading "In disproperty, the Secretary of War shall cause the
posal of
to be chosen
property to he appraised , , by an appraiser
by him," no Congressional intention to limit the Secretary's choice
to employees of the War Department or other departments.e' In
1935, however, it was thought that statutory authority to make
such investigations as it determines necessary prevented a Gov-

...

'* 6 Cornp. Gem. 51
'. 7 Comp. Gen. 531
A 0 0 117R
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ernment agency from procuring the services of a state engineer
t o make an inve8tigation.os In 1941, the rule was modified in an
opinion to the Attorney General, who was advised that because
the statutes involved neither expressly nor by necessary implication provided that the work had to be done only by the Department of Justice the Comptroller General would not object to the
payment far punching into aiien regietratian cards certain data
previously collected.00 This proposition of law was probably
always so, and may mark a return to the situation prosailing
prior t o 6 Camp. Gen. 61, supra.
G. Section 169, Revised Statutes
In 22 Comp. Gen. 700 (19431, the objection to contracting with
a firm or third party for personal services was said to be based
upon the fact t h a t such contracts delegate to the contractor the
right to select persons to render services for the Government
which would be in contravention of section 169, Revised Statutes
(6 U.S.C. 4 3 ) , which requires that ail appointment of officers and
employees be made by the head of the department or agency, or
with respect to field services, by a subordinate officer to whom
that duty has been delegated. Actually, the statement of the praposition contains it8 own denunciation. As early a8 1920 i t was
clear that the statute dealt with the "appointment" of officers and
employees (Burnap v. United States, 252 U.S. 512 (1920)). In
the very opinion which announced the applicability of section 169,
Revised Statutes, supra, the Comptroller General agreed that the
classification act and the regulations issued pursuant thereto were
inapplicable because they dealt only with the appointment of personnel. The argument is equally applicable to section 169, and
that statute has apparently been abandoned as a buttress t o the
rule against contracting for personal services.
H. Conclusion
It thus seems clear that the rule in its breadth a s enunciated by
the Comptroller General finds little support in the law. Congress
has been for a long time concerned about the number of employees an the Federal payroll and with devices adopted by executire
agencies to avoid hire limitations imposed by Congreas. Section
4,act of 6 August 1882, supra, prohibiting the employment a t the
seat of Government in excess of the number appropriated for is
in paint. Mare recently the legislative history of Section 15, Ad"'14 C o m p Gen 681 (10351.
21 Comp. Gen. 400 (1941).
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ministrative Expenses Act of 1946, supra, shows the problem
there considered centered about per diem employees.70 The Same
is true of House Report No. 2894, Eighty-fourth Congress, Second Session, 1946, entitled "Employment and Utilization of Experts and Consultants." The paint is, however, that Congress has
stated who shall be employed pursuant to the Classification Act
of 1949, SupTa, and who shall be employed under section 15, Administrative Expenses Act of 1946. And Congress has excluded
from the Classification Act persons employed on a fee, eontract,
or piece work basis, and has enacted a further exception to that
act for experts and consultants. If the Comptroller General's
opinion that section 15, Administrative Expenses Act of 1946,
szpra, had nothing whatever to do with his rule prohibiting contracting for personal services be true, then that act provided only
an additional exception to the classification act. I t may indeed be
suggested that the Comptroller General's rule is violative of Congresaional policy. Congress has stated that persons hired on a
"fee, contract or piece work basis" shall not be employed under
When the Comptroller
the Classification Act of 1949,
General characterizes as "purely personal" the services performed
by any individual or organization, he in effect requires those services to be performed by individuals hired pursuant to the classification act, The executive agency which needs the services has
already determined that it is in the best interests of the Government, i.e., less expensive, to procure the ser\,ices on a "fee, contract or piece work" basis. When the Comptroller General characterizes those services a s ''purely personal," the executive agency
must either (a) go without the services which certainly was not
contemplated by Congress, or (b) procure the services under the
classification act w e n though it is paid f a r on a fee, contract o r
piece work basis which is really no alternative a t all because i t
cannot be done, or (c) have previously hired Government employees perform the services which in the context of the problem
is more expensive or for other reasons not in the best interest of
the Government, or (d) hire more Government employees which
suffers the same disabilities as alternative (e), and which may be
" Mr. Lawtan, explaining the bill, stated, "They are per diem, or persons
"aid at the 9 8 1 ~ rate
1 ~ which i s ~n excess of the civil service rate. The" ma"
be hired for B i o n t h at B given salary. Generally, I would say that better
than 00 percent of them would be persons pald on a per diem rate of pay.
'The War Demrtment for examole. had sutharitv to hire mmle a t %50 B
day." Hearidgs before the HOU& Committee on Expendit&
i. the Executive Department on H. R. 4586, 79th Cong.,Zd Sear., p. 7 (1946).
.,Section 202.Classiflcstion Act of 1840 (6s Stat. 054: 6 U.S.C. 1 0 8 2 ( 2 0 ) ) .
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labeled a s a legal but nonetheless unwise and improper evasion of
the classification act which in effect informs executive officers
that if it is best to procure on a fee, contract or piece work basis
then i t should not be done pursuant to that act.
It may be asked why, if there be no Congressional policy or law
in accord with the Comptroller General's rule, has Congress felt
called upon to enact authority to procure personal services. The
ready answer appears to be that the Comptroller General spent
twenty-five years convincing the executive agencies, and indirectly
Congress, that there was something unlawful about contracting
far personal services; only in the last 12 years has he agreed that
the rule is based on policy alone. During the period 1920 to 1945,
the executive agencies whether they agreed or not had no aiternative but to seek Congresional authorization. After 1948, the executive agencies needed whatever help might be found in Congressional authorization.'2 Such authorization never was a clear
escape from the rule. In viev of what has happened to section 15,
Administrative Expenses Act of 1946, supra, it may be that the
Comptroller General will one day conclude that all acta authorizing the procurement of personal services by contract or otherwise
are merely exceptions to the classification act, and have nothing
to do with his policy. Such conclusion seems inevitable a t least
iq-ith respeet to those statutes which, like section 15, Administrative Expenses Act of 1946, SUPTB,do not m e the word "personal"
86 a modifier of "services."'s
The phrase "personal" services has
for so many years been so closely associated with the Comptroller's policy rule, however, that it might be awkward to suggest
that a statute expressly authorizing such services had nothing
whatever to do with that rule. The paradox is, though, that it is
difficult to legislate around a policy, particularly when it is not
entirely clear what the policy is. I t is not unthinkable that even
a statute authorizing the expenditure of appropriations for "personal services, including personal services wvithaut regard to h i -

.' Secf'on 10a. Central Intelllgenee Act of 1948 (63 Stat. 212: 30 U S.C
403) which authorized expenditures f o r perronai b e m i e e ~ \isi raid t o be
neeeisary ' ' ~ nview of the requirements of existing law 01. Camptroller Geaeral'i decmana, ivhieh specify that such expenditures are not permissible U P lesi authorized by l a w ' ' S Rep No 106, 81at Con.., 1 s t S e i ? . 5 (19191
H. R Rep. Yo, 160. same Congress, is identical in this iespect.
E. g.. section 14, act of 22 July 1931 (50 Stat.
B Q amended ( 7
U 6 . C 1015): sectIan 10, act of 29 June 1948 (62 Stat. 10:S). a8 amended
I15 U S C. i l l h i i section d o l . act of 12 January 1951 (61 Stat 1254: 50
U S.C. Agp. 2263111.
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tations on types of persons to be employed,”” might be held by
the Comptroller General to constitute merely an additional exception to the classification act, The obvious cross-reference to section 15, Administrative Expenses Act of 1946, S U P ~ Q ,may lead
to the conclusion that all that was intended was that persons other
than “experts and consultants” might be engaged, leaving the
policy against contracting for personal semices unimpaired. In
so f a r as it is practicable a t all to overcome the Comptroller General’s policy by statute, it would appear as a minimum that the
statute authorize the procurement of personal services “by eontract or otherwise.”
111. THE RULE

A. Statutory Definition
As was previously noted, the consequences of entering into a
contract denominated by the Comptroller General as a personal
services contract may, to say the least, be disruptive of orderly
procurement procedures. Payments under the contract may be
excepted to, it may be required that the contract be promptly
cancelled, or that at the expiration of the contract no similar contract be entered into. Thus it is imperative that procurement
officials in the executive agencies be able to recognize a personal
services contract. It is the purpose of this chapter to propound, if
possible, a deflnition of a personal service contract of sufficient
utility to be used as a standard.
The statutes afford little help. Section 10, act of 2 March 1861
(12 Stat. ZOO) from which section 3709, Revised Statutes, supra,
was derived excepted from the requirement of advertising purchases and contracts “for personal services.” This wording was
changed by section 9 ( a ) , Administrative Expenses Act of 1946,
supl’a, to except purchases and contracts “when the services are
required to be performed by the contractor in person and are ( a )
of a technical and professional nature or (b) under Government
supervision and paid for an a time basis.” No change in previous
law was contemplated.’s It would not have been difficult to view
the 1946 amendment as a Congressional determination of the
meaning of “personal services,” applicable equally to the exception from advertising and to the rule against contracting for personal services, particularly since until shortly before that time
Section loa, Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1349 ( 6 3 Stat. 212:
GO U.S.C. 403i).
‘Hearings before the House Committee on Expenditures in the Executive
Department, on H. R. 4586. 18th Cony., 2d Sei%.a t 28 (1846).
A G O >;;B
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the rule w m believed to be founded on law. This, however, was
not done. While it is clear that only contracts with individuals
a r e excepted from the advertising requirement,'8 a contract with
a firm, corporation, or organization may offend the Comptroller
General's policy:'
Title 10, United States Code, section 2304(4),
and section 302(c) ( 4 ) , Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1943 (63 Stat. 337; 41 U.S.C. 252(c) (411, exempt
from the requirement for advertising purchases and contracts
"far personal or professional services." Apparently, relying an an
assumed identity of the word "personal" (10 U.S.C. 2304(4) ) and
the ward "individual" in section 3709, Revised Statutes, supra,
and on the use of the disjunctive "or" in "personal or professional
services" contrasting with the conjunctive "and" in section 3109,
Revised Statutes, supra. the Armed Serxdces hare concluded that
professional services performed by a firm need not be advertised
far.78 There is nothing in the legislative history of section
Z ( c ) ( 4 ) , Armed Services Procurement Act of 1947, supra, which
would suggest that Congress intended m y substantive change in
the law by the use of the word ''or.)' In view of Congress's historical preference for advertised procurement, the Armed Services reasoning would appear to be strained. However, the Comptroller General has not objected. In any event the bald use of the
word "personal" in those statutes gives no additional suggestion
a s to its meaning other than that found in the proposition that no
change from section 3709, Revised Statutes, was intended.
E. Master and Servant
There is some suggestion that the relationship existing between
the Government and one performing personal services, a8 that
term is used by the Comptroller General, may be coextensive v i t h
that between the common law master and his servant. For instance, in 23 Camp. Gen. 398 (1943) "contract officers 01. emplow
ees" are distinguished from "contractors employed on other than
8 personal service basis."'0 I t has also been heid that "where the
services to be performed under contract are purely personal in
nature. as distinnuished from nonDersonai erri ices , ., it would

.
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appear that any amount payable on account of the performance of
such services is payable as a result of an employer-employee relationship existing between the United States and the person perThe suggestion gain8 some color
farming the service
from the fact that many of the factors commonly used in law to
determine whether master-servant relationship exists are sometimes persuasive to the Comptroller General on the question of
whether a given arrangement is one for personal services. Such
common factors are the extent of control exercised over the details
of the work,s’ whether the one doing the work is in a distinct
occupation,8z the skill required,8s who supplies the instrumentalities, tools, and the place of work,8‘ the length of time necessary
to do the work,[j the method of payment,s6 whether the work is a
part of the regular business of the person paying for the work,B7
and whether the parties believe an employer-employee relationship exists.89 Nonetheless, the answer t o the question of whether
an employer-employee relationship exists is not dispasitire of the
question of whether the arrangement is one for personal services.
There are important factors not common to the two concepts. The
Comptroller General has occasionally been impressed in eoncluding whether a contract was objectionable because it was for personal services by cost,s8 whether the contractor had adequate internal supervision,so whether Government employees were available to do the work,B‘ and whether he believed Congress intended
the work to be done by other than Government employees.82 None
of the8e factors is relerant to a determination of an employeremployee relationship. At least one factor stressed in the Restate-
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ment of the Law, of Agency, the custom of the community as t o
the control ordinarily exercised in a particular oc~upation,"~
has
never been articulated by the Comptroller General. Frequently
the so-called common factors have been ignored, sometimes have
been treated expressly or by necessary implication as neutral circumstances, and sometimes applied indifferently.n' I t is also probable that the characterization of persons performing personal
services as employees was intended by the Comptroller General t o
be limited to the precise question considered in the opinions announcing the characterization; Le., whether such a person was
included within the provisions of a particular statute.gE 01'
whether payment for the serrices of such persans should be made
from the regular payroll and subject to income tax deductions.2:
In the absence of a categorical announcement by the Comptroller
General that the two concepts are substantially similar, it must
be concluded that the question whether the services are personal
services is not solved by a determination that the relationship is
one of master and servant.B'
C. Bona Fide Xeeessitu
I n a thoughtful opinion in which it was admitted that the basis
of the rule was not discoverable by an examination of the opinions
of the Comptroller General, The Judge Advocate General of the
Army nonetheless concluded that the first and most important of
certain very broad principles was whether there was a "bona fide
neeessity" for the services.88 One assumes that the rule of "bona
fide necessity" means is it necessary that the services be procured
in one manner rather than in another. The next question is who
makes the determination of necessity. If it is the Comptroller
~** Restatement, Agency, W O ( 2 ) (e) (193s)
" W o r k done on Government installation ignored, 118. Comp Gen. B-82269.
5 April 1949; advisory ~ e r v l e e iof l a w firm we?e p e r ~ o n a lservicei, h16. Camp.
Gen B-122228. 23 December IB:?;
temporary character of seruees ignored.
15 Comp. Gen 951 (1936) : empharized where one contractor was ta furnish
office and equipment, lgnared where another was not, 28 Comp. Gen. 50
(1948); abjection on barns Government would not be able to e x e r c i ~ esupelYLPIOD w e i workers, 22 Camp. Gen. 100 (1943); where Government supplied
all material for lanitorid I ~ * V ~ C B I . and " e m ~ l o v e e ~were
''
told what thelr
duties were. what time to come to work, and when to leave, the servieer
i e r e "nonpersonrl" because no "direct" snpervihion, M r . Comp Gen B-81260,
5 April 1919.
(1948).
,eate General ha. noted that in doubtful cases the reir-
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General who makes that determination, whether before or after
the fact, the principle seems little more than a shorthand expression of all the factors used by that officer in concluding whether
to approve an arrangement. The Judge Advocate General’s opinion itself notes that those factors go not only to the relationship
established between the parties but also to the principle of necessity. The thought may linger that the greater the need the less
chance of disapproval. This does not seem to be so. In 15 Comp.
Gen. 951 (1936), the Chairman, Securities and Exchange Commission, is reported to have advised the Comptroller General that
the one possible method of accomplishing a task set for him by
Congress was to contract with a private company to punch, sort,
and tabulate a number of electric accounting machine cards. The
contract waa disapproved. I n 32 Comp. Gen. 427 (1953), the
Army reported that the imposition of personnel ceilings prevented
the hiring a t the Engineer Supply Control Office of additional
Government employees to handle the increased workload occasioned by the Korean War. The work was termed “essential military operations.” The Army noted that the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Manpower and Personnel had testified before B sub.
committee of the Senate Committee on Appropriations that “contract services” would be used instead of placing civilian employees
on Government payrolls wherever possible. Accordingly, the
Army contracted with a private firm for the processing of shipping orders and purchase requisitions. The Comptroller General
required that the contract be terminated a t the earliest practicable date. The first reason given for this decision was that otherwise the ceiiing on the number of graded civilian employees that
could be employed in the Department of Defense would be “meaningless.” This is, of course, a non sequitur. The Department of
Defense ceilings were on “full-time graded civilian employees,”
including the full time equivalent of part-time employment, consultants, when actually employed persons paid on a contract or
per diem basis, and persons employed without pay when reimbursed for expenses.BnCongress was thus quite explicit and quite
detailed in its expression of what the ceiling was to cover. And,
contractor employees were not included. I t could have 88 well
been held that the Congressional ceiling meant what is said, full
time graded civilian employees will not exceed a certain figure,
and since contractor employees were not within the Congressional

’’ Section 632, Department of Defense Appropriation Act, 1852 (66 S t s t .
450). Seetian 630, Department of Defense Appropriation Act, 1868 (66 Stat.
136).
A G O 6778
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definition of full-time graded civilian employees the ceiling is not
for application. The underlying rationale seems to be t h a t Congress should have included contractor employees in the ceiling
and the Comptroller General was going to supply the omission.
The second reason given was that procurement of the services by
contract was unauthorized in that it contravened the general rule
that purely personal services must be performed b y Federal personnel under Government supervision. What the Army was able
to do to get the "ersential military operations" done is not known.
It must be concluded, however, that an administrative determination of Dressinn
.
. necesiitv. even when communicated to and acquiesced in by an authoritative body of Congress, is of little persuasion to the Comptroller General.

D. Broad Formulation
In 26 Camp. Gen. 468 (1946), it w a s stated "However, in determining whether certain services are personal there a r e for consideration such factors as the degree of direct Government supervision oyer the Services performed, the furnishing of equipment
and supplies to perform the services, the furnishing of office or
working space, the use of special knowledge or equipment, the
temporary character of services which no Government employee
is qualified or available t o perform, etc., and whether the fee or
the amount of the contract price is based upon the results to be
accomplished rather than the time actually worked, and whether
the amount paid as compensation covers not only the contractor's
time but the use of his facilities, office staff, equipment, ete." Each
of these criteria needs individual consideration,
1 . Government Supamision-In
1899, the Comptroller of the
Treasury defined personal services as "an individual service performed by a single person, or by firms, f a r the Government, under
a contract made with the Government to render for it his or their
individual services, of either skilled or unskilled labor under the
direction of the Gorernment thereby becoming the servant of the
Government in the performance of such labor, ordinarily for a
stipulated price."1o0 I t is readily seen that the one variable in this
formula is the degree of supervision exercised by the Government
over the worker: the higher the degree of supervision the more
likely the service to be personal. This factor is present a8 often as
m y in decisiona of the Comptroller General. I t s formulation
varies, however. 4 n interesting case is found in 24 Camp. Gen.
924 (1945). There the question w . s whether the Navy might
2-6
28
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enter into a contract with a private salvage company for its assistance in raising a sunken ship, and under which the company
agreed to detail its salvage master to give technical and profes[Tlhis office
SiOna.1 advice. The Comptroller General stated
has authorized the procurement of personal services by contract
under circumstances indicating that the need for direct Government supervision is not imperative." At least in this case then
the criterion is not the degree of supervision actually exercised
by the Government, but rather the degree of supervision which
in the opinion of the Comptroller General the Government should
exercise. I t is also important to note from the quoted clause that
the question is not whether the contract is for "personal" or
"nonpersonal" services, but whether the Comptroller General approves. In 26 Camp. Gen. 188 (1946) where a firm of public
accountants waB engaged to audit property disposal transactions
with payment to be made on a time basis, the contract was not for
personal services because no such supervision a s usually prevails
in an employer-employee relationship existed. I n 26 Comp. Gen.
468 (1947), the fact that there were available private firms with
adequate internal supervision was of some persuasion. The Judge
Advocate General has formulated the criterion somewhat differently. I n JAGT 195417313, 20 August 1954, the question was
stated to be whether the contractor was subjected to the ordinary
supervision normally performed in regular Government supplg
COntractB. I n JAGT 1953/4519, 2 June 1953, whether there was a
contractual right to exercise supervision was beliered important.
These formulations, all valid a t least in part, are attempts to
articulate one thesis which will be valid in all cases. The opinions
of the Comptroller General defy such attempts to identify and isolate a common virus. I t is difficult to conceive of a service more
susceptible of supervision than that performed by a janitor. Yet,
a contract f a r janitorial services to be paid on a time basis where
all tools and materials were to be supplied by the Government was
approved because the janitors did not work under "direct" supervision and because the parties did not contemplate an employer.
employee relationship.'D' The question of supervision was not
raised with respect to doctors serving as medical officers at a C.S.
Immigration S t a t i m who conducted physical and mental examinations of aliens and other doctors inspecting aircraft and Quaran.
tine stations.lo2 Such services were nanpersonal. Neither wa8 the
question treated in considering a contract with a law firm f a r

". . .
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Ms. Comp. Gen. B-82269,5 April 1940.
28 Camp. Gen. 50 (19481,
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legal services in connection with the lending operations of the
Small Business Administration. Although the Comptroller General did not object, he stated that the services were "strictly pers ~ n a l . " ' ~I t~is clear that frequently a high degree of supervision
over contractor employees will predispose the Comptroller General to disapproval, but how much, if any, weight it will bear in
any particular case is not subject to precise evaluation.
2. Equipment, Supplies, and Space-Three of the factors listed
separately by the Comptroller General are lumped together here
because of their equivalence or interrelation. There seems to be
no distinction between "the furnishing of equipment and supplies
to perform the services," and the "furnishing of office and working space." The rationale is whether the contractor furnishes
something of value other than direct labor. Equipment, supplies,
office and working space all fall easily into that category and
there seems to be no reason to treat them separately or differently. It is also difficult to see why "whether the amount paid as
compensation corers not only the contractor's time but the use of
his facilities, office staff, equipment, etc.," is a separate category.
If indeed the contractor furnishes facilities, staff, equipment, and
the "etc." which is probably supplies and space, whether a cost
accountant could isolate charges therefor in the contract price
would seem immaterial. On the other hand, if such charges were
stated separately, this would seem t o go only to the point that the
contractor did in fact furnish the mentioned items.
Sonpersonal services were quite early defined as those "necessitating the furnishing of both personal services and materials or
supplies to complete the
In 11 Comp. Gen. 99 (19311,
the f a d that the individual there engaged was required to furnish
certain photographs was of some influence in escaping the general
rule that a cataloguer performs personal services. I t was stated
in 22 Camp. Gen. 700 (1943) that "where janitorial services are
exclusively personal, that is t o say, where the Government agency
furnishes all supplies and equipment, leaving nothing but the
labor of the individual to be furnished, the matter is one f a r performance by Government employees, either whole or part time,
appointed in accordance with the civil service rules and repulations. . . ." The opinion continued that where it was administratively determined to be advantageous to the Gatwrnment to hare
the contractor furnish all the supplies and equipment janitorial
' 311
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services could be proeured on a "nonpersonal service basis." Yet
in Ms. Comp. Gen. B-82269, 5 April 1949, janitorial services
where all material and supplies were furnished by the Government were approved, the opinion stating "And, while the furnishing of supplies and equipment to the person so engaged, would
frequently indicate that such person was an employee, that rule
would not necessarily hold good in all casea. An agreement could
be made that one party will, by means of supplies and equipment
supplied by another, accomplish in his own way and in his own
time a specified result and that payment will be made of an agreed
amount from the accomplishment of such result." The Comptroller General withdrew his objection to B contract with a law
firm when it later appeared that the firm was to furnish it8 own
facilities.10s A contract with a firm for accounting services was
approved on the basis that "it does not appear that such contracts
contemplate the mere personal services of an individual or group
of individuals but, on the contrary, seek to engage the facilities
of the firm as well aa the coordinated services of the experts and
technicians available to it."1oB No mention of this factor was
made in the disapproval of a contract to punch, sort and tabulate
electric machine accounting cards, where the contractor's machines and plant were to be used and where it could have been assumed that the contract price included burden not only for those
items but for indirect labor and overhead expenses.107 Nor was it
mentioned in an opinion which limited the foregoing one to its
facts.108 In approving a group of contracts for the services of
doctors the Comptroller General emphasized that facilities, office
space, and equipment was to be furnished when such was the case
and ignored the matter when they were not to be furnished."e
8. Special Knowledge or EguLipment-In considering whether
it was necessary to advertise a contract for photolithographic
copies of patent drawings, one factor which led the Attorney General in 1876 to conclude that the services were not personal and
therefore not exempt from the requirement for advertising was
that the process was mechanical and was so characterized by
artists.'1° The Comptroller of the Treasury in 1899 said that for
~
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Ms.Comp. Gen. B-l22Sg6,16 February 1955.
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the same purpose i t made no difference whether labor was skilled
or unskilled."' In 1931 the Comptroller General did not object on
the basis of his rule against contracting for personal services to a
contract with a world authority on ancient beads who was to
photograph an a r t collection. Competition was not required. Apparently the services were personal for purposes of section 3709,
~
Revised Statutes, but not personal for other p ~ r p a s e 8 . I ~This
case may lend weight to the argument that whether the services
a r e personal is not the ultimate question; that being only a label
attached t o a contract when the Comptroller General doubts the
wisdom of performance by ather than Government employees. In
14 Comp. Gen. 909 (1935), it was stated t h a t the "exception of
personal services from the requirements of section 3709, Revised
Statutes, is identified and attaches to the individual and means
that the personal element predominates," and that therefore the
services of particularly qualified architects must be secured by
employment or by contract with the individual, not by contract
with a third party. Contract should be resorted to only when the
highly technical features of the project or other reasons precluded
the use of Government employees. However, for purpose of the
Comptroller General's policy the services of a law firm were personal, until the Comptroller General became convinced that the
facilities of the firm as well as the services of individual attorney8
were ta be utilized.11a Where what the author of a brochure was
to write was common knowledge among Government employees
the contract was obje~tionable."~
Research has disclosed no opinions showing that the specialized
nature of the equipment used in performing the services was
articulated as a factor bearing on the question whether the serrices were personal. Frequently executive agencies urge that lack
of equipment within the Government makes contracting with a
prirate firm the only practicable way to get the job done. The
Comptroller General's response to this plea is varied. In 26 Comp.
Gen. 468 (1947), he was impressed by the fact that unless the
work were contracted out the Government would hare to buy or
rent the equipment. Yet, where agency appropriations provide
for purchase or rental of equipment it must be so purchaied or
rented, apparently without regard to comparative
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Probably the factor here considered is a corollary of the one
entitled the "temporary" character of services which no Government employee i s qualified or available to perform. That is, other
things being equal, i t might be assumed t h a t the more esoteric the
services or specialized the equipment the less likely they are to be
available within the Government. The adjective "temporary"
would seem to be a part of the same thought; the shorter the
duration of the desired services the less practicable it may be to
shift Government employees or to otherwise disturb settled Government procedures, or for that matter t o hire additional employees.
In 1926 the Bureau of Standards wanted to procure the services
of a particular architect. The Comptroller General characterized
the proposed agreement a8 indefinite and was concerned t h a t no
date for completion of the services had been stated. Then he advised that if no architect with the desired quaiifications was available in the Bureau or in any other Government office the "matter
would appear to be one in which such services a s may be necessary
should be obtained in accordance with civil service rules and regulations and a t a rate of compensation authorized under the perIn 6 Comp. Gen. 180 (1926),no
sonnel classification act. . ."llB
distinction was made between Government employees not being
qualified and not being available. In either case the services could
be contracted out: and, if members of a recognized craft regardless of the degree of skill involved, but there had to be competition."' I n 13 Comp. Gen. 351 (1934), it was said that the first
consideration was whether the services could be performed by
Government employeea: t h a t resort t o outside professional services should be had only when use of Federal employees would be
inadequate. A contract for a survey of the internal operations of
a Government agency by a private company or individual was
unobjectionable even where the work admittedly could be done by
Government employees but might be less productive.118 However,
inability t o hire Government employees because of personnel ceilings m'as immaterial in 32 Comp. Gen. 427 (1953). Vouchers for

.
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6 Camp. Gen. 134 (1926).
"That there were no Government employees available did not help a
Government stenornapher who war engaged a t the seat of Government to
take a verbatim transcript of an important revenue hearing in contravention
of the s e t of 5 August 1882, w p ~ a .6 Comp. Gen. 968 (1926). See also
26 Comp. Dee. 800 (19201, B ease dealing with Stenographic services, where it
wag said that the fact that employeea provided far the War Department may
not hare been qualified cannot operate to authorize the use of appropriations
other than those expre~nlyprovided for personal se~vices.
"' 33 Comp. Gen. 143 (1953),
*oo 6 l i B
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janitorial services were not objected to in >Is. Comp. Gen. B6 4 2 7 6 , 2 4 April 1 9 4 7 , although the services were personal, because Government employees were not available and because the
purchase order cited the First War Powers Act. The availability
of Government employees, or the ability to hire them by civil
service processes, was not even mentioned in another important
janitorial services case two years later.1xg
That the work intended to be contracted out is or was once done
by Government employees is relevant to the factor here considered. In 2 7 Comp. Gen. 603 ( 1 9 4 8 ) , the War dssets Administration reported it was winding up as an Bgency for the disposal
of surplus property. I t was required to retire voluminous records,
and because of continuing reductions in force it was difficult to
retain much less acquire competent personnel. The administratioii
planned to contract with a private firm to assist in the retirement
and disposal of records. The Comptroller General stated that the
exeeptiona to the general rule against contracting for personal
services have been primarily on the ground that employees of the
Government were not available or not competent for the task at
hand. He stated that he had been in correspondence with the
Archivist of the United States and that that officer believed that
the War Assets Administration had been doing quite well to date.
This was enough to convince the Comptroller General that Govern.
ment employees were available and were competent, and the proposed contract was disapproved. He added that because regular
employees were performing the task, i t was “abundantly clear’’
that the authority to hire experts and consultants was not available. Hawerer, in another case there was no objection on the
grounds of the personal seriices rule or because the services Were
not those of experts and consultants when the War Assets Administrator wanted to contract with a firm of accountants to audit
property disposal transactions.12o I t should need no emphasis that
a large number of auditors are found among Government employees. To deepen the confusion, a contract for stenographic reparting services went off on the basis that the contract did not really
call for personal services at all, but provided for a completed
product, i.e., the transcript.1a1
4. End Product-The notion that if payment to the contractor
were based on something e18e than the time he expended accomplishing the task the Comptroller General would not object to the
~~

.”
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arrangement started with the proposition that if what was paid
for was a finished product then the services were not personal for
purposes of the exception in section 3709, Revised Statutes,
svipra.lzz Warning that the notion was not a panacea for the woes
of the executive agencies was promulgated the same year when it
was opined by the Comptroller General that a contract for translations a t ninety cents per one hundred words violated the act of
5 August 1882, supm, the Appropriations Act involved, and the
Classification Act of 1923, supra.’z’ In 17 Camp. Gen. 300 (1937),
it was stated that the term “salary” as used in the appropriations
act under consideration did not include amounts “paid in accordance with the terms of a nonpersonal service contract based upon
the results to be accomplished rather than the time actually
worked on the job covering not only the contractor’s time but also
.I’ This
the use of his facilities--office, staff, equipment, etc.
opinion (17 Comp. Gen. 300 (1937)) is cited in 26 Comp. Gen.
468 (1947) apparently as authority for the proposition that being
paid on other than a time basis tends to show that the contract is
not personal. Yet, in the cited opinion, how the contractor was
paid was irrelevant to the question of whether the services were
personal. That matter had already been taken care of; the only
remaining question being the narrow one of whether the contract
price was “salary.” The same is true in 24 Comp. Gen. 4 1 4 and
924 (1945), also cited in 26 Comp. Gen. 468 (1947) for the same
proposition-in
each the question being whether an individual
was an employee for purposes of an appropriation act, the question of whether the contract was for personal services having
already been passed. Occasionally, however, the Comptroller General has relied on the fact that payment was not an a time basis
to permit escape from the rule against Contracting for personal
services. That element was controlling in a contract for mowing
lawns even where the Government supplied the
I t was
of some persuasion in a contract for a telephone answering service where the rate was set irrespective of time or size of staff.’25
I t is common talk among procurement administrators in the
executive departments that all one has to do to escape the structures of the rule is write the contract to provide for an end product, or payment on 8ome basis other than time spent. There are a
large number of opinions of The Judge Advocate General of the
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Army stressing this factor.12h In view of the paucity of casea
where the factor loomed large, the number in which it could have
been raised but was not, and the case with which almost a11 contracts may be written to provide for payment on other than time,
little if any reliance should be placed thereon.

E. Othev Factors
One of the chief difficulties with the compilation of factors
found in 26 Comp. Gen. 468 (1946) and discussed above is that it
ie not exhaustive of ail the factors which a t one time or another
have been found influential by the Comptroller General, vestiges
of which influence may still obtain. Those factors are discussed
below.
1. Contraotor is Not arz IndiljiduaGEarly in the game the
Attorney General made it clear that a contract with an organization rather than with an individual was not one for personal serrices and therefore exempt from the advertising requirement of
section 3709, Revised Statutes, supra. He stated that although a
contract may in some of its details call for personal services, this
does not make the contract one for personal services. Thus when
the contractor is in position to employ others to perform personal
services there is no reason why the contract should not be campeted for by bidders (16 Op. Atty. Gen. 638 (1876) ; id. 235
( l a l i ) ) , The Comptroller of the Treasury found there was some
confusion in the area, and that "contractors and \-arioud other
persons performing services for the public, not as personal services, have been inadvertently treated a s though performing personal services."12- He cited the two opinions of the Attorney
General just discussed and then reported that the personal w r ices mentioned in section 3109, Revised Statutes, Su1)ra,would be
performed by "a single person, or by firms." This conflict, if it
was one, \%-\-aseventually resolved: there is no exception in section
3109, Revised Statutes, szapra, for o r g a n i ~ a t i o n s . ~ ~ ~

"'JAGT 1961,3977, 13 dun 1951; id. 18;: 4574, PO Aug. 1951: id
1062 5826, 17 Jul 1952 i p e r s o n a l eewices even though p a i d on other than
time baais): z d . 1952/663:, 4 Sep 1852; id. 1853,3516, 28 Apr 1953 (not
peraonai eervieei where engineering report called far even if c o m p e n i a t i o n
was on time baais): id. 1053'8675, 28 A p r 1853; id. J A G T 1953/4519, 2
Jun 53 i e l e e t r i e accounting machine contract) : id. 1954l7318, 20 Aug 1964;
id. 1 9 5 4 l 5 2 5 0 . 4 Jun 1954.
-I7 6 Comp. Dee. 314 (1899).
I"'
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For the purposes of the Comptroller General's rule against con.
tracting for personal services whether or not the contractor was
an organization or an individual was a neutral circumstance in 6
Comp. Gen. 180 (1926). But in 6 Camp. Gen. 414 (1927). 8 contract was objected to because the work was not to be done by the
contractor himself but by employees selected by him.'ze At least
one commentator has stated that this is merely another aspect of
the law of general and special employment. "Whenever firms and
corporations furnish their personnel under circumstances whereby the Government acquires sufficient power of supervision over
their actions, such personnel, are in terms of agency, specially
employed by the Government, even though they remain at the
same time employees of their general employer."x80 The trouble
with this is that the Comptroller General has not articulated the
concept in this fashion, and as with all factors entering the determination of whether a contract is one for personal services its
application is erratic. For instance in 24 Comp. Gen. 924 (1945),
a contract with a corporation for the services of one of its employees was at least in part saved from objection because it was
indeed with the corporation and not the employee. Contracting
with a firm or individual made no difference in 33 Comp. Gen.
143 (1953), but that the facilities of a firm were to be utilized
caused the Comptroller General to reverse a previous determination that the services were personal in Ms. Comp. Gen. B-122696,
18 February 1956.
% Congressional Authorization-Section
15, Administrative
Expenses Act of 1946, has already been discussed, and i t was
there concluded that all might not agree with the Comptroller
General's ruling that that statute had nothing a t all to do with
the policy that contracts may not be let for personal services. It
has a180 been remarked above that the Comptroller General converted a statutory ceiling on Government employees into a ceiling
on those individuals and contractor employees performing what
he called personal services. However, sometimes statutory language or "Congressional intent" has permitted escape from the
rule. An appropriations act which authorized expenditures for
specified services without regard to section 3109, Revised Statutes,
supra, "and the provisions of other laws applicable to the employment and compensation of officers and employees of the United
"'Accord 22 Comp. Gem. 7QQ (1843).
Msllon, Ezperts and ConsultanLs in Gouarnment, 14 Federal Bar
Journal 357 (18541.
A00 5ilB
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States" was found to authorize an exception to the
A
statute which provided that the Internal Revenue Service could
require bond if it provided for the "sale" of revenue stamps, the
legislative history of which showed the Commissioner was given
wide latitude "with respect to the method of collecting the tax"
was of some influence in securing approval of a contract ta supply
lists of vehicle registrants and to address and mail
In
Ms. Comp. Gen. B-64966, 8 April 1941, it was said that the general rule was that appropriated funds are not available for ob.
taining from private contractors personal history statements on
prospective Government employees in the absence of specific authority, but that exceptions were made where such purchase was
necesmry t o the enforcement of a specific statute. Then, authority
ta make the purchase was granted because the appropriations act
involved contained authority for the temporary or intermittent
services of experts and consultants and because of the unquestioned necessity of securing trustworthy employees. The Secretary of War was not limited to the use of Government employees
under B statute which directed him to have property appraised
"by an appraiser . . , to be chosen by him."1a3

On the other hand, statutory authority to make such investigations as it determines necessary prevents the Securities and Exchange Commission from procuring the services of a state engineer to make such investigations. An act containing a special
provision for holding hearings was believed to provide by implication that the reporting of those hearings was to be done by Gar.
ernment employee^.^^' That one Government agency could not
accomplish a statutory task without contracting for services
thought to be personal was no excuse in 16 Comp. Gen. 951
(1936), Finally, authorization in an appropriations act to expend
for "personal services" does not authorize the procurement of
such services by contract ( I Comp. Gen. 106 (1927)).
3. Miscellaneous-Other
criteria have been articulated by the
Comptroller General but because of the infrequency of their
occurrence are not believed to be of significant weight. There is
apparently no objection to contracting for personal services if the
Government gets them free.187 The cost of the contract was per'%17 Comp. Gen. 300

'

'"

7

'I*

'"
?S

(1937).

21 Comp. Gen. 388 (1941).
1 camp. Gen. 531 (1928)
4 Comp. Gen. 971 (1925).
15 Camp. Gen. 1074 (19S6)
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suasive in one case.13u That the contemplated contract was not for
regularly authorized personal services was one factor producing
disapproval in two other cases1181 Whether the contract requires
the services of a relatively large number of people, whether the
Government might repurchase under the contract, and whether
the Government has the right to hire and fire where found of
some weight by The Judge Advocate General in one case.'88

F. Conclusion
The legal adviser to one agency of the Government has concluded that "The basis, or bases, f a r the rule cannot be established from the review of the Comptroller General's opinions,"
and that "No definitive rule can be established to govern future
decisions." These conclusions are accurate, but perhaps they can
stand expansion. First it makes no difference whether in fact
the arrangement being examined by the Comptroller General is
for "personal services," whatever they may be. I n 24 Comp.
Gen. 921 (1945).the Comptroller General reported that he not
infrequently authorized the procurement of personal services by
contract. In 1954 he authorized the procurement by contract of
the services of certain coffee inspectors, a service which he said
was undoubtedly personal.'ae Thus, whether to permit an executive agency to enter into a contract for services which conceivably might be performed by persons hired under civil service
regulations is truly a policy decision. That so contracting would
be permitted when it was "substantially more economical, feasible or necessary by reason of unusual circumstance^,"^^^ or when
it W V B B dictated by "cogent considerations of , , , necessity, efficiency, and economy""' is now and probably has been the case
a t least since 1945. Whether this latest formulation represents
any change of approach to the problem is doubtful. I t probably
means that the Comptroller General will himself determine
lrhether contracting for personal services is necessary, feasible,
or economical, and in arriving a t that determination will employ
all the factors he has used in the past. Thus, in the future as
in the past, it will be next to impassible to predict with any
degree of certainty whether a given arrangement will oflend the
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Comptroller General's policy. This dilemma stems immediatelr
from the Comptroller General's remoteness from the agencies
charged with procurement. Quite clearly the executive officer
charged with getting a job done may have a different concept
of what is necesBary, efficient, or economical than will an accounting officer charged with settling and adjusting claims and certifying balances. That there a r e policy considerations of considerable
significance inherent in a decision to contract for personal serrices cannot be gainsaid. Where Congress has not spoken, the)would seem t o be policies for consideration by the executive.

THE ARMY BOARD FOR CORRECTION
OF MILITARY RECORDS
BY MAJOR LAWREXE H. WILLIAMS*
Emma Lazarus in "The Iiew Colossus" wrote:
"Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masaei yearning TO
breathe free. The wretched refuse of y o u teeming shore. Send these, the
homeless, tempest-tost t o me, I lift my lamp beside the goiden door.''

To those individuals of the military services, both civilian and
military, to whom all other avenues of redress for the adjustment of their personal grievances are either exhausted or otherwise closed, the words quoted above from the inscription a t the
base of the Statue of Liberty are not inappropriate to describe
the Army Board for Correction of Military Records.

I. HISTORY O F THE BOARD
The Army Board for Correction af Military Records (hereafter referred to a s the ABCMR or the Board) was established,
pursuant to Section 207 of the Legislative Reorganization Act
of 1946,' in a successful attempt by the Congress to free itself
from the burdens of private relief legislation concerning military
and naval records. Section 207 also established similar boards
in the Air Force, the Coast Guard and the Navy. Prior to their
establishment, upon the exhaustion of the administrative remedies available within a military department, an aggrieved individual was left to court action if the matter was justiciable
(which it often was not) or to private relief legislation. This
latter process, which was usually unsuccessful, was time eonsuming both for the Congress and the individual. It often meant
private relief bills introduced by Members of Congress, sometimes reluctantly, a t several sessions of the Congress, personal
appearances of the individual and other witnesses before numerous committees, and not infrequently a veto by the President
after passage of the legislation by the Congreas. Accordingly,
the Congress, in accordance with its desire to streamline its own
operations, enacted the following sections in the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946.
"Sec. 131. No PIivate bill or rebolutian
authorizing or directing ***
the correction of B military or naval record. ahall be received or con.
sidered in either the Senate or the House of Representatives."

* G O 67TB
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Wax, t h e S e e i o t a i s a i t h e Znvy, a
f h ieipeet to ?he Coast Guard, rerpee
hem, and acting through boards of c
18 leipeetive depaltments, SIC aut o r m
n i a l ieeord s h e r e ~n their iudement svch
L I e1141 DT to remo7.e an I"lu8nee."

In 1951, Section 2Oi was amended- primarily to provide that,
under procedures approved by the Secretary of Defense, papment of claims arising from the correction of records could be
made. The present citation for Section 2 0 7 , as amended, is title
10, United States Code, section 1 6 5 2 . The current departmental
resulations governing the Board are Army Regulations 16-185,
18 July 1955.
Since its establishment in 1947, the Board has received more
than 18,000 apulications f a r correction of individual militars
records. Approximately half of these have come from individuals
who have received dishonorable or bad conduct discharges, and
the balance hare covered a wide variety of alleged errors or
injustices, chief among which are eligibility for disability retirement, Nore than 2 . 0 0 0 changes of individuals' records have
resulted from formal hearings by the Board, and over $ 2 , 6 0 0 , 0 0 0
has been paid as a result of such corrections! The ABCMR
considers a range of cases as inclusive as the number of possible
actions affecting Army personnel. As stated by XY.Gordon D.
Taft, Chairman of the Board:4

have ewered r l m o i t r
careel."

-able phase of expmierca

I"

il

-01

11. REVIEW BY THE ABCMR OF CONVICTIONS
O F COURTS-MARTIAL
Soon after enactment of Section 207, there arose the question
whether the ABCMR could review courts-martial cases, In his
first decision on Section 2 0 7 , ' the Attorney General reviewed
the several classes of private relief legislation considered by
the Congress for members or farmer members of the military
~~~~

Act of 25 October 1951,fi5 Stat. 655
Statistics furnished bs >IF Gerald Cawden. Staff Assistant to the Assistant Secretary of the Army O I P B R F ) : folmerly Executive Secretary of the
IBCMR.
Memorandum of Chairman, ABCMR. December 1967.
40 OPI Att'i- Gen 504 119481
1?
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services, and answered the questions presented by stating that
Section 207 was designed to cover all cases formerly the subject
of private relief legislation. He went on to state that Section
207 was broad enough to cover not only the correction of a
record reflecting a dishonorable discharge but also to cover the
issuance of an honorable discharge certificate to the applicant
after such correction. That opinion also stated pertinently:
"On the other hand, the langllage of section 107 cannot be construed as
permitting the reopening of the prmeedinga, findings, and judgments of
eOUrta martial IO BP to disturb the e ~ n e l u ~ i ~ e nofe wsuch judgments,
which has long heen recognized by the courts."
''. . . . I m a y add t h a t I have no doubt t h a t in considering the necessity
a n d propriety af providing f o r relief under section 207 in any particular
case or & s i of case% YOU are entitled t o take into aeeovnt the need foi
maintaining systems of eovrts martial which will provide elective direiplinary measures as well 8 s m u r i n g j u ~ t mTO the individual. It wa3
clesrly not the intention of the Congress t o make mandatory, npon reW ~ L S by interested parties, t h e indiscriminate and whalenale reexamination of diaeharges or dismianalr by resion of ~entenceiof general courts
martial. The remotme%%of the time of the sentence, the improbabilitl
in such a ease t h a t the e j u i t m cavid be more fairly determined upon R
reaxammation, and the practical efficacy or vsefvlness of B present extension of clemency are factors which m a y pmperly be considered.
Furthermore, section 207 IS not to bo regaided as mperimparing B
f u r t h e r means of revlev, freely availsbie, upon the procedures prevmu~lg
set UP. For example. B soldier sentenced to death by court martiai.
whose Bentenee has been examined a n d approved by the Secretary of
War a n d by the President, is not given by Section 207 an automatic stay
of execution or any right t o f u r t h e r review The regulations established
under t h a t seelion may, and in my opinion should refleet these canslderatians.
"Far the foreaolng reasons i t is my opinion t h a t entriea m naval and
military records reinlting from the actions of general courts m a i t i d
come wrfhin the purview of section 201 of the k g i n l a t i v e Reorganization
Act, a t least to the extent herembefore Indicated."

As may be seen, the first paragraph of the above quotation
states the belief that Section 207 cannot be used to disturb the
conclusiveness of judgmenta of courts-martial. Exactly where
such a disturbance begins has been a fruitful subject of conjecture.B The Judge Advocate General of the A m y has taken
the position' that the substitution of an honorable discharge
"or other action looking to a change in the legal effects of the
sentence" is within the power of the Board and would not dis-
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rurb the conclusiveness of a trial by court-martial. I n another
caae,B the same riew was stated thusly:
''In c m ~ o n a n f ewith there opinlans of the Attorney General, this omee
has expreired t h e opinion t h a t the Army Board far t h e Correction of
IIIlitary Records, or the comparable hoards in the other military departments, not being established 81 appellate tribunals m the court-martial
ryatem, may no: determine t h a t the proceedings. findings, or sentence of
r court-martial are erroneoa?, nor reearnmend t h a t they be declared null
elminee t h a t an injvitiee h a s been
lar sentence. the Board may legally
rher t h a n the records pertaining
appellate proceedings. be corrected
sentence. as distinguished from the
ientenee itaelf. This i d no: cannidered a reopening of or a collateral
attack upon the judgment of the e o u t - m a r t i a l , but rather is considered
ID the nature a i an met of clemency. compaiable t o a nueeerifvl appeal
t o the Congress for relief by private iegidatmn.
";. I t i s beliered t h a t The Judge AdTocate General of the Air Force is
in general a g r e m e n t with the views of this office net out above. In an
opinion dared 14 January 1952 ( O p J A G A F 195216; 1 Dig. OPS., Records
and Reparra. see 16.7), he itaied t h a t the eorrecfmn of entries in Air
Force ieeords iesvltirg from court-martin1 pmceedmgi, a h e r e such
actIan IS necessary (0 eorrecc an e m O I 01( remow an mjurtiee, comes
within the province of t h e Air Force Board for Correction of Military
Records. He stated f u r t h e r , however:
'. . , . Technically, the correction of a record IO r e m w e B reference t o B
canvietion by court-martial does not disturb the finality and canelusive.
ness of proceedings, findings and sentence (40 Opr Atty Gen 504,
s u p r a ) , but for all practical purpasei the error or injustice wonid be
effectively corrected insofar as thar 13 possible.' "

The Judge Advocate General of the Army, when requested to
provide an operating guide to clarify the power of the ABCMR
in cases involving canrictions by courts-martial, stated :$
" 2 . The statute cresting the Board and prereiibing i t s authority cannot be interpreted BI permitting the reopening of the proceedings, hndmg6, and sentences of c o u r t i m a r n a l 30 B I TO dmturb their c m d u s j w m 8 s .
The Federal caurta have long reeagmzed the prinmple t h a t such w o eeedmgs, findings. and aenteneei may not be disturbed or reriewed except
by m appellate tribunal within the same judicial hierarchy, if t h e court
I" question had jurisdiction over the person and offense and iurirdietian
t o adjudge the sentence Imposed. Thin principle is now apeeifiealiy
reeagnired ~n l r t i e l e 76. Uniform Code of ?dilitary Juatice. The Board,
being an adminutrative body not included m the court-martial system.
validity of such pmceedinga, findinia.
3 legally objectionable f o r the boaid t o
find an ( w o j . in such cases, or to recommend t h a t the praeeedingn, findmgs, or sentence be declared null and void

' J A G A 1956 6699,9 July 1916.
a
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"3. This i s not to say t h a t t i l e Board i s p u e r l e s s to act should it
consider t h a t an znjust,ce has been done. Such action should be designed,
however, to effect a change in the remdts of a aentence, ra!her t h a n a
change in the sentence itself, and will be considered an BCT of element)-.
I t i s eoneidered t h a t svch action bg the Board may legillly take one or
more O f the following forms:
8 . Recommendation t h a t the reeordi be corrected to show i ~ s u ~ n of
e em
administrative discharge rather t h a n a. punirive discharge oli dismissal;
b. Recommendation t h a t the records be corrected t o ehow discharge
on Pome date subsequent t o the actual date of discharge:
C. Recommendation t h a t the recorda be corrected to s h w t h a t all 01
any Pait of confinement adjudged had been remitted;
d. Recommendation t h a t the records be corrected to hhou thar all or
any part of the forfeitures or fine adludged had been remitted;
e. Recommendation t h a t t h e records be corrected to show t h a t :he
applicant had aeried BE a member of the Army in the active imiiitary
service af the United States f a r all or any p a r t of the period subsequent
t o the date the sentence was adjudged;
f. Recommendation t h a t the records be corrected t o s h w t h a t time loit
under the Act of d June 1920 ( 4 1 S t a t 8 0 9 ) . as amended (10 USC G i g )
was not time so lost.
g . Recommendation t h a t the records be eaireeted to show that the
applicant was not reduced in prade 8 s the result of the sentence af a
court-martial.
h. Recommendation t h a t the records be corrected t o show t h a t reprimand or admonition adjudged B I punishment by the comr-martial has
been withdrawn."

Lest anyone imagine that the Board is overly liberal in its correction of records in cases involving courts-martial, the following reply'o was recently transmitted by the Office of The Judge
Advocate General to a Staff Judge Advocate who inquired concerning the recharacterization of punitive discharges by the
Board:
"The percentages ret forth belaw were computed from ststistier maintained by the Army Board for Correction of Military Records from the
date of its organization (1946) through 28 February 1959. Available
d a t a do not distinguish, however, between esies wherein B dishonorable
discharge w a s executed a n d those wherein B bad conduct discharge was
involved.
"Pertment percrntsges foilow:
a. Of total applications received by the Board to 'upgrade' punitive
diaeharges, those denied without granting a hearing: ..........
--92.6%
b. Of total applieatians received on which change of the executed puni.
tive dincharge was denied following a formal hearing by t h e
Board:
1.9%

' JAG.4
ico

dliB

1959 2318, 12 Mar& 1969.
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C. Of total applications received, where executed punitire discharge
following B formal hearing was 'upgraded' to:
(1) an undesirable discharge
2.6%
( 2 ) a general discharge
1.7%
( 3 ) zn honorable direharge
S.2"r
d. Other easel in which some t 5 - p of relief uar p a n t e d : - - - - 0 3ci"

There remain several unanswered questions concerning the power
granted under Section 207 with respect to courts-martial. Among
these a r e whether sentences to confinement then being served can
be changed so as to release a prisoner from confinement. So f a r
as the writer k n o w , no such relief b.as been granted to this date.
hIay a conviction be expunged entirely? The Comptroller General has held something very close to this in a decision," stating
that Section 207 could be used to remove the record of an appellant's conviction by a court-martial so 8s to enable him l o receiie
retirement pay, such pay previously having been denied him
under a statutex2barring the receipt of retirement pay by GOTernment employees upon conviction of certain felonies.

A. Opinions of the Attarmu Gelzeral
(other than courts-maitioi eases).
The Attorney General has been called upon t o interpret Section 207 in a rariety of cases otlier than those resulting from
courts-martial. Those opinions have uniformly held that Section
207 granted broad powers equivalent to those of the Congreas
in the field of private le&lation concerning military and naval
records. He indicated that the types of farmer private relief
legislation could serve as guideposts for the limits on Section
207 authority.
In an opinion t o the Secretary of the N a ~ y , 'the
~ dttorney
General considered the question whether Section 207 authorized
the reappointment of a former 3Iarine officer whose withdrawal
of resignation had been inadvertently filed without action. The
Attorney General held that the redoration of the officer to hi?
former position was not authorized by Section 207, as the apliointment of oficers in the Repulzr Marine Corps %vasby the
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
This viem wa% in keepins with iirecedents established bi- nrim
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private relief legislation which authorized the President to reappoint officers whose termination of status had been found by
the Congress to have been unjust.
I n the next opinion rendered,14 the Attorney General had for
Consideration whether Section 207 authorized further action with
respect to a case previously considered by a statutory board
specifically established ta reviex administrative discharges. The
Artarney General held that such power existed despite the fact
that the language establishing the statutory board in questior.
provided that its findings ahall be “final subject only to review
by the . . , Secretary of the S a v y , , , .” The reaeoning therefor
was that the statutory board in question could not take such
action as to preclude private relief legislation, and that, accordingly, Section 207, which had taken the place of private relief
legislation, could be applied.
Subsequently, the Attorney General consideredL5 whether Section 207 authorized the change of Army records so as to show
the date of appointment of a Reserve Officer ta the grade of
lieutenant colonel ta hare been 12 April 1946 rather than 4
Sugust 1948. (Such officer would have been appointed on the
earlier date but for improper entries in his records, which had
been removed by the ABCMR.) The Attorney General held that,
as such appointment was already in existence, no retroactive
appointment beyond the poiver of the Congress was involved,
and that all that remained was to adjust the effective date of
entitlement to the rights and privileges of the office concerned.
The following year the Attorney General rendered a farreaching and interesting opinion on Section 207.10 That opinion
concerned a deceased enlisted man, Sergeant James W. Grose,
whose widow and son apnlied to have his date of retirement
changed from 4 September 1916 to 2 June 1916. On 12 >fay
1916, Grose, serving in the Philippine Islands a s a sergeant,
first class, Hospital Corps, applied for retirement. His applieation reached Washington on 28 June 1916 and was approved on
12 July 1916. He w a s actually retired on 4 September 1916. In
1927 there was enacted a law17 which provided that “sergeants,
first class, Hospital Corps, retired prior to 3 June 1916” shall
be “placed in the first grade” (master sergeant). As Sergeant
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Grose was not retired until after 3 June 1916, he was not eligible
for such advancement. He sought legislative relief but was not
succesjful. He also sought relief in the Court of Claims but that
Court (althouph finding strong equity in Groae's claim t h a t
because of the distances involved his retirement was not effected
before 3 June 1916) held'e that it was without power to enlarge
the 1927 statute. The Board found that the placing of former
Sergeant Grose on the retirement list subsequent to 3 June 1916
had worked an injustice on him. The Attorney General held that
Sergeant Grose's case i s one "involving precisely the kind" of
correction of a military reeord that the Congress had intended.
That opinion went an the state:
"The p a ~ v e rgranted by seetion 207 is to 'correct' B record, and t h e purp o s e ~f o r which such correction m a y be made are tvo-faid: 'to correct
an eri0r.i or 'to iemove an injustice: The words 'error' a n d 'injustice'
nre not defined i: the act, and there in no indieation t h a t the Cangrerr
intended any limired or technical meaning f o r them here. I t has been
3uggested t h a t the 'error' or 'injustice' muat be caused by the w v i c e
involved before m c h error or injustice m a y be made the basis of remedial
action under neetion 207. Bur such B construetion a p p e a ~ sto me not
only to effect an unjustified and gratmtaus limitation on t h e power conferred by t h e plain lang3age of the ~ e e r i o n ,but s e t u d l y t o contradict
t h e intention of t h e Congreas to which I have already referred. The
iuggenfed limitation 1s not neeesrarg, in my opinion, in order t o rustsin
the validity of aection 207 againat a challenge of unlawful delegation of
legillative authority bl- the Cangres~. The standards 'to correct an
error' and 'to remove ~n injustice' mre in my judgement ruffierent. See
Lichter
L'nited Stotta, 331 U.S. 742, 714-787 (1848),and case8 there
cited.

*.

"In my apmion. the responsibility f a r deciding whether the diaadi.antage suffered by Sergeant Groie in the circumstances does OT doel not
m o v e d under section 207 Felts, under
hrovgh the Army Board on Correction
rd, properly constituted and functioning
u in aeeordsnce with section 207, deter.
e an 'injubtice' t h a t may be removed by
the recommended correction of Sergeant Grose's record. 1 deem such ear.
rection to be authorized under the statute. For t h e actual making of t h a t
determination, the responsibility, of course, remains with you and the
Board."

In the last published Opinion of the Attorney General an Seetion 207,18 there was considered the question whether the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs was required to honor a subsiitute certificate iasued by the Secretary of the Army on 12
~ i . a s e b. h t r d s a t a s . 07 c t .

'" 41 OPS. Att')
4s

CI.3a3 (1942)

Gen. Op. No. 35 (19541.
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August 1953, so as to entitle a former enlisted man to World
War I benefits.
The facts of the case were that the applicant for relief had
been given a dishonorable discharge during World War I. The
Board found the dishonorable discharge to be unjust and recommended that his records be corrected ta show the issuance
of an honorable discharge on 30 April 1919. This was approved
by the Secretary of the Army. Upon further application, the
Board found the applicant should have received the benefits of
the World War Adjusted Compensation Act. The Board cancluded that the applicant would have applied for compensation
under that Act if he had then possessed an honorable discharge.
Accordingly, they recommended that hi8 Army records be corrected to show his timely application for such benefits a s of 2
January 1940, and that a certificate 60 stating be transmitted
to the Administrator. The Secretary of the Army approved and
so directed on 5 May 1953. The Veterans Administration held
the view that Section 207 did not grant such authority, and
refused to honor such certificate. The Attorney General held
that Section 207 required the certificate in question to be honored,
stating :
"It appear8 from the submiision t h a t some persons with dishonorable discharges disregarded official advice t h a t they were inehgibie for adjurted
eompenaatian and, nevertheleas, filed applieationa 00 or before January
2, 1940. Subsequently. their discharges were changed to honorable in
section 207 proceedings and their timely appiicationi for adjuated C O ~ .
pensstion were then pmeeased. I t wauid seem unreasonable t o attribute
t o the Cangrein an intent to so circumscribe the sdminirtrative remedial
poiver so t a diradvantage those who heed official advice a n d advantsge
t h m e who disregard it. Or, to p u t i t another way, i t would ~ e e mmore
likely t h a t Conerela intended the remedial pouer to be adequate to plsee
both groups, a t leaat. m an equal footing.
"It has been suggested t h a t the relief provided i i without your power
because i t i n v o l ~ e ithe creation rather t h a n the correction a i B record.
This iuggestion seems t o me without rvbstsntiai force. The aet doen
not define the term 'correct' b u t i t would be plainly inconsistent a i t h i t s
purrme to give It a narrow or technical meaning. Cf. 4 1 O p , A, G. KO.
19, p. 4. Further, in a certain sense, the correction of any record involves
the creation of a new one. However, there is no indication the Congress
intended t h a t fact to bar an otherwise appropriate remedy. On t h e eon.
t r a r y , i t i s made reasonably dear by the legislatire history af the 1951
amendment to section 207 t h a t such was n o t the legislative intent. In
hearings on H.R. 1181,which became the act of October 26, 1961 ( 6 s Stat.
6 5 6 ) , it was pointedly eaiied t o the Home Committee's attention by B
representstiw of the Comptroller General, t h a t eerviee boards 'apparently
hare taken jurisdiction not only to correct recorda but aim to "create"
100 E l m
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records s h i e h am patently contrary to f a e l . . , , Heannga before Subcommittee NO. 3, House Committee on Armed Services. 32d Cong., 1 s t
sees., p. 866 (for fvrrher am lihcatian and diseursion of this point in The
power as, theretofore, eonitrued and exercised.
"For all t h e foiegoing m a i m s , it is m y opinion t h a t the correction of
Hamel's record m issue was s i r h i n the authonrg t h e Co?.greii granted in

section 207."

B. Opiniom of the Comptroller General
(other than courts-martial cases).
The Comptroller General has rendered many decisions concerning the power granted under Section 207 with respect to
matters other than courts-martial. Prior to amendment of Section 207 in 1951,2n he had expressed the view seieral timesn1
that Section 201 did not authorize payment of claims based upon
corrections of records thereunder. As a result of his decisions,
the Congress amended Section 207 to so provide specifically.
Subsequent to the amendment t o Section 207, the Comptroller
General heldz2 that officers determined under Section 207 to hare
been unfit at the time of their relief from active duty could be
granted retirement pay retroactive to the dates of relief from
active duty, but that such must be done by a proper change of
their records, and could not come about by a mere correction of
records to show an amount due; in other words, the retirement
pay would flow from the proper correction of records and in no
other way.
the CompI n consonance with such view,%, in a later
troller General held that Section 201 did not authorize actions
t o correct records but withhold monetary benefits (such as retroactive retirement benefits) occurring from such corrections. As
stated in that opinion:
' I n vie- of the reasonably elear and unambiguous language of Seetien
2 0 7 , BJ amended, and the obvious purpose of the Congress 8 %erideneed by
such language and ihe history of the 1011 amending act, the eonelusian
ia required t h a t the Semetaiies of the departments concerned are not
ueated. irnnlledlv or otherwise. irith anv diseretionsrv mwer to make
determinations of the rgecifie amounts t o be paid as B result of the COTrection of military nr naval records and t h a t t h e amounts lawfully
authorized to be paid under section 207(b), pursuant to t h e correction
of military or naiv: records m e not dependent upon either the judgment

. .

.

..

0' see faotnate 1,BUyiO.
"1 E.*., 27 Comp. Gen. 665 (1948);27 id. 711 (1943); 28 id. 357 (1048); 28
id 678 (1049).
s * E . g , 32 Camp. Gen. 242 (1052); 32 zd. 204 (1952): 83 zd 111 (1953).
" 3 4 Camp. Gen. i(1954).
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or t h e genemaity of such Secretaries in any particular situation but
depend solely on a p m p e r application of t h e statutes to the facts or purported facta a~ a h o w by the corrected record in the p a r t i c d a y ease.
"In the decision of November 4, 1963, in the Kimbraugh ease, above
referred to, it was held by thia Office t h a t by ~ e a ~ oofn the correction of
his militmy records p u r i u a n t to the promsiom of seetion 207(8),t o show
t h a t on January 6 , 1946, Kimbrough was permanently incapacitated
f o r active service by mason of physical disability, incurred in line of
duty, as the result of ~n incident of the service and t h a t an January 6,
1946. he v a s relieved from active duta
disabilitv
. bv. reason of .ohvsieal
.
and certified to be eligible f a r retirement pay benefits under the provisions of the act of April 3. 1939, 63 Stat. 657, 10 U.S.C. 456, the said
officer's r i e h t to retirement DBV w a s reauired
to
be
determined
as if he
.
actually had been released from active duty on January 6, 1946, bg
reason of permanent physical disability, incurred in line of duty, and
immediately certified ta be eligible for the retirement pay benefits prescribed in t h e said s e t of April 3, 1939. Hence the direction by the
Secretary of t h e Army t h a t the Department of the Army pay to Captain
Ximbrough retroactive retirement pay effective only from and after
>lay 1, 1950 (presumably bared on the judgment of the Seeretar? of the
Army t h a t payment of retirement pay from t h a t date svould, in the
eireumstanees of the ease, afford an adequate measure of relief) did not
affect the amount of disability retirement pay which would otherwise have
become due to Captain Kimbrough, under the applieable pmyisions of
lam had no error or injustice initiallg occurred in his ease. Accordingly,
Captain Kimbrough was deemed to be legally entitled to retirement pay
beginning January 7, 1946. on the basis of t h e carreetion of his military
reeords and eonaequently his elaim was aiiosed by the General Aecaunting Oflee f o r the period from J a n u a r y 7,1946, to April 30, 1950, indu?ive,
the record indieating t h a t payment of retirement pay a d d be made by
the Department of the Army f a r the period effective from s n d a f t e r
May 1, 1950. In t h e opinion of this Office, t h a t action was correct and
vas required by law."

..

This decision, and later decisions of the Comptroller General,
disclose his recognition of the broad powers granted under Section 207, and in effect supersede his earlier. stricter riew.s.2'
He has now agreed that Section 207 grants the parver to place
an officer on the Temporary Disability Retirement List,?3 to
authorize a Naval officer the right to elect contingency option
q q d other benefits when retired retroactivelc for phvsical disto correct the records of a deceased sergeant to show
his retirement as major for physical disability, and to grant
survirorship benefits to his widow based UFO" the grade of
major,2i to show that on eye injury sustained by B Sara1 ReScofootnate 21, R i m , "
"'34 Camp. Gen. 37 (19541.
- ' 3 4 Comp Gen. 616 (1965).
'-36 Comp. Gen. T i (1956).
3,
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w r i s t prior to a scheduled drill was sustained during the scheduled drill so as to grant entitlement ta disability retirement benefits,ZBand to correct records to authorize an election in 1966 of
retirement pay options (the options having expired by law i n
1964),by an Air Force officer retired in 1966 retroactively as of
1948.28
4s stated above, the Comptroller General has recognized generally the broad powers granted by amended Section 207. HOF
eyer, his guidepoata are not, as are those of the Attorney General,
whether the Congress could have enacted priYate relief legislation
thereon prior to 1946. Far example, as set out above, the Comptroller General has ruledq0 that Section 207 does not authorize
a correction of records accompanied by a withholding of monetary benefits (an the basis that adequate relief would be furnished
\\-ithoot retroactive p a y ) , something which the Conprezs was
authorized to do, and

The Judge Adroeate General of the Army, in accordance with
the opinions of the Attorney General and Comptroller General,
also recognizes the broad powers granted under Section 207.
Accordingly, The Judge Advocate General has expressed the vien
that Section 207, in ca8es of error or injustice, authorizes the
correction of records so as to grant physical disability retirement
pay to members of the Arm>-released xithout pa?- or with le38 disability retirement pa>-than they were entitled to ;"? t o entitledependentato familr allaivance benefits:i'to delete an entry in preinduction
physical examination records showing psychoneurosis
to change
"line of duty" findings:3s to reimburse an officer whose household
goods were shipped to other than his proper home a t the time
of retirement
to show retirement for physical disability even
though an enlisted man had ap:died for, and been granted, retirement for length of
to correct personal records concern~~

35 Camp. Gen. 308 (19651
36 Comp. Gen. 541 (1967).

stat 37; 20

li.

321; 20 i,i. 321; 2 0 *<I

8 2 : id. 1053'6181, 7 August 105s; id.
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ing a court-martial of a civllian employee of the Army (military
records being construed to include all records of the Army) ;sl
to correct an enlisted man's records to show honorable service
during a period he was serving a sentence to confinement;31to
show an automobile was transported with proper authority in
order to preclude the applicant's having to pay transportation
casts (record "created" rather than corrected in this case) ;)O to
ahow an enlisted man was not reduced under Article 15, UCMJ,
and continued to hold the grade in question from the date originally promoted thereto;&' to show the appointment BB an officer
and entry on active duty on 21 August 1953 of a doctor, who
was subsequently commissioned, thereby transmuting his induction as an enlisted man on that date into an appointment as an
officer, the officer thereby becoming entitled to an officer's pas,
including special pap f a r medical personnel, from the mentioned
d a t e Y to show that an applicant, who did not report with his
National Guard unit during World War I because of sickness,
did report, to delete all references to desertion in his records, and
to issue him an honorable discharge;43and to issue an honorable
discharge to an alien who attached himself to an Army unit during the Philippine Insurrection under such circumstances a8 not
to effect a constructive enli~tment.'~
I n other opinions, The Judge Advocate General has expressed
the view that Section 207 authorizes the correction of records
so as to grant an honorable discharge after review and rejection of an applicant's request by the Army Discharge Review
Board ;? to grant physical disability retirement after unfavorable actions by the Army Physical Review Council, the Army
Physical Disability Appeal Board or the Army Disability Review
Board;4Bto revoke an election of an officer under the Uniformed
Services Contingency Option Act of 1953;47to show an applicant's entitlement to certain medical services rendered in a civilian hospita1;'P to credit the prior Regular Navy service of an
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applicant as if i t were Regular Army service and adjust his
place on the promotion list accordingly;iS to show an applicant
was reappointed as a Reserve officer a t an earlier date than he
was, the officer's reappointment not having been effected due to
loss of his address;3o to show a member's retirement at a date
not in accordance with retirement date laws requiring retirement an the first day of a month;j' t o show an enlisted man served
an additional eight days of actire duy so as to reflect the five
years of service necessary for certain naturalization benefits ?;:
to review efficiency reports where applicant has exhausted his
administrative remedies (i.e., application to TAG)
to reflect
attendance a t a Reserve drill so as to entitle a Reservist to pay
and other benefiW4 to show an officer's relief from active duty
to have been involuntarily in order to entitle him to readjustment p a y F to show s Reservist had been placed in the Retired
Reserve rather than discharged from his Reserve c o m m i ~ s i o n : ~ ~
to reflect prior Nary commissioned sen-ice to be Army commissioned service in order to make the applicant eligible for Regular
Army appointment ; j r and to show that a retired colonel who had
held the temporary rank of major general and then reverted to
the grade of colonel retired as B major general rather than as
colonel.5B

IT'. DECISIONS OF THE COURTS
Section 207 has also been the subject of interpretation by the
courts, and, as has been man's experience ever since the Phoenicians invented money, that interest has centered around the correction of records involving compensation. As might be expected,
the Court of Claims has provided the majority of decisions interpreting Section 207. .4 few of the more important decisions concerning Section 207 will be noted here.
I n a decisionbnconcerning one Uhley, a former Air Force officer
injured while bailing out af an airplane in combat during World
War 11, the Court of Claims refused to dismiss the suit as requested by the Government, because, in the words of the Court
" J A G A 1957l4155.26 April 1957.
Io
JAGA 181715170,25 June 1867.
JAGA 1968 1130,21 January 1869.
JAGA 1956 8 3 8 1 , l December 1956.
JAGA 195716612, 3 Aupurt 1867.
'I JAGA 1967'6649, 3 September 1951.
"JAGA 1967,8322, 12 liavernber 1857.
::SAGA 1957'8167, 10 January 1958.
JAGA 1958/6066,14Augwt 1958,
"JAGA 191818344.22 December 1968.
Uhley Y. United States, 128 Ct. C1. 608 (1954)

::
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of Claims, an Air Force Board for the Correction of Military
Records and the Secretary of the Air Force "arbitrarily, capriciously and without support of any evidence and contrary to the
evidence found, that plaintiff wae not permanently incapacitated
for active military service a t the time of separation, a s in fact
he was., , Accordingly, the Court ordered a trial on the merits.
The case was thereafter tried on its merits before a commissioner
of the Court of Claims and a reversal of its prior decision was
then rendered by that Court.Bo In that decision, the Court, by
the eame judge who wrote the prior decision, stated that there
had in fact been thorough consideration of the case by the medical authorities, the Air Force Board for the Correction of Military Records, and the Secretary of the Air Force, that the plaintiff had not shown any evidence of arbitrary or capricious action
by Air Force officials (the Court did not mention that it had
found such in its previous decision), and that it could not "undertake to determine who ia fit or unfit to serve in the Armed
FOrCes."e'
In a subsequent cmee2 in which a former enlisted member of
the Army had been granted relief under Section 207, it was held
that such relief (i.e,, issuance of an honorable discharge on 28
January 1952 in lieu of a dishonorable discharge issued on 9
July 1945) did not serve to retain him in the Army during the
period 1945-1952 so as to entitle him to pay and allowances.
The question of arbitrary and capricious action was again
raised in a caseBsbrought by an Army Reserve officer seeking
dieability retirement whose application for relief under Section
207 had been denied without granting him an appearance before
the ABClfR. The Court noted that Section 207 does not require
that a hearing be granted, that the ABCMR had all of the applicant's medical records before it, and that the ABCMR had
found no basis for relief. The Court, however, reiterated its
power to grant relief to a party aggrieved by the arbitrary or

."

ULlerd z.. United Stotra. 137 Ct. C1. 276 (1857).
'I The Court apparently over!aoked or disegarded this principle in both
prim and subsequent deci9iaas. See Proper V. United Statea. footnote 66,
infro: Friedman V. United Stotra. footnote 68. infva. and eases cited therein,
for c a w of the Court of Claims overrulin~medical authorities in determining
medical unfitness of members of the Armed Foroea, and granting retirement
pay based "pan such unfitness.
"Goldstein Y. L'nitrd Stoteo, 131 Ct. C1. 128 (19653 : c w t . den. S60 U.S. 8s
ilQ55l.
W a l e 8 Y . United States, IS2 Ct. 01. 765 (19353,
ACO 6778
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capricious act of a Government offcia1 but stated that such was
not the case here.
I n a casee4 decided shortly after the second decision in the
an Army nurse injured in a jeep in 1944 had
Uhley case, mwa,B5
appeared before a Disposition Board in 1946, which Board found
her fit for active duty. She was subsequently relieved from active
duty in 1945, though not for physical disability. In 1953 she
applied under Section 207 for retirement which application for
relief was not granted. The Court, in denying her relief, stated
it had no jurisdiction in the matter "unless the Board and the
Secretary acted arbitrarily, or otherwise unlawfully."
The question of review of Section 207 actions in disability
retirement cases was again raised in an interesting way in a
subsequent case.06 An Army Reserve officer contracted multiple
sclerosis possibly a t some time between 1936 and 1946 while s e n =
ing on active duty. He was later released from active duty.
though not for physical disability. In 1963, the diagnosis of his
ailment was made, and in 1956, the ABCXR (by a three to two
vote) recommended that he be retired for physical disability.
The Secretary of the Army supported the minority position of
the ABCMR and denied retirement to him. The Court's decision
(another three to two rote) held t h a t the decision of the Secretary was arbitrary and capricious, and granted retirement pay
t o the applicant. The facts 8s stated by the Court indicate a
reasonable basis for decision either way by the Secretary of the
Army. The majority decision itself, prior to finding arbitrary
and capricious action, devotes several pages t o the facts upon
which the Secretary of the Army based his conclusions. The
Court noted6' the fact that a Secretary may overrule recommendations of such a board where its findings are not justified, but
held t h a t such was not the case here. The minority opinion of
the Proper case, which it is submitted was the correct one, reads
a s fallows:
"What the majority has done in i t s opinion amaunts to reviewing the
actions of the Secretary as an appellate court would review the decision
of B lower tribunal I t haa reviewed his deeiiian, denging the plaintiff
retirement and. canseiuently, retired pay, not only on B question of law
but also on the facts. In effect, the majority says t h a t t h e minority
opinion of the Army Board for Correction of Military Reeords was
wrong, and the majority opinion was n g h t . m d t h a t the Secretary was
a r b i t r a r y in not adopting the majority opinion.
' ( P r i c e Y. United States, 137 Ct. CI. 536 (1857),
a ' see footnote 50, supra.
'* Pronar Y. U d t d Statra. 139 Ct. GI.511 (1057)
e. Id i t p. 526.
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"But how esn we s a y t h a t the Semetary W B Q arbitrary and eaprieioun
in adopting the d e r of the minority, and rejecting the view of the
majority? Would the Supreme Court be justified in raying t h a t judges
of this court, who had dissented from the opinion of the majority, were
acting arbitrarily in not having concurred with the majority?
"It is not f a r us to determine whethe? the majority of the Board for
Correction of Military Records 07 the minority was correct. Jurisdiction
to determine an officer'a right t o retirement is vested in the Secretaries
of the Army, Xwy and Air Force. It in not vested in us and w e have no
right to review their decision unlew we find t h a t they had acted srbitrarily. I n my opinion, we e m make no such finding in this case.
"Nor do I * g l e e t h a t the Secretary is bound by the action of the Board
for Correction of Military Reeords. The Legislatire Reorganisation
Aet of October 25, 1951 (55 Stat. 0551, does not r e s t in the boards for
Correction of Military Records the right to correct an error or injmtiee.
I t Yesti t h a t authority in the Seeretsry. I t merely permits the Secretary
to set up such boards to aid him in determining whether 01 not an error
has been committed or an injmtiee done. Seerion 207 ( 8 ) reads in part:
The Secretaries of the Army. NBV, and Air Force and the Secretary
of the Traasury (with mipeet t o the Coast Guard), respectiwly, '**
are suthorized t o correct any military or naval record where in their
judgment iueh action is necessary t o correct an error or remove an
i n j m t i c e . , [Italics aura.].
Thii vests jurisdiction to correct the error or to remo>w the injustice in
the Seoretaries. The Act says t h a t they 'are authorized to correct any
military or naval record where in their judgment such setion ia neceiSsry' eie.
"What I h a r e omitted from the shove Quotation reads: 'under procedures set up by them, and acting through boards of cidiian offieera
or employeen of their mspeetive departments.' TOme this means nothing
more than t h a t the Secretary may seek the aid of thin board of civilian
officers or employees of his deparhnent in order ta arrive a t B judgment;
but, after all, the judgment to be rendered is the Secretary's judgment.
H e is not required to bow to the judgment of his subordinate offleers and
employees unless their judgment eoineidea with his judgment.
"If I am correct in thin, i t cannot be said t h a t the Seoretary was
a r b i t r a m in adopting the view of the minorihi and rejecting the view
of the majority af this board he had set up. I t eannat be said t h a t his
aetion was arbitrary u n l e i ~the law bound him to accept the judgment
of this board. I do not think i t does."

.

I n a recent casee8 the Court of Claims found arbitrary and
capricious action on the part of the Air Force Board f a r the
Correction of Military Records in that it sought the advice of
the Executive Secretary of the Air Force Personnel Council,
rather than basing its recommendations entirely on the evidence
and records before it, The Court also stated in t h a t case that
Section 207 may not be used to review and reverse a decision
Fdedmm
A 0 0 1718
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L'eitrd Slate% 168 F.Supp. 364 ( C t . C1. 1958).
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of another board (i,e,, Physical Evaluation Board) favorable to
the applicant but may only be used to correct errors or injustices
against personnel. The Court further noted that the words of
Section 207 providing that action thereunder shall be final and
conclusive on all officers of the Gorernment was not intended,
and does not, preclude judicial review of such actions.

v. CONCLLSIOSS
As may be seen from the above, the interpretation of Section
207 is by no means completed. The question of how f a r Section
207 can go without disturbing the conclusiveness of court@-martial
is, in itself, a disturbing question which must await further
interpretation or further lepislatiw action. There also remains
to be resolved the confiict between the Comptroller General'e
philosophy (i.e,, that Section 207 must be rather strictly construed and hence, that compensation may not be denied in con.
nection with a correction of records) and that of the Attorney
General (Le., t h a t Section 207 must be liberally construed to
authorize any form of relief for which the Congress could hare
enacted private relief legislation), However, the great majority
of the actions of the Board are generally accepted as proper by
all concerned. The writer, who has had in the course of his official duties numerous opportunities to observe the work of the
ABCRIR, is of the opinion that the staff and members of the
ABCMR are experienced and able, that its recommendations are
thorough and correct, and that they are processed in the Office of
the Assistant Secretary of the Army ( X P ~ Z R Fin) ~a~ proper
manner. This accounts f a r the extremely few succesrful appeals
t o the courts from action taken under Section 207. As an example
of what Section 207 can do to right injustices, the Board for Correction of Naval Recards in the Egsn casero determined that a
farmer Marine Reserve officer was entitled to certain pay and
allowances during World War 11. The plaintiff, a Marine first
lieutenant, while serving overseas in Samoa v a s hospitalized for
bronchitis. The facts of the eaae, which the Court of Claims
characterized a8 "unusual," were:71
". , . , Shortly after his

admisaion t o the hospital f o r treatment. anorher
patient in plaintiff's r a r d made B violent sttempt with B dangerous
i v e a ~ o nupon the life of il Uatal physician. Plaintiff, who was not
eerioua!~ill.intervened and disarmed the violent patient. In the eo.:r*e

'IDA Memo 15-22. 80 January 1859, places s ~ p e r v i s i o na i the . < B C I R i n
th?~AseietantSecretary of Arm? (DlPBRF).
Evan V. United Slolc*. 158 F.S~npp.877 ( C t . C1 19581
-' I d . et P. 379-381, 382-353.
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a i an imeitigation foiiownp that incident, rha witnesses to what happened rwha were patients m the hospital a t the time, denied t h a t anything
of the eoit had oeeurred. I t R-BI later fully established t h a t these wit.
"esse8 hed, Plaintiff WBI slso quentioned by hospital doetors concerning
two previous injums which he had mentioned but which were not noted
on hin hospital medical record. Plaintiff had actually auffered the two
I n j n m s , had been treated far them by Army doctors, and had reported
the iniuriea to the admitting physician of the hospital but, unaccountably,
no record v a s made of t h n matter. The investigating physicians in the
hoipitnl made up their minds t h a t plaintiff had imagined the ward en.
counter with the violent haapital patient and had also imagined the two
injurms he claimed to have incurred. A t about this time, plaintiff learned
t h a t hia battalion had been ordered into combat. Plaintiff had recovered
completely from the attack of bronchitis and asked to be discharged
from the hoepiral ta permit him to join his battalion. Hospital autharities reiuied to discharge plaintiff and his reaction was, naturally
enough, quite violent. O n February 17, 1943, the hospital phyiieiana
erroneoudy diapnored lai in tiff a3 insane and he war confined t o the
locked ward of the hmpital.
, , , Plaintiff's appointment 8 8 captain, effective March 1, 1943, with
lank from February 28, 1943, was illegally withheld f o r the stated
ream", which WBI erroneoun, t h a t 'he was mek in the U.S. Naval
Haap1tal.l There 1s no indieation t h a t the promotion *'as withheld for
any reason other than t h a t plaintiff was then in the hospital and eonfined to 8. lacked ward under an emoneous diagnosis of insanity. His
previou~attack of bronchitis was not B factor in this.
, , , During the five months of plaintiff's eonfinements in locked wards
81 an insane person, he attempted in every conceivable way t o persuade
r sense o i f r u s t i a the medical officers t h a t he was not insane. His m
.o w i n.
tion and his oeeasionzliy vehement prateeta only served to confirm the
medical authariried in their opinion t h a t plaintiff %'as insane. Thmughout
plaintiff's confinements no technical tents administered to him by doctors
resulted in the manifeatation of any symptom of a pwchiatria origin, or
af any physical condition of a psychogenie origin.
" h o t long after plaintiff's sdmisrion t o Saint Eiirabethn Hospital,
he eresped and later returned armed with reports of several medical
exammatima attesting to his sanity. Plaintiff then appeared before a
group of payehiatrists at Saint Eliiabeths and told them t h a t if he was
heid a t the h o ~ p i t a lhe would seek a writ of habeas eorpua. H e "89
finally permitted to leave the hoipifal an October 30, 1843.
"In the meantime, on July 30, 1943, a Board of Medical Survey convened a t Saint Elizabelhs Hoipirai and rendered a r e p o n which contained the folloring statement of so-wiled f a c t a :
'On admision to thin hospital the patient was obv%udy making an
&art io be as pleasant as pomble but failed to conceal very definite
tension, speaking very rapidly and lighting m e cigarette from the
other. He was intent upm establishing t h a t he had no mental disorder
and t h a t he had been mistreated. He presented his 08se with eonaiderable cucumstantlailty and detail, and made an especial effort to smooth
over his p a r t behavior diffieultiea, giving explanatory and persond

".

".
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notitre. [It LI Interesting to note In tnlr connee110na1versioni of r h a t happened turned out to
be the e o n e c t verman3.1 Since then he has shown Improvement. He E
still however, preoccupied with explaining hi3 paxehiatrie difficulties
on the basis of errors on rhe p a r t af the physicians, n h o have handled
his ease. He needs further hospital care. H i s physics1 eondltion is good.
'VmiBsd history i e ~ e e kt h a t this patient was discharged from the
U.S. Army on March 3, 1942, because of a mental illnerr diagnosed,
"Psgohoneuroris, Anxiety, Neurosis, with Schizoid F e a t u r e d ' In the
o p m o n of this Board The origin of the patient's present d m b i h t y
exisred p n o i to appointment and has not been aggravated by serv~ee
conditions.' "The 'rerihed history' reported in the statement of facts
of the Board of Yedieai Survey was the service and medical history of
another John J. Egan, not this plaintiff, who had indeed been discharged
from the Army on March 3, 1942 8 8 an insane person. Despite the
asserted verification referred to, this other Egan had B service serial
number different from the rerial number of plaintiff, and his discharge
from the Army antedated plaintiff's by eeveral months. This astounding
piece of misinformation and earelersness wag transmitted to the Board
of Yedical Survey by the Adjutant General of the Army through the
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
"On the basis of the remarkable and untrue findings of f a c t quoted
shave, the Board of Medical Survey, wirhout further inquiry into the
matter, recommended t h a t plaintiff appear before a L'nited Stater Marine
Corps Redring Board 'in order t h a t his bent interests be fully protected',
inaemueh as he was deemed to be permanently 'unfit for service' by
reason of an unelasnfied psychaiis which had erirted prim to his
nlarine Corps service and had not been aggravated by such service.
"On September 24, 1943, a Marine Carps Ret.nng Board w m con.
vened pursuant t o the incorrect and erroneous recommendation of the
Board of Medical Survey. On October 25, 1943, the Commandant of the
lllarine Carp3 notified plaintiff t h a t 89 of October 23, 1943, he would be
relieved from actwe duty and be assigned t o the Third Reaeme District;
t h a t upon hie discharge from treatment a t Saint Eiizabethi Hospital, h e
shovid proceed ta hi3 home in Connecticut. On October 23, 1943, plaintiff
was relieved from active duty and his pay and silowenee% were discantinued. On Oetohei 30, 1943, plaintiff was diaeharged from treatment
a t Saint Elizabeths Hospitai.
". , , , After hearing about the creation by Congress of the Board fa,
the Correction of Naval Records, under section 207 of the Legislative
Remganization Aet of 1940 (BO Stat. 837). pisintiff, on December 27,
1941, applied to t h a t Board to correct the ~ T ~ O Tand
Q injustices resulting
from the erroneous and e s r e l e ~mediesi
~
diagnosis of hi8 phgsieal condition by the Navy, and the eonsequent el(roneous and illegal diaeharge af
plaintiff BJ unqualified for active service by reason of permanent
psychosis. Foilowing diligent effortB by plaintiff and a long investigation
and an oral hearing, the Board on P a r c h 11, 1948, made findings of fact.
conelusions and a. decision. The Correetion Board eoneluded t h a t plaintiff
had a t no time been mentally defective, nor had he ever auRered from
any ineapaeity, physiesl or mental, which wouid have preiented him from
performing eetiw duty as an officer in the Marine Corps; t h a t the many
fin
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OF MILITARY RECORDS
diagnoses of insanity rendered by the v ~ r i o u smedical officers and boards
were all completely in emor and had been based on nnmerous false
premises, including the mmtsken reports from Samoa t h a t plaintiff had
imagined t w o minor m p r m p r m t o hia h a r p i t n l i z a t m for bronchitis 111
Samoa, a n d t h a t he had also imagined the encounter with the violent
patient in the medical ward ID the hospital in Samoa. The Board found
t h a t plaintiff's aecovnts of those incidents, eonbiitently disbelieved by
the Naval physicians and officials, had been completely accurate. The
Board also found t h a t the Adiuisnr General of t h e Army and the Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery of the Marine Carps had confused plaintiff's
Army reeordi with the Army recards of another former Army officer
whose name was "Egan": t h a t an the basis of the Army medical records
of the other Egan, Marine Carps officials were convinced t h a t plaintiff
had been fovnd m a n e while serving in the Army and had been din.
charged from t h e Army as an m a n e perbon prior TO hin entry into the
Mlanne Corps. In its deemon, the Correction Board, after having esiefully considered the t r u e facts, concluded t h a t plaintiff had never been
insane; t h a t all diagnosei of insanity had been negligently made and in
error, t h a t plaintiff had a t ail times been mentsily and physically capable
of performing active service BI an officer ~n the Marine Corps; t h a t the
discharge in 1044 of plaintiff because of mental incapacity f o r serriee
was clearly el'roneour and should be changed t o an honorable discharge
without any reference therein to such nonexistent Incapacity. The
Commandant of t h e Marine Carps was ordered t o csncel the previous
illegal disehsrge and to issue t o plaintiff B new honorabie discharge in
rubatitvtion therefor without a n y reference to physical or mental incapacity, together with a Certificate af Satisfactory Service. The Chief of
the Bureau of lledicine and Surgery wa.8 directed by the Correetion
Board to add to plaintiff's medical records B certified copy of t h e Board's
e ~ n c l u d o na n d deeiiion as the isat and final official entry in plaintiff's
medieal records. The decision of the Board was approved in every
respect by the Seeretary of the Sary on March 17, 1048.
"Pursuant t o the above deeiEion of the Correction Board, the Cammandant of the Yarine Corps issued orders dated April 7, 1048, cancelling
plaintiff's e r r o n e ~ udischarge of April 11, 1044, and avbstituting therefor
an honorable discharge without reference to physical disqualification. , , .
The Certificate of Satisfactory Service issued t o plaintiff on April 11,
1844.remained in effect."

At the time of his hearing before the Kaval Board for Correction of Saval Records in 1948, the plaintiff had been discharged
from three positions when his employers discorered he had been
confined in B mental
Although the plaintiff later
sued in the Court of Claims for certain additional benefits,r3 the
action taken under Section 207 diaclosed the shocking miscar.
riage of justice set out above and substantially made Egan whole.
This case is an excellent example of how Section 207 can be used
.'Id. a t p. 582.
7s See footnote 10, susva.
A 0 0 117B
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to ascertain the truth and remedy the injustice suffered by an
individual.
As noted above," the ABCNIR is not under the Army Staff,
which situation would militate againrt any adjustment of grierances, especially those caused by an action of the Army Staff.
Indeed, under the Friedman
any interference by, or consultatian with, the Army Staff might occasion court action (and
reversal of the action taken under Section 207).
As may be seen from the foregoing, the ABCMR exists solely
to ameliorate grievances and offers a forum therefor without
cost to the applicant. The presence of such a forum within the
Army in which personnel of the Army can hare their greivances
considered by competent, disinterested officials prorides a needed
safety valve through which complaints c m be dissipated without
harm or unfavorable publicity to the A r m y Xany of such complaints turn out to be justified, and are then remedied: hoverer,
even when complaints are not found to be justified, the complainants obtain a measure of relief to the extent that they have had
a fair reviev of their case. Xo longer can there be legitimate
"barracks gripes" about wrongs suffered with no remedy. The
existence of the Board precludes this.

See footnote 68, ~upra.

.' See footnote 68, su%w.%.
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MISTAKE AS A DEFENSE
BY LT. COLONEL PETER C. MANSON'

When considered from a purely moralistic point of view, responsibility should be determined not by the actual facts but by
the actor's opinion regarding them.' In other words, a person
should not be found guilty of a crime unless his act was accompanied by the requisite criminal state of mind. It would seem
to follow that mistake or ignorance of either fact or law should
be a defense if it showed that the accused did not h a w the
requisite criminal intent. When considered in this light, there
should be no special rules as to mistake or ignorance of law and
fact. They should be treated just a s any other evidence in the
caae. and should become significant only to the extent that they
may negate the state of mind required by the particular crime
the accused is alleged to have committed. Unfortunately, the
law concerned with mistake or ignorance abounds in special rules
and complicated reasoning. Distinctions have been made between
mistake and ignorance on the one hand, and between the fact
and law on the other hand, I t is generally stated, for example,
that ignorance of the law is not an excuse for a criminal act,
whereas ignorance of fact is a defense, provided it was not the
I t will be shown that these
result of carelessness or
general rules are misleading and have created much confusion
in the law.

Ignorance or Mistake of Fact
Military law has long followed the general civilian view by
providing that ignorance of fact, to be a defense, must be an
honest ignorance which is not the result of carelessness or fault.8
The current Manual for Courts-hlartial states the rule as follows:'
"Unless otherwise provided (expressly or by implieation) by the iaw
denouncing the offenre i n question, ignorance or mistake of fact will
exempt a person from criminal responsibility if j t i a an honest ignorance
or mistake and not the renuit of carelessness of fault on hi8 part. . .I'

.

~y Justice Division, Oflee of The Judge Advocate General,
ashington, D.C., formerly Chief, Mliitary Justice Division,
tment, The Judge Advocate General's School, U. S. Army,
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The requirement t h a t the ignorance or mistake be honest has
not caused any difficult?. I t would appear that the word "honest"
is auperfiuous, meaning only that the ignorance or mistake must
be genuine and sincere, as opposed to being feigned. The significant feature of the rule quoted above is that it does not take into
consideration the fact that offenses vary in the degree of culpability required, Some requiring a specific criminal intent while
others require mme lesser degree of mens ?ea. Under this Manual rule an accused could be found guilty of an offense not because he had the requisite criminal intent, but because of some
carelessness or fault on his part. The Court of Military Appeals
first detected this fallacy in the RIanual rule in the case of US.
v. Lawpli;ns.i There, the accused was charged with unlawful
possession of marijuana. The law officer fallowed the Manual
rule and instructed the members of the court that if the accused's
ignorance of the presence of marijuana in his room was honest
and reasonable, he could not be found guilty of wrongful possession of marijuana. On appeal, the Court of Xilitary Appeals
held that an essential element of the offense was the accused's
actual knowled8.e of his possession of marijuana and, therefore,
it was prejudicial far the law officer to instruct the court that
conviction could be based upon a careless lack of knowledge.
Although subsequent decisions of the Court conform to the
Lainpiilns rationale, the reasoning of the Court is at times misleading and unnecessarily complicated. The Court has attempted
to npplg the rule of mistake of fact on the basis of whether the
offense in question requires a specific criminal intent or a general
criminal intent. According to this reasoning, where the offense
requires a specific intent the mistake need only be honest, but if
the offense requires a general intent the mistake must be honest
and reasonable. The Court has stated:

. . , "To date in our decision [1958], honest ignorance or mistake of
fact ha. been held to constitute B defense in general intent eases only in
instances involving the posses~ion OP UQB of habitforming drugs or
marijuana, and then the issue has been prineipslly whether knowledge
of the oreaenee of the drum vas ressonablr raised. , . In d l other eenersl
intent case we have held that the defenae must be predicated on an honest
and reasonable mistake."'

.

Following this line of reasoning, the Court held that mistake
need only be honest in the offenses of larceny,' wrongful possesI

4 USCMA 31.16 CMR 31 (1964).

' U.S. V. Holder. 7 USCMA

' U.S
64
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213,218.22 CMR 3, 8 (19bS)
Rawan, 4 USCMA 430,16 CMR 4 ( 1 9 6 4 ) .
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sion or use of narcotics,6 perjury,O and desertion;lo and it held
that the mistake must be honest and reasonable in the offenses
of negligent homicide," bigamy,'? wrongfully keeping B disorderly h o ~ s e , ' ~and absence without
I n the words of
the Court, "it must be manifest that thus f a r we have preferred
to adopt the principle that to be a defense, in general intent
cases, a mistake or ignorance of fact must be both honest and
reasonable."'b
The danger in this reasoning Soon became apparent in U S
v. Camell." In that case the accused was charged with dishonorably failing to deposit funds in the bank to cover payment
of check8 drawn by him." The accused contended he believed
he had sufficient funds in his bank account to cover the checks
he had written. The law officer, apparently under the impression that the alleged offense was of the general criminal intent
type, instructed the court that to be a defense the accused's mistake must have been both honest and reasonable. On appeal, the
Court of Military Appeals held that the offense required a state
of mind amounting to bad faith or gross indifference and, therefare, i t was prejudicial for the law officer to instruct, in effect,
that the accused could be convicted if his failure to maintain
sufficient funds in his account was the result of simple negligence. It is significant that the Court, in contrast to its earlier
decisions, did not state whether the offense charged was of the
specific or general intent type. It is equally notable that the
Court did not state what kind of mistake was the proper standard as to that offense, nor did it refer to any of its previous
opinions concerning ignorance or mistake.18 I t is submitted that
the Court's holding in the Connell case is correct, but its silence
' C. S. V. L m p k i n r , 1 USCMA 31, 15 C M R 31 (19S4)i U. S. V. Grier,
6 USCM.4 218,19 C\lR 344 (1955).
' U.S. V. Taylor, 5 USCMA 775.19 CMR 71 ( 1 9 5 5 ) .
" U . S. V. Holder, 7 USCYA 21s.22 CMR 3 (1956).
1 U. s v ~
~ ~ r4 uus c~m ~28,i 16 ~C n, m 2 8 (1954).
"U. S. Y . X'lcCluikey, 6 USCMA 5 4 6 . 2 0 CMR 261 (1956).
"U. S. V. hlardis, 6 USCXA 624, 20 ChlR 340 (1956).
" U 8.v Holder, 7 UEC>lA 213,22 CMR 3 :1956). A later case in accord
is U. S. V. Fsrris. 9 USCIIA 499,26 CMR 279 (1958).
" U . S.V. Holder. 7 U S C I A 213, 217, 22 CMR 3, 7 (19661
I' 7 USCDI.4 228, 22 C Y R 18 (1966).
li This offense ia a violation a i Article 134, being eonaidered BQ eonduet
prejudicial t o paod order and discipline, or canduet of a nature to bring discredit upon the armed forces.
The Connell apinion did cite U. S. V. Rowan, 4 USCYA 430, 16 CMR 4
(19541, which holds that in larceny the mirtake need be honest only, but the
ease W B Q oited f o r B diRerent point.
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on the aforementioned points reflects the need for reconsideration of the reasoning used by the Court in the earlier cases.
As stated previously, the Court has held that ignorance or
mistake of fact must be both honest and reasonable to be a
defense to the offenses of negligent homicide, bigamy, wrongfully
keeping a disorderly house, and unauthorized absence-the rationale being that the offenses required only a general criminal
intent.'O I t is to be noted, howerer, that all of these offenses
may be committed merely by simple negligence on the part of
the accused. Negligent homicide is defined as the unlawful killing of another by simple negligence, and it is only necessary to
prove that the accused, in causing the death, failed to use the
care that a reasonably prudent man uwuld have used under the
Therefore, an honest but careless or unreasonable mistake would not be a defense. The offense of bigamy involves sexual immorality and for that reason most jurisdictions
hold the accused to a high degree of care. In fact, there are
mme States which do not allow any kind of mistake, no matter
how reasonable, to be a defense.21 The rule in military law is
more lenient in that an accused's belief that he v a s not married
a t the time of his bigamous marriage is a defense provided he
had taken such steps as would have been taken by a reasonable
man, under the circumstances, to determine the validity of that
belief.22 Therefore, his mistake must be reasonable as well a s
honest. The offense of keeping a disorderly house (house of prostitution), like bigamy, involres sexual immorality and canaiction may be based upon proof that the accused ought to have
knonm of the activities taking place in his house. Therefore, his
claim of lack of knodedge must be on reasonable grounds.2s
The military offense of absence without leave comes close to
falling within the category of strict accountability. Proof of
the unauthorized absence alone is sufficient to establish a prima
facie c ~ s e . 2 Severtheless.
~
the Court has indicated that a rea-

'*'

See faatnatea 11, 12. 13, and 14,wpre.
U.S. Y . Perruecia. 4 USChIA 28. 15 C Y R 28 (1064)

Rep. 110, 68 Sw 14 (1002) : Elliron 7. State. 100 Fla. 736. 129 So. 887 (10301;
Cammonuea!ih V. Hagden. I63 X a i n . 453, 40 N E 846 (1896).
I ' U . S r.JlcCluskey. G USC.\II 516. 20 ChIR 261 (1956),
" U . S. V . ?lardis. 6 USCMA 624. 20 CMR 340 (1956).
I'Pa?. 165, XChr. 1961. The Janual appear3 t o limit excuse far an unauthorized sbrenre to initsncer of setual physical inability to return on time,
and eases sup ort this strict view; See 8 . 8 . CM 360801 (Reh.1 Msnn. 12 CMR
867 (1963);
951041, Clietre , C N R 406 (19521.

b
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sonabie belief by the accused that his absence was authorized
would be a defense, and has held that the accused's mistake
must be both honest and reasonable.2s I n summary, all of the
offenses referred to above have the common characteristic of
holding an accused to the objective standard of a "reasonable
man." He may be convicted if his failure to exercise ordinary
care results in death, more than one marriage, lack of knowledge that his home is being used a s a house of prostitution, or
in an unauthorized absence. Since he is held to the standard of
a reasonable man, his ignorance or mistake to be a defense must
be both honest and reasonable. However, the important point,
and one which is easily overlooked, is that many offenses classified as general criminal intent offenses (for example, unpremeditated murder or assault) require mens Tea of greater culpability than simple negligence, and it is incorrect to draw from
these simple negligence type offenses the broad generalization
that "in general intent cases, a mistake or ignorance of fact must
be both honest and reasonable."2e The only rule to be derived
from the cases referred to is this: where culpability may be
based upon a failure to exercise due care (simple negligence),
a mistake or ignorance of fact must be both honest and reasonable in order to be a defense.
Before proceeding to a consideration of other offenses, i t should
be recalled that the mental element in offenses ranges from a
negligent state of mind to a specific intent to accomplish a desired
result. Such concepts as specific criminial intent, general eriminal intent, men8 rea, presumed intent, malice, aillfulneas, scienter, wantonness, recklessness, culpable negligence, and simple
negligence have been resorted to in defining "the requisite but
elusive mental element" of the various offenses.Q' This "variety,
disparity, and confuaion"28 of judicial definitions is compounded
when it is attempted to place all offenses in either of the two
general classifications of specific criminal intent offenses or general criminal intent offenses. As stated in the case of Regina v.
Tolson:9Q
"[tlhe mental elements of different mimes differ widely. Mans 71s means
in esae of murder, ma lie^ aforethought; in The case of theft, an intention
to steal; in the case of rape, an intention to have forcible eonneetion with
B woman, without her eonrent; and in the eaee of receiving stolen goods,
"I

"

U.S . V. Holder, I USCMA 215, 22 CMR 3 (1956).
Id. at 217.22 CMR at 7.
Morissette V. United States, 342 U.S. 248,262 (1962).
,hid
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ticular law rfquiies the actor t o hare in order to constitute a
particular offense. To determine the necessary state of mind one
must look to the legal definition of the particular offense involved.
In some casea it is necersary ta consider the history of the offense,
the legislative intent of a statutory offense, the public interest
inrolxed, and the seriousness of the crime as indicated by the
authorized punishment?@
Keeping thia in mind, let us consider the other cases decided
by the Court of Military Appeals in the field of ignorance or
mistake of fact. The offenses of larceny, perjury, and desertion, all require proof that the accused's acts were accompanied
by the intent to bring about certain consequences. In larceny,
for example, the wrongful taking of another's property must
be accompanied by the intent to deprive the owner permanently
of the property. If the accused honestly had the mistaken belief
that the property was his own, or that he had permission to take
it, he could not poasibly have the requisite criminal intent. This
mistake or ignorance an his part, no matter how careless or
unreasonable, would be a defense. The rule to be derived from
these casea, therefore, is simply this: where culpability is based
upon a conscious intent or purpose to engage in certain conduct
or to accomplish a certain result, an honest ignorance or mistake, na matter haw unreasonable, which shows that the accused
did not hare that intent or purpose is a defense.81
There a r e certain other offenses which are closely allied to the
intentional type offensea just mentioned. These offenses do not
rquire purposeful conduct, but they require the accused to have
actual knowledge that he is engaging in certain conduct or that
his conduct will cause certain consequences. The offense of unlawful use or possession of narcotics falls within this category.
I t must be shown that the accused had actual knowledge, i.e.,
was aware, of his use or possession.82 The rule, therefore, is:
where culpability is based upon the accused's actual knowledge
of certain facts, an haneat mistake, no matter how unreasonable,
U. S. v. Doyle 3 USCYA 585 14 C X R 3 (1954)
"ISee cases cited:"
footnotes 7 . d, and 10.
'* U. S. V. Lampkins. 4 VSCMA 31, 15 C M R 31 (1964): U. 8 .
L'SCBA 218, 19 C I R 344 (1955).
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which showa that he did not have actual knowledge of such facts
is a defense.
The offenses discussed thus f a r are grouped a t both extremes
of the degrees of culpability. On the one extreme a r e affenaes
based upon simple negligence, and on the other extreme are
those offenses which require specific criminal intent or actual
knowledge. Ranged between these extremes are offenses requiring various degrees of culpability. One such offense is illustrated
by the previously mentioned case of C.S. 7'. C0nns11.~~In that
case the Court classified the offense of dishonorable failure to
maintain sufficient funds in a bank account, in violation of Article 134, ECMJ, as one which required the mental element of bad
faith or gross indifference. Proof of a simple negligent failure
to maintain sufficient funds does not establish the offense. On
the other hand, it is not necessary to prove the accused intended
to have insufficient funds or had actual knowledge of the insufficiency of his account. Query, therefore, what kind of mistake
should be a defense to this type of crime? If an honest mistake
without regard to reasonableness were sufficient, an accused
would escape punishment even though he had acted in bad faith
and had been grossly indifferent to the status of his bank account. On the other hand, the Court held in the Cannel1 case
that it was prejudicial t o require the mistake to hare been reasonable. I t is obvious, therefore, that the proper standard lies
in between these two degrees of culpability. The rule is this:
where culpability is based upon bad faith or gross indifference,
an ignorance or mistake of fact must be honest and not the result
of gross indifference in order to constitute a defense.a4
This rule, when viewed together with the three rules previously discussed, reveals the true nature of ignorance or mistake
of fact. Rather than a separate rule of law, ignorance or mistake of fact should be regarded as only an evidentiary matter,
and it becomes significant only when i t is material and relevant
to the nesntion of the required degree of culpability. The overall rule should be: Ignorance or mistake of fact is a defense if
it creates 8. reasonable doubt that the accused had the state of
mind required by the offense charged. Consider, for example,
the offense of consummated assault. 'This offense is usually classified iis falling within the category of general criminal intent.

A00
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However, it can be committed only deliberately or through culpabie negligence. If an injury is inflicted unintentionally and without culpable negligence, the offense is not ~ommitted.'~Therefore, ignorance or mistake should be a defense so long as it wa8
honest and not the result of culpable negligence. The same type
of ignorance or mistake would be a defense to that type of invaluntary manslaughter which i8 based upon culpable negligence.aG
I t is important to appreciate that a single offense may require
proof of varying degrees of culpability with respect to the various essential elements of the 8ame offense. For example, to prove
a failure to obey an order in riolation of Article 9 2 ( 2 ) , UCIWJ,
it is necessary to prove i n t e r alia, that: (1) the accused knew
of the order, and ( 2 ) he failed to obey it. Mistake as to (1)
need only be honest, because it must be shown that he actually
knew of the order.a' As to ( Z ) , the mistake must be honest and
reasonable because the failure to obey may be based upon fargetfulness or other cause ha\,ing its origin in simple negligence.88
I t should also be noted that self-defense presents a special problem. The offense of murder in violation of Article 118(1), UCMJ,
requires the specific criminal intent to kill, and a merely honest
mistake or ignorance could negative that intent.89 But a plea of
self-defense must be based upon reasonable grounds for fear of
death or great bodily harm.40 Therefore, a mistake as to the
grounds for self-defense would have to be honest and reasonable.
T h w far no mention has been made of a possible legal distinction between mistake and ignorance of fact. I t is recognized thet
ignorance implies a complete lack of knowledge. Ignorance is
passive, and does not pretend knowledge: mistake presumes to
know when it does not:'
Under this definition it would appear
that every mistake involves ignorance, but every ignorance would
not necessarily involve mistake. I n either event, however, there
is a lack of true knowledge, whether the cause is a vacant mind
or a mind filled with untrue knowledge. Therefore, notwithstanding this distinction, the legal consequences should be the
same whether the lack of true knowledge is the result of ignarRi~~lema1
n ,UECXA 331' 3 C X R 70
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anee or mistake.** Nevertheless, i t appears that the Court of
Xilitary Appeals believes there is a legal difference between the
two terms, In U S . v. Lampkins, the Court defined ignorance and
mistake and then stated+
“IT nhavld be apparent from the foregoing definition that a mirtake
based on neghgence presents a romenhat different problem than doer
ignorance bared on negligence, We can aesume, arguendo, that if a person has knowledge that he pmseiiei an article Bhieh may m
may not be contraband, he has some dury to detecmine its charsetermtm,
and, that if he reasonably fails to do so he can be convicted for having It
in his p o ~ ~ e m i o nThe
, same rationale cannot be applied if he i a hanestls,
albeit negligently, ignorant of its presence. The authorities umform!y
hold that a c~nsciouspoeasession must be affirmatively s h a m , either by
direct or eireumatantial evidence.”

The Court’s holding in the case leaves no doubt that honest ignorance of possession of narcotics is a good defense, even though
the ignorance may result from negligence or unreasonableness.
But the Court’s view of negligent mistake requires closer scrutiny.
It stated, a s quoted above, “if a person has knowledge that he
possessea an article which may or may not be contraband he has
some duty to determine its characteristics, and, that if he reasonably fails to do so he can be convicted for having it in his
possession.” In other words, to be a defense in such a situation
the mistake would have to be reasonable. It is readily seen that
the word “knowledge” in the above quotation modifies the phrase
“that he possesses an article.” It is not absolutely clear, however, that “knowledge” was also intended to refer to the phrase
“which may or may not be contraband.” Let us first assume that
a person has knowledge that he possesses an article, but does not
have knowledge that it may or may not be contraband. Here
another ambiguity is encountered-that
is, the extent of his
knowledge of the article. If he only knows he is in possession
of a white powder, for example, but has no knowledge of what
it actually is, then he lacks knowledge of what he possesses. He
is ignorant of the fact that he possesses talcum, headache powder,
powdered sugar, hemin, or whatever the substance may be.
Therefore, it seems clear that the situation may be described
as an ignorance, rather than a mistake of fact, and, under the
Larnpkins doctrine if his ignorance is honest he has a good defense.
Assume, on the other hand, that he honestly thinks the substance
This vie*, is held by Profeesar Jerome Hail, and he atatei that there are
no importam differences 8 8 regards legal eonaequenees. Hall, General Prin~ ( p l e so i Crmunol Loa 824 (1847). Of murre, from B prsctieal point of vie^
1%may be easier t o substsntiate B claim of ignorance than mintake.

4 USChfA 31, 34, 15 C I R 81, S4 (1954).
*GO 6718
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in his possession i3 taicum. He is mistaken because the powder
is heroin, but a t the same time he is just as ignormzt of possession of narcotics a s he was when he gare no thought to the identity of the substance he possessed. Therefore, it seems inescapable that a mistake of the type just described, if honest, should
have the same legal effect as an honest ignorance, for in the final
snalyais there is in both instances an ignorance of the true identity of the thing possessed. The situation seems to be no different than a knowing posaession of a cigarette, accompanied by
ignorance that heroin is hidden within the cigarette. It may be
safely assumed, therefore, that the Court did not mean that a
mistake of thia type presents a different problem than ignorance.
Let us turn now to the other interpretation, that is, "knowledge"
refers not only to possession of an article, but also that the
article "may or may not be contraband."
Suppose a person is handed a white powder and is told a t the
same time that it may be heroin. There is no doubt that the
Court is correct in stating this presents a different problem. In
this situation the person has been made aware of the possibility
that he may be in possession a i heroin. But it canont be said
that such a situation is limited to mistake and does not include
ignorance. The person may arrive 8t an incorrect conclusion
and thus be mistaken a3 to the true nature of the substance in
his possession. But he may also draw no conciusians as to the
identity of the sunstance and thus be ignorant of its true nature.
I t appears, therefore, that the example now under discussion
differs from an honest but negligent ignorance of posseSsion in
that the p e r ~ o nis pvt o n x o t i e e that he may hare in his possession an article which may be contraband. Since he does not
actually know, it is true that he is ignorant, or mistaken, a d to
the true nature of the substance. But his mistake or ignorance
is not honest in the sense of being sincere or genuine. If a person deliberately shuts hi8 eyes to the true facts he should not
be permitted to plead ignorance to them.'' I t is concluded, therefore, that there is no legal di?tinction between ignorance and
miatake of fact as a defense.
When mistake or ignorance becomes an issue in a trial, the
court must be instructed as to the legal effect of the mistake or
ignorance,'> and any lese% included offense which may thereby
be placed in issue.'c I t is evident from what has been said thus
~

~~

'' 1 Burdick. Lnso o i Crime 8180 ( l i t e d , 1916).
*' U. S. V. Grier. 6 TSCMA 218. 18 C Y R 341 (1955)
" V S.
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far, that the following reasoning should be applied in determining the proper instruction to be given. First, it must be determined that the ignorance or mistake pertain8 to an essential
element of the offense. Second, the exact mens rea or degree of
culpability as to that element must be determined. In other
words, it must be determined whether the element is one requiring a specific intent (purpose), actual knowledge, merely a simple negligent state of mind, or something in between. Third, in
defining the kind of ignorance or mistake that can exculpate,
terms must be used which are the converse of the element to which
it pertains.“ For example, if the eiement of the offense is based
upon culpable negligence, the ignorance or mistake must be honest
and not the result of culpable negilgence; or, if the offense requires gross indifference, the ignorance or mistake must be honest
and not the result of gross indifference. The sample instruction
set forth in Appendix XI11 of the Law Officer Pamphlet‘s attempts to define ignorance or mistake in this manner, and little
difficulty i s encountered in the usual case. However, there is
always the possibility t h a t the type of ignorance or mistake
necessary for a defense may be defined in such a way that it is
not the exact converse of the mental eiement to which it pertains. Furthermore, in lome offenses it would be extremely difficult to define the kind of ignorance or mistake which would
exculpate and yet not be unnecessarily lenient to the accused.
Consider, for example, the difficulty in describing the type of
ignorance or mistake which would be a defense to the wanton
disregard of human life required in the offense of murder in
violation of Article 118(3), UCMJ. This difficulty suggests that
it may be better to treat ignorance or mistake as merely an evidentiary matter, rather than a special rule of law. In other
words, the court would be told to consider the evidence of ignorance or mistake in determining whether the accused had the
requisite criminal intent, but the exact kind of ignorance or mistake sufficient for acquittal would not be defined. Such an in.
struetion could be worded as follows:
“Your attention is invited to the widenee presented tendinp t a show
that the aeeured thought the grenade he threw into the crowd was de.
fective and would not explode. I have already advised you that you cannot find the aceused guilty of the offense charged u n l e ~you
~ B T eonrinced
~
beyond a reaionsble doubt that the Beeused evinced B wanton disregard
of human life, and I have defined these t e r m far you. It i q f o r you to

“Cf.U. S. v, Bull, 3 USCMA 636.14 CMR 63 (1954).
“ D A Pamphlet 27.9. The Law OBorr, 195s.
*GO 1178
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decide whethsr the evidence of hrs mistaken h e l d a
evidence presented, raises B reanonable dovbt 8 8 t o whether the accused
actnslly evinced wanton disregard of human life ”

Ignorance or .l.iistaiir of Law
The age old rule, bath in civilian and military law, is that
ignorance of the law is not an excuse for a criminal act.i9 The
rule is said to be founded on the necessities of civil government.Go
I t is necessary because i t aids enforcement of the law, penalizes
ignorance rather than rewarding it, and avoids making the worst
classes of society the most privileged. I t has often been said in
justification of the rule that everyone is presumed to know the
law. This legal fiction adds little but confusion. As stated by Lord
NanJfield, “It would be very hard on the profession, if the law
were so certain, that weryone knew it.”a1
There should be no difficulty in the application of the rule so
ion8 aa there is no confusion a s to what “law” the rule refers.
According to Hall, the rule originated in Roman law, and there
it referred only to penal I ~ . w a . If
~ ~the present rule refers only to
penal law, it should be stated as fallows: Ignorance of the law
which the accused is alleged to have violated is no excuse. Such a
limitation is implied by Justice Holmes’ statement of the rule:13
“Ignorance of the law is no excuse f a r breaking it.” (emphasis
supplied) The following discussion will attempt to show this to
be the true meaning of the rule. Certainly there seems to be little
doubt as to the validity of the rule when its application is limited
to the penal law which the accused is alleged to have violated.
Furthermore, when stated in this manner, there are few, if any
exceptions to the rule as it is applied in civilian jurisdictions. Reliance upon legal advice by a competent attorney, f a r example, is
no excuse for violating the law;14 nor is a mistaken belief that the
law violated was
Recently, however, a decision
of the Supreme Court of the Cnited States indicated the possibility that in certain instances ignorance of the law violated may be
a defense. In Lambert v. Californiase it was held that actual

__

” 1; A m Jur. C?~ m m Law
d
$ 8 0 6 : Wmthrop,
201 (Pd ed.. 1920 remint).
’” Ihid.
See Wllhams, C ~ : m m a lLaw gll5 (1053).
‘ 9 Hall. Gene%! Pnnoipirs a i Criminal Law 348 (18171
:’Holmes, The Commov Laio 47 (1881).
“ E . p . , Willia,m;y3;
;p&,207
U.S. 425 (10081;Hunter
Tenn..63,12 S X

V.

State, 158

” R w n a l d s V. United States, 08 V.S. 115 (1878).
‘366 U.S. 226 (1067).
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knowledge of the duty to register, or proof of the probability of
such knowledge, is necessary for conviction of a violation of a
municipal code requiring convicted felons living in the city, or
visiting the city a specific number of times each month, to register
with the city police. Although the court referred to the rule that
ignorance of the law is no excuse 88 being "deep in our law," it
emphasized the due process requirement of giving notice "where
a person, wholly passive and unaware of any wrongdoing, is
brought to the bar of justice for condemnation in a criminal
case," The Court, however, stressed its distaste for registration
laws of this kind, and it may be that the requirement for knowledge will be limited to such laws.B'
I n the Manual for Courts-Martial the general rule is as
follows :sa
"As B genera1 r d e , ignorance of law, O I of regulationl 07 aireotwes o i
a g e n w o l natuie haling the force o i law, i s not an e x e u ~ efor B eriminal
act.'' (emphaiis supplied)

Assuming that this statement refers to the law alleged to have
been violated, the only real question raised by the statement is
what, in the military service, has the force of law? If a certain
directive has the force of law, then ignorance of i t should not be
excused. If the directive does not have the force of law, then
obviously ignorance would be an excuse. An analysis of this problem should begin with consideration of Article 92, UCMJ. That
article divides orders into two parts, as follows:
"Any perron eubject to this code wh+
(1) violates or faiis t o obey any lawful general order or regulation: or
( 2 ) having knowledge of any other lawful order issued by B member of
the armed fareen, whieh it is his duty to obey fails to obey the same: , , ,
ahall be punished a i B court-martial may direct."

The warding of the article clearly implies that knowledge is a
requirement as to Article 92(2) but i t is not a requirement a s to
Article 92(1). I t would appear, therefore, that insofar as the
Code is concerned ignorance of a "lawful general order or regulation" mould not excuse a violation of it. In discussing Article 92,
the Manual defines a general order or regulation as one which is
promulgated by the authority of a Secretary of a Department and
:-Thi P view is set Earth in 5 6 Mich. L Rev. 1008. Also see U.S. V. Juzwiak,
358 F. 2d 844 ( 2 d Cir. 1918). ahieh epe~ifiesllyrestricts Lambert t o the facts
in that care.

"Par. 154a(4). M C U . 1961.
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which applies generally to an armed force, or one promulgated by
a commander which applies generally t o his
Under
this definition it would appear that the subject matter of the regulation m a l d not affect its status as "law." I t is likewise indicated
t h a t any commander, regardless of his rank or the size of his
command, could promulgate "laws" f o r his command. However,
decisions of the Court of Military Appeals have restricted the
broad definition set forth in the Manual. In D.S. v. Brou;n:o the
accused was convicted for violation of an order issued by his company commander ( a First Lieutenant) to members of the company directing them to sign a "pass sign-out book" before leaving
the company area. On appeal t o the Court of Military Appeals, it
was held that a company commander did not hare the power to
issue a general order within the meaning of Article 92(1), and
t h a t his orders fall into the category of those orders authorized by
Article 92(2), UCMJ, which require proof of actual knowledge.
In other words, a company commander's orders do not hare the
"force of law" and, therefore, ignorance of his orders would be an
excuse for violating them. In deciding the caae, the Court reviewed the legislative history Of Article 92(1), the regulations defining general ordera which were in effeet when Article 92(1) was
passed by Congress, the language o f paragraph 171a of the Yanual, and announced its "doubt that Congress intended to grant to
all inferior commanders the same authority to promulgate general
orders which had PreviOudy been reserved to the Secretary of a
Department and to commanders of major commands."e' The opinion does not define ''major commanders" nor does it give m y
further indication as to what commanders can promulgate "law"
to their commands, but it does state that Army Regulations in
effect a t the time Article 92(1) was passed "provided far use of
the term 'general orders' only by a commander having general
article t o make a detailed ~ n d y s i sof this case. However, the
court-martial iurisdietion."'? I t is beyond the purview of this
opinion strongly indicates that when the occasion arises the Court
will hold that no subordinate commander has the power to promillpate "laiv" unle-.' his command is held to be a "major command." or, a t the very leaet, he is empowered to exercise general
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court-martial jurisdiction.88 Such a result will create serious difficulties for the commander who is in command of a relatively large
organization or installation and who does not have general courtmartial jurisdiction. Posts, camps, and stations are similar to
small cities and towns, and the necessity of proving that each
violator of a camp "ordinance" had actual knowledge of it would
be detrimental to order and discipline. Such a rule would make
law enforcement much more difficult and i t would reward ignorance rather than penalize it.
In another decision the Court of Nilitary Appeals has held that
not all regulations have the force of law, even though promulgated by the authority of a Secretary of a Department and apply' Army
ing generally to an armed force. In U. S. v. H ~ g s e t t , ~an
postal clerk was convicted for violating a portion of an Army
special regulation, promulgated by the Secretary of the Army,
which stated that military postal clerks "must not accept funds
for payment of postage with the intention of affixing the stamps
to the articles subsequent to acceptance for mailing. nlailers
must affix stamps to all matter intended for mailing."eJ It was
held that this regulation merely Interpreted an advisory provision
of the Post Office Department's Postal Manual and that it was
in the nature of a guide which was not susceptible of enforcement
as a violation of Article 92. The Court said:
"A Iegulstion which combines advisory initructions with other instructiann which contain a specific penalty f o r noncompliance is not intended
as a general order or regulation, within the meaning of Article 92 a i the
Uniform Code."'.

Thus, it may be necessary to go beyond the express language
of a regulation to determine whether i t is intended to have the
force of law.
Military law has an unusual feature which cannot be found in
any civilian jurisdiction. Even though Article 92(1), UCMJ,
"In the recent ease of U. S. V. Tinker. 10 USCYA 292, 27 CYR 366
i1959), it was held t h a t the Commander. United States Forces, Azores, being
in command a i a major command and empowered to exercise general court.
martial jurisdiction, had the power to issue g e n e d orders. In the ease U. S.
V. Keeler, 10 USCMA 819, 27 CXX 89s (1959) the author judge iFerguron)
stated t h a t an Air Farce base commander could not inrue B general mde_r
under Art. 92(1) beesuse he did not exereiie general emit-martial jurisdietion. Judge Latimer disagreed with this view, and Chief Judge Qiunn made
no comment on this point.
" 8 USCXA 681, 26 CMR 185 (19j3).
I' Par. 83, SX 65-16-1, 6 July 1913. The evidence in the esse revealed t h a t
the accused had an ingenioui praetiee of pocketing the money paid by the
mailers and JUIreptitioUSly affixing caneelled stampi to the packages.
* " 8 USCMA 631. 685. 26 CMR 186, 139 (1953)
ico
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does not appear to require any proof of knowledge, the Manual
divides directives and regulations having the force of law into
two categories. In one category there is the fiat rule that ignorance of the law is no excuse, but in the other category it must be
shown that the accused either knew of the "law" or ought to have
known of it, The Manual states?'
"Alio, before B person can pmperlp be held responsible for a violation
of any regulation or directive of any command inferior to the Department
of the Army, Xlauy, or Air Foiee, or the Headquarters of the Marine
Corpi or C o s i t Guard, or inferior to the headquarters of a Territorial.
theater, or iimilsr area comand (with respect t o personnel stationed
01 having duties within such area), it muat appear that he knew of the
regulation or directiue, either actually or c m s t r w t i w l y . Constructive
knaivledge may be found to have existed when the regulation or d i m Live was of JO notoriaus B nature, or was so e o n s p i ~ u ~ uposted
~ l y or distributed. that the pnrtieuiar Recused aught to have known of its
existence."

This provision places a burden on these inferior commanders to
publish their orders in such a way that they normally would come
to the attention of the members of the command. It is important
to note that constructive knowledge, as defined in the Manual, is
entirely different from actual knowledge or circumstantial evidence of actual knowledge. I t is an objective, rather than subjective, standard. The language of the Manual clearly indicates
that there is no requirement that the accused actually know of
the "laws" promulgated by the inferior commanders referred to
above. I t is only necessary to show that the commander published
his general order or regulation in such a way that the members
af his command had the opportunity to know, and ought to hare
known, of it.na This requirement can be Xdewed as a substitute for
the formal and regular way in which civilian governments prom.
ulgate their laws. It prevents commanders from indulging in the
haphazard issuance of numerous and short-lived directives. Ignoranee of such a directive is excused unless the prosecution can
prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the promulgation was such
that the accused aught to have known of the directive. Unfortunately, there is an indication that the Court of Military Appeals
may not approve of this portion of the Manual. There is dicta in
U.S. Y . Curt<+ that "an instruction on constructive knowledge
has no place in the court's deliberation upon an Article 92 offense." This case, however, was concerned with a violation of
Article 92(2) which clearly requires actual knowledge, and the
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Court's broad reference to "an Article 82 offense" may have been
inadvertent.'o If the Court decides that actual knowledge is required of orders and regulations issued by commands "inferior to
the headquarters of a Territorial, theater, or similar area command", the effect of the decision will be that such directives will
not have the force and effect of law. As indicated previously, such
a decision would make the governing of the armed forces much
more difficult, and it would reward ignorance rather than penalize
it.
Another rule, accepted in both civilian and military law, is that
where a specific intent is essential to a crime and ignorance of
law negatives such intent, such ignorance is a defense. This rule
usually is regarded as an exception to the general rule that ignorance of the law is no excuse." The Manual, after providing that
ignorance of law is no excuse, adds:'$
"However, if B specisl state of mind on the parr of the accused, such BQ
spemflc intent, constitutes am eiienfial element of the offense charged,
an honest snd rearanable mistake of I n y including an honest and
reaeonable mistake as to the legal effect of known facts, may be shorn
for the purpose of indieatlng the sbsenee af such a state of mind."
B

It is submitted that this is not really an exception to the general
rule that ignorance of the law is no excuse. Instead, it should be
regarded as a separate and distinct rule. I t is recalled that the
rule previously discussed pertained to ignorance of the law which
the accused is charged with having violated, whereas the present
rule pertains to ignorance of some law other than that which the
accused is charged with having violated. Assume, for example,
that the accused is charged with larceny, which requires a specific
intent to steal. It is quite clear that any ignorance on his part of
the law prohibiting stealing would not be a defense. But if he
believes the property to be his because of a n ignorance or mistake
a8 to the law concerning the ownership of the property, then it is
obvious that he had no intent to steal and, therefore, could not be
convicted of larceny. When viewed in this light, the rule under
lo
It I s unfortunate that par. 171b. IICM, 1851, enoneously provider that
eonstruetive knowledge is sufficient to prove the actual knowledge neeessam
for conviction of B failure to obey orders other than general orders in violation of Art. 8 2 ( 2 ) , UCMJ. Orders falling within Art. 8 2 ( 1 ) do not haw "the

force of law: and the Code apeciheslly states that the accused muat have
knowldege of them. It is obviova that in such offenses ignorance of the order
would be an exculi~. This ermneous extension of the use of cmstmetive
knowledge may have the unfortunate result of completely d-troying the

"Perkins, Criminol Leu 816 (1857): 1 Burdiek, The Law oi Crime 9237
(1846); Miller, Criminal Low 550 (1834).
.'Par. 164a(4), MCM, 1951.
*GO 17iB
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discussion closely resembles mistake or ignorance of fact, and it
should not be considered 8 8 a part of the rule that ignorance of
the law violated is no excuse. The Court of Military Appeals, seeing this close resemblance to ignorance or mistake of fact has
held that where an offense requires a specific criminal intent,
honest ignorance or mistake of law is a defense, without regard
to the reesonablenees of the ignorance or mistake.’j The Court
specifically overruled the portion of the nlanual rule, quoted
above, that requires the mistake or ignorance of law to be reasonable. I n doing so, the Court fully equated the rule of ignorance or
mistake of law (other than the law violated) with that of ignorance or mistake of fact inaofar as the rule pertains to offenses
requiring a specific criminal intent.
I t is noted that the Xanual rule refers only to those offenses
requiring “a special state of mind on the part of the accused,”
There is no reference to offenses which require other kinds of
criminal intent, and the question is raised as to whether the defense of ignorance or mistake of law (other than the law violated)
is limited to those offenses which require a specific criminal intent. Assume, for example, that the accused is charged with
bigamy and his defense is that he believed his first marriage had
terminated prior to his bigamous msrriage. If his belief was
based upon an honest and reasonable mistake as to the death of
his first wife, he has a good defense.iA But suppose his belief was
based upon an honest and reasonable mistake in interpreting the
applicable diyorce law. Would i t not be utterly illogical and unfair
to say that in the farmer instance he had a defense and in the
latter instance he had not? Furthermore, the problem is complicated in many instances by the difficulty of determining whether
the mistake is of a fact or a law. Although there are no Court of
Xilitary Appeals’ decisions on this point, it would appear that the
fairest and most logical approach would be to put ignorance or
mistake of law (other than the law rialatel) an exactly the Same
basis as ignorance or mistake of fact.
SUTMlW2l

In summary, it is concluded that the present state of the rules
of ignorance or mistake is as follows:7E
“ C .S Y . Sieley, 6 USChIA 402, 20 CMR 118 (1856).
“ S e e page 66.
*‘These rules a m in general agreement vith the piopoeed statement of the
the law contained in the M o d e l Pens1 Code, Tentative Draft No. 4, ALI
ilSS5).

so
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(1) There is no legal distinction between ignorance and mistake.
(2) An honest ignorance or mistake of fact or law (other
than the law violated) is a defense if it negatives the state of
mind required to establish a material element of the offense.
( 3 ) The general rule is that ignorance or mistake a s to the law
violated is no excuse for violating i t ; however, if the “law” is
promulgated by a command inferior to the headquarters of a
Territorial, theater, or similar area command, i t must appear
that the accused had actual or constructive knowledge of it. The
extent to which “constructive knowledge” may be applied, and
a determination of what commanders can promulgate orders having the force of law, must await further decisions of the Court of
Military Appeals.

*eo
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PUNISHMENT OF THE GUILTY: THE RULES
AND SOME OF THE PROBLEMS
BY 19T LT. RICHARD L. PEMBERTON"

I. INTRODUCTION
Much of the Army courts-martial process deals with determination of the guilt or innocence of the accused. This study is not
concerned with the rules which govern the processes by which
guilt is determined. I t is not concerned with the social science of
penology-the rationalization of punishment. Rather, it deals
with the rules of law which determine the types, maximum
amount8 and combinations of punishments which may be adjudged by courts-martial, and with some of the problems which
have arisen with regard to the application of these rules of law.
These rules and problems relate the juiisdiction of various
courts-martial to punish, the types of punishments which may be
imposed either singly or in combination, the persons who may be
subjected to such punishments and the arnomts of punishment
which are legal in the case of particular offenses. The subject of
consideration is narrow, but its application is very wide, since
Army lawyers must grapple with these problems during trial and
a t all levels of appellate review. The purpose of this article is to
set forth a frame of reference within which the punishment rules
may be approached, to delineate those areas within which questions are most likely to arise, and, as to those questions, to suggest
answers which are not obvious from reading the Uniform Code
of lfilitary Justice or the Manual for Courts-Martial.
11. ORIGINS O F AND NATURE OF LIMITATIONS UPOS
THE POWER O F COURTS-MARTIAL TO
ASSESS PUNISHMENTS

A. Origins of the Power to Assess Punishments
The power of courts-martial to assess punishments originates
in the Constitution of the United States,: the Uniform Code af
Military Justice,z the Manual for Courts-Martial and various Ex-

* Member of faculty, The Judge Advocate General's School, U. S. Army.
Charlattesvillr, Vkginia; member of Minnesota State Bar; graduate of
University of hlinnesota Law School
L 8. conit.. mt. I set. 1: art. I, SeC 8 . CI. 14; art. 11. sec 2 . el. 1.
' 10 USC I 801-910 (1952 e d , SUPP 7') (hereinofter referred t o as the
C C Y J 01. R J the Code).
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ecutive Orders.8 The Constitution authorizes the Congress "to
make Rules for the Government and Regulation of the land and
naval forces.'" Pursuant to this grant of authority the Congress
enacted the UCMJ which placed various limitations upon the
adjudication of punishments by courts-martial and authorized the
President to prescribe further limitations.b The President has imposed many such limitations through Executive Orders. These
Orders have prescribed the Manual for Courts-Martial and the
amendments thereto, making official the many limitations upon
punishments which the Manual sets forth.

B. Nature of Limitations upon the Power

t o Assess Punishments
The power of courts-martial to asses8 punishments may be limited as to the jurisdiction of the particular court t o impose the
punishment, the type of punishment, the person upon whom it
may be imposed and the offense far which it may be imposed.
These limitations originate from the same sources a s the powers
which they affect. The legislative and executive pronouncements
often are both a grant of power and a complementary limitation
upon that power. For example, the Manual grants a power to impose the punishment of hard labor without confinement, but, a t
the same time, limits the exercise of that power to cases involving
enlisted persons. There is an additional source of limitations upon
the imposition of punishments-the case law which has developed
with reference to various statutory provisions and executive orders. I t i8 not always possible to consider this case law as no
more than a judicial interpretation of an existing legislatire or
executive limitation. The effect of the interpretation may be to
create substantially new legal principles.
These limitations are not mutually exclusive, and in any particular case any combination of them may operate to circumscribe
the court-martial's power to adjudge punishments. For example,
a summary court-martial could not sentence an officer to undesirable discharge, total forfeitures, confinement a t hard labor for
nine months and hard labor without confinement for one month
for the offense of being drunk in station because: a summary
court-martial has no jurisdiction to impose any punishment upon
an officer, nor to adjudge a diecharge from the service, forfeitures
in excess of two-thirds of one month's pay or confinement in ex' O f l e i s 1 orders by the President a i the United States to effectuate his
conntitutianal and atatutory grants of power.
1u.s.canst., art. I, See. 8, el. 1 4 .
' A r t ? . 18-20, UCMJ.
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cess of one month;O undesirabie discharge is a type of punish-

ment which is not sanctioned according to custom of the service;'
an officer is not a person upon whom hard labor without confinement may be imposed as punishment;8 and the offense of being
drunk in station is not an offense for which discharge from the
service, forfeiture in excess of twothirds for one month, or confinement in excess of one month may be imposed.0 Here iimitations of every nature operate to proscribe the punishment sought
to be imposed. This interdependence of limitations is the rule
rather than the exception and results in complicating a treatment
of the subject matter in neat categories. Nevertheless, each of
the above mentioned limitations will be discussed in order, except
to the extent that analysis of a particular problem requires intermingling them.
111. LIMITATIONS UPON THE POWER OF COURTSMARTIAL TO ASSESS PUNISHMENTS
A. Limitations as t o the Jurisdiction of Courts-Madial to
Adjudge Punishments
I t is axiomatic that a court-martial may not legally punieh a
Person if it has no jurisdiction over that person or no jurisdiction
over the offense which he has committed. While jurisdiction a s to
the person and the offense is a prerequisite to imposition of punishment, it is more properly the subject of a study devoted ta the
jurisdiction of courts-martial. The third traditional test for jurisdiction of any judicial tribunal is whether i t exceeded its powers
in the sentence pronounced. The tribunal is without jurisdiction
to impose an illegal sentence.IO Therefore, ail questions of maximum legal punishments are questions of jurisdiction in a technical
sense. However, for the purposes of this discussion, the term
"jurisdictional limitation" will be reserved for those limitations
expressly so designated by the UCMJ.
The UCMJ grants to general courts-martial jurisdiction "under
such limitations as the President may prescribe, [to] adjudge any
punishment not forbidden by [the Code]
including the penalty of death when specifically authorized by [the Code]

...

' Art. 20,UCXJ.
'See NCM 5505513, Csikini, 20 CXR 543
' Par. 1261, MCI\I, 1951.

. . . ."'*

(1956).

'Table of Marimurn Punishments (hereinafter referred t o BI the TMP),
par. 127c, DICM, 1951.
" S e e Graiton 7 . United States, 206 US 333 (1901).
" A i t . 18, UCMJ. The Art. 13 grsnt a i jurisdiction to genera1 E O U T ~ P martial to adjudge in appropriate eases any punishment permitted by the iaw
of war is beyond the ambit of this discussion.
*oo 6WB
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Thus, to determine the jurisdiction af general courts-martial it is
necessary to refer to other articles of the Code which proscribe
certain punishments, and to the Manual which sets forth the limitations imposed by the President. These proscriptions and limitations are not ordinarily categorized as jurisdictional and they will
be discussed under other headings.
Special courts-martial are without jurisdiction to adjudge the
punishments of death, dishonorable discharge, dismissal, confinement for more than six months, hard labor without confinement
for more than three months, or forfeiture of pay exceeding twothirds pay per month for six months. They have no jurisdiction
to adjudge B bad conduct discharge unless a rerbatim record of
trial has been made.12 The jurisdictional limitations upon the
punishing power of summary courts-martial are in all cases as
severe or more severe than those upon special courts. Summary
courts are without jurisdiction to adjudge death, dismissal, dishonorable or bad-conduct discharge, confinement in excess of one
month, hard labor without confinement in excess of forty-five
days, restriction t o limits in excess of two months, or forfeiture
of more than two-thirds of one month's pay.13 The Manual makes
certain references to types and duration of punishments in the
paragraphs which it devotes to jurisdiction." These matters will
be discussed infra.

B. Limitatiom a8 to the T ~ p ofe Punishments which Couvts.Mavtial n a y Adjvdge
1. General
Generally, cruel and unusual punishments are forbidden.'s The
Code, Manual and case law have expressly forbidden certain spe"Arhele 18 requires that B "complete" record be made. Par. 830. M C I ,
1951, has interpreted "eamplete': to mean "verbatim." This limitation has been
approved by r h s Court of Military Appeals, and failure to trameribe the
pmeeediner verbatim is prejudieal erim. United States v Whitman, 3
TSCMA 179, 11 C Y R 179 (19Z3). At present no wrbarim record 1s made of
Army s l i ~ e i a land summary eourts-mPrtial nroeeedinei and Demrtment of

. .
. .
bad conduct discharges.
1' Art. 20, UChlJ. While the Code doel not expressly place B jurisdictional
limitation of two months upon the pvnishment of restriction to limitn when
imposed by general or apeeial courts-martial, the President has limited the
period to that length and the effect of the pmvisiom ir identical. See par.
1260, MCM, 1851.
::Pari. 14). 15k, 16b, MCM, 1851.
U. S. Canst. amend. VIII: Ait. 55, UCMJ.
R6
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cific punishments a s cruel and unusual's or a s contrary to the
customs of the service. Some of the less obvious punishments included in the latter category are loss of good conduct time, imposition of additional formal military duties, such as assignment to
a g u a r d of honor, and duties requiring the exercise of a high sense
of responsibility, such a s guard or watch duties." Case decisions
have added to this list the imposition of undesirable discharge,18
and loss of accrued leave.'8 The limitations upon these cruel or
unusual punishments are absolute. They are forbidden altogether.
Most other farms of punishment are permitted but are limited,
according to severity, in application to particular offenses and in
determination of appropriate amounts. Generally, we will consider them in their relative descending order of severity, although
opinions may differ as to which of several different forms of
punishment i s actually the most severe.
2. Death

The Code sets forth jurisdictional limitations upon the power
of courts-martial to impose the death sentence. I t may be
adjudged only by a general court-martial and then only if specifically authorized by the Code. The death sentence mwt be adjudged if an accused is convicted of spying in violation of Article
106. However, by its terms Article 106 may be violated only by
acts committed in time of war.zo This is the only offense described
by the Uniform Code of Military Justice for which the death
penalty is mandatory. However, Article 118 provides that either
death or life imprisonment must be adjudged against an accused
'I Confinement in immediate amciation with enemy priamers, Art. 12,
UCMJ; flogging, marking of the body or me of irons except for ssfe custody,
I r t . 56. UCMJ.
'-Par. 125. MCM. 1951
"Note 7, m~pvo.
"JAGN 1061l24, 12 Sep. 1951, 1 Die Ops, Sent. & Pun., see, 21.
" S e e also par. 16a, MCM, 1961. A considerable body of ease law has
develored on the Question of when a "time of war" is in existence. I t <a
e3tabliJhod that a-formal declaration of war is not prerequinite to the be-

USCMA 21, 21 CMR 1 4 1 (1968). The existence of B time of war is not
aReeted by Executire Orders whieh suspend the Table Of Maximum Punishmenta or which reinatate it.
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convicted of the offenses of premeditated or felony murder. In
addition, death always may be imposed upon accused convicted of
the offenses of mutiny (Art. 94),*] misbehavior before the enemy
(Art. 99), compelling surrender (Art. IOO), forcing a safeguard
(Art. 102), aiding the enemy (Art. 104), and rape (Art. 120a).
Conviction of certain other offenses will support the death sentence when the court-martial deems it appropriate only if the
offense was committed in time of war. Included in this category
are desertion (Art. 85), willful disobedience of a superior commissioned omcer (Art. go), and misbehavior a s a sentinel (Art.
113). Improper use of the countersign (Art. 101) fits into this
category in the sense that the death penalty is discretionary, but
unlike the others, the act is no offense unless it is committed in
time of war. I n this respect it is similar to spying.
Even though the Code permits adjudication of the death sentence a s to each of the above offenses, the President usually may
prescribe limitations a s to maximum punishments which will prerent the imposition of the death sentence.l* However, he has not
done 80 except in a very narrow sense. Consultation of the Table
of Maximum Punishments2amight give the impression that this
sort of limitation had been made as to desertion, willful disobedience and misbehavior as a sentinel. These offenses are capital if
committed in time of war according to the provisions of the respective Articles. However, the President may limit them so that
they must be treated a s not capital. This he appears to hare done
since the maximum punishment in each case is less than death
and no exception is made with reference to “time of war.”
Furthermore, the Manual paragraph which implements these
* Including attempted mutiny. sedition, or failure to report or suppress
the eommissim of those offensea. Generaily, this list i s illustrative. not
exclusive,
“ T h e only situations in which he may not set punishment limits short of
death in capital ossei are those in which the Code haa set 8 minimum punish.
rnent. Spying (Art. 10s) is the only offense which involves B mandatory
death sentence. In the eaae of spying t h e Code, in effect, forbids any puniahm e a t other t h a n death if the offense i s found to have been committed. Caurtsmartial have no authority t o adjudge punishments forbidden by the Code
Therefore, any limitation would necessarily, bg ineffeet?al. Premeditated and
felony murder (Art. 118(1) and I d ) ) conmctians require the imposition of a
sentence ta death OF to life imprisonment. Since the Code does not forbid the
adjudication af life imprimnment, i t would e e m t h a t the President here
could prescribe life imprisonment 81 a maximum punishment. Since the Code
forbids any lesser punishment B cowt-maitial operating under such B limita.
tion would be without discretion in assensing B sentence if i t found an
accused guilty of violating one of these subsections of Article 118.
*“ PST. 1270,MCM, 1951
88
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articles and provides that the offenses shall be capital when committed in time of war states: “Although capital under one of the
articles cited, an offense is not capital if the applicable maximum
limit of punishment prescribed by the President under Article 56
is less than death (127~).”~‘Thus paragraph 15 expressly states
that the Table of Maximum Punishments limits the court from
treating these offenses a s capital. However, paragraph 127 almost
obliterates this limitation by providing that the Table of Maximum Punishments is automatically suspended as to these offenses
and certain othersa6 “immediately upon a declaration of war.”
Since a “time of war” can exist before B “declaration of war’’ is
made, i t might be that these offenses could become capital under
the purview of the Code Articles and paragraph 15, but still be
limited with respect to punishment because there had been no
“declaration of war’’ resulting in suspension of the Table of Maximum Punishments.z8 This possibility is not likely to create much
difficulty since a formal declaration of war would normally follow
within hours after a “time of war’’ had begun. If it did not the
President would probably suspend the limitation by Executive
Order as was done during the Korean Conflict. Beyond this isolated instance there is no situation in which the President has
limited the maximum punishment of death when the Code authorizes its imposition.
Even though the above mentioned requirements are satisfied,
the sentence of death may not be imposed if a deposition or part
of the record from a court of inquiry has been read into evidence
on behalf of the p r o s e ~ u t i o n .The
~ ~ reason is that, as a matter of
policy, i t has been decided that an accused ought not be sentenced
to death on the basis of evidence obtained from sources other than
testimony in the instant trial. A sentence to death includes by
“Par. li, blCII, 1951. Article 58 provides: “The punishment which a
court-martial may direct for an ofsense $hail not exceed nueh limits 8%the
Preaident may prwribe for that offense.”
*’ Offenses for which the Table is automatiwliy suspended are unsuthotized
abaenfe (Articles 8 6 8 1 ) and malingering (Article 115). inter alia. In addi.
tion the President by Executive Order has suspended the Table of Maximum
Punishments 8s to disobedience of e. supeiior noncommissioned officer. How.
ever, the effect of the ~ m p e n s i o nwas not to make these offensen capital since
there 18 no specific statvtory authmizstion to impose the death sentence.
Aammng that the offenses were tried by general caurt.msrtia1, life im.
prisonment ia the m a n m u m permissible sentence.
‘ I Ltr, JAGAF, 1913/44, 30 Sep, 1963,
‘I Arts. (Of-60; UCMJ, pms. 126% 146a. IrICY, 1951; United States Y .
Young, 2 USCMA 470, 9 CDIR 100 (1953).
*GO l l i B
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implication a dishonorable discharge,*' but not forfeiture of
Thus, if the court-martial desires that the accused forfeit his pay
and allowances it must expressly so sentence him.'O
There may be some question whether that portion of a sentence
requiring forfeiture of all pay and allowances would be effectual
when the death sentence is also imposed. The obvious intended
effect of such a sentence would be to prevent accrual to the accused of pay and allowances during the months while his case is
undergoing appellate review. Assuming that he eventually is executed, his estate would not be enriched by the pay and allowances
which had so accrued. If the forfeitures can be applied to all pay
and allowances becoming due on or after the date the sentence is
approved by the convening authority such a result may be obtained. The Comptroller General has suggested in a dictum that
application of forfeitures may occur a t this time." However,
Article 57a of the Code provides that forfeitures may be applied a t
this time only if they are adjudged "in addition to confinement."
There is no express adjudication of confinement in a death sentence case.82 If confinement has not been adjudged, then Article
57c rather than Article 576 controls and the forfeitures may not
be applied until the date the sentence is ordered executed. I t is
quite obvious that little would be achieved by such a procedure. I t
might be argued that any sentence to death should be construed to
include also a sentence to confinement which would support the
application of forfeitures under Article 57a at the time of the convening authority's approval. The difficulty with this argument is
that the Court of Military Appeals has stated that changing a sentence to death to a sentence to confinement a t hard labor f o r life
constitutes a commutation of the sentence, which is a change in
form, rather than B mitigation, which is a reduction in kind.88 The
inference from this statement is that confinement is not included
in a sentence to death.
This problem has been recognized by the drafters of the socalled Omnibus Bill to amend the Vniform Code of Military Justice, and a proposal with reference to it has been included in that
bill. I t is proposed that there be added to Article 57a the follow.
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ing provision: "A sentence to death includes forfeiture of all pay
and allowances and dishonorable discharge. The forfeiture may
apply to all pay and allowances becoming due on or after the date
on which the sentence is approved by the convening authority."a'
Pending enactment of legislation such as this It would seem that
no definitive solution to this problem has yet been provided. Advocates faced with it will simply have to argue as forcefully a s is
possible from the rather indefinite authorities set forth above.

3. Punitive discharge and diantiasal
Jurisdictional limitations prevent summary courts-martial from
adjudging punitive discharge or di~missal.'~The Code juridictional limitation prevents special courts-martial from adjudging
dishonorable discharge o r dismissaland, in conjunction with Department af the Army policy, also prevents Army special courtsmartial from adjudging bad-conduct discharge.88 General courtsmartial usually may adjudge diahonorabie discharge or badconduct discharge except when the Table of Maximum Punishments
renders them illegal as to a particular offense. Dismissal is appropriate in the case of a commissioned officer and is equivalent
to dishonorable discharge," while dishonorable or bad-conduct
discharge is appropriate in the case of enlisted personnel.
These three types of discharge are the only recognized forms
of punitive discharge and are the only forms of discharge which
e court-martial may adjudge.88 Generally, they may be imposed
only by courta-martial. However, there has been a t least one
notable exception. In 19.54, the Secretary of the Army pursuant
to orders by the Secretary of Defense dishonorably discharged the
American prisoners of war who refused repatriation from the
Red Chinese, This sort of "administrative dishonorable dis"Annual Report a i the United States Court of Military Appeala end The
Judge Advocate8 Genepsi of the Armed F o x e s and the General Counsel of
the Treasury far the yea? 1958, at p. 18.
Art. 20, UCMJ.
I' Note 12, mwa.
"CCM 368421, Bnllinger, 18 C P R 486 (1953) "A d i m i s a d is more than
P separation without honor; it is a separation 'with diahonor' and is equivolcnt
to the dishonorsble disehsrqe provided as puniahment for a wvarant officer or
enlisted person in appropriate eases." Alao, a_. SO0 of the Aet of 22 Jun.
1944 (58 Stat. 288; 38 USC 6 9 s ~ bars
)
ai1 Vetmans' benefits under m y laws
administered by the VA baaed upon the period of s e r ~ i e eto which L dismissal
by reason of the sentence a i a GCM pertains.
s'Undesir~ble discharge is an sdministrative discharge and may not be
adjudged by courts-martial. See kCD1 5605518, Calkins, 20 CMR 548 (lS58).
* G O 6WB
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charge" was u n ~ r e c e d e n t e d .It
~ ~was abviously dictated by the
exigencies of unusual circumstance, and no attempt has been
made to continue the practice.
Only dishonorable discharge is appropriate in the case of warrant officers. The forms of punishment may not be intermixed,
although a sentence of an officer to dishonorable discharge will be
construed as a sentence to dismissal and will not be declared
void.'O Since the Table of Maximum Punishments applies to enlisted persons only," dismissal legally may be imposed for violation of any article of the Code.Ps However, dismissal may not be
adjudged if a part of the record of a court of inquiry has been
read into evidence on behalf' of the prasecution.13 Dismissal is the
only appropriate means by which a cadet may be punitively separated from the service. The Court of Military Appeals has held
that a cadet is "an inchoate officer" whose conduct is measured by
the Same standards as is an officer's and whose "separation from
the service . , . should not be equated with that of an enlisted
man.""
4. Solitary confinement

When the UCXJ was enacted in 1961,it did not expressly forbid courts-martial t o impose the punishments of solitary c o n h e ment or confinement on bread and water or diminished rations.
Army practice had not countenanced this farm of punishment for
a number of years.45Navy practice, on the other hand, had long
'I The Judge Advocate General took the position t h a t P dishanorable diacharge could not be adjudged except purnuant to a sentence by general eounmartial. The Secretary of the Army nevertheless mais ordered to take the
action. See Pasiey, Sentence F i v s t - V d i c t Aftorwavds: Dhhonarabb D t b
thargrs Withoxt T ~ i a lby Cawt-Mmtialq, 41 Carnsli L. 0,545 (1956).
ACY 9073,Gibson, 17 CMR 911, 938 (1954)i ACM 7395,Wester.pen, 14
C M R 560 (1953): c f C4I 249921 Maurer 32 BR 228 (1944). However B
sentence of 8. w a r r a n t officer to bbd condub discharge will not be mmarded
as a sentence to diihonorable discharge since a sentence to bad eonduet discharpe does not support the inference that court-martial contemplated repara~
eondltlans of dishonor. Such B sentence will be
tion from the P ~ T Y I Cunder
declared raid. If the rentenee i 8 severable, the portions not effected by the
bad.conduet discharge may be amrmed. CM 396001. Morlan, 24 CMR so0
(1967)i accord. NCM 5900287, Lltral, 2 Apr. 1919.
BY the exprens terms of the fird sentence of par. 127s. P C M , 1951.
' * P a r 126d, M C M , 1951: United States V. Goodwin, 6 USCMA 647, 18
CMR 271 (1955).
I s Art. 50, UCMJ; see United States Y. Sippel, 4 USCMA KO, 15 CMR 50

(1954).
"United States V. Eilman. 9 USCMA 649, 2s CMR 329 (195s).
"Par. 102, M C M 1923, and par. 115, MCM, 1949, ~peelfieallyprohibited
it. T h e 1817 Manual was silent on the subject.
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recognized it as permissible.'e Paragraph 126 of the Manual appears to have been an attempt a t recognition and approval of
these divergent practices. The paragraph provides that these
punishments shall not be adjudged "against Army or Air Force
personnel." Immediately thereafter, the paragraph goes on to define the terms involved (Solitary confinement is included within
the other two forms of punishment. In this discussion there is
nothing to be gained by ascribing different meanings to these
terms. They are used interchangeably) and to provide: "Courtsmartial shall exercise care and discretion in adjudging sentences
of confinement on bread and water or diminished rations. Such
sentences shall not be adjudged in excess of 30 days." These latter
provisions would logically have to refer to Navy courts-martial
and would necessarily support the inference that it was intended
by the Manual drafters that those courts should retain their
power to impose this form of punishment.
The proscription of the punishment as to Army personnel is unqualified except for a cross-reference to the Manual provision regarding permissible forms of non-judicial punishment. Paragraph 131b(3) (e) permits confinement on bread and water or
diminished rations to be imposed a8 %on-judicial wnishment for
a period not in excess of three days upon enlisted persons embarked in a vessel, excepting noncommissioned or petty officers.
There is no indication that this form of non-judicial punishment
is reserved to Navy commanders and no apparent reason for
granting such a punishing power to Army commanders but not
to Army courts-martial. Indeed, logic seemingly dictates the opposite result. This anomaly cannot be attributed to oversight
since the Manual provisions are croasreferenced. The provision
as to non-judicial punishment is grounded in a specific provision
of the Code" and perhaps it could be argued that the failure of
Congress to make a similar express grant of power to courtsmartial was construed by the Manual drafters as an implied
denial of the power. However, a search of legislative history
reveals no such design on the part of the architects of the Code.
During the Senate committee hearings an Article 16 it WBB apparent that the committee members intended to limit any imposition of the punishmest to enlisted men embarked in a vessel, and
for a period not in excess of three days. Although the Senators
**Arts. SO, 3s. Artioles for the Goiernrnent of the Nsw, 34 USC 8 1200:
8 447: Nasal Courts and Baarda, 193'7 The punishment could be imposed with
certain limitations, far periods not in excess of thirty days.
"Art.ISs(Z)(F),UCMJ.
*oo
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stated that the punishment should not apply to the Army or Air
Force, context indicates that they were not thinking of such personnel when embarked in a vessel."
The first significant judicial interpretation of the Code and
Manual prarisions is found in C'nited States v. Weppler.'Q There
the Court of Military Appeals recognized all aspects of the problem and concluded by stating:
"In the interert of clazity. a summary oi our w e n s LS pelhaps required.
They a x i m p l y t h e w (1) S o court-martial-Swy 01, otherwise-may
adwdge confinement on bread and water io1 pemonnel other than rhone
'attached t o or embarked I" a ~ e s i e l l /but ( 2 ) B court-martial of any
ierviee may impale confinement an bread and water ~n cam8 involving
personnel-'attsehed
to or embarked i n a veiiel; for B 'penad not to
ekceed three e o n ~ e ~ u ~ days.'
ive
To the extent to r h x h paragraphs 126
and 1270 of the Manual are I" conflict with this eonsrruetion of the Code,
they are uithout sanction of law and n i m r fall."'"

Since the accused wa8 a marine rather than a soldier or airman,
the Court's statement was dictum a s to the power of courts.
martial other than those of the Navy to impose such punishment.
There is no question that the Manual reflects current Army
policy flatly forbidding courts-martial to impose this farm of
punishment under any circumstances. There seems to be little
question that this Manual provision is a valid limitation upon
the court's punishment power under the provision of Article 19
that the President may prescribe such limitations. When the
Court said that any provision of paragraph 12.5 in conflict with
its Wappler decision must fall, it may have been referring only
to the provision permitting Navy courts to adjudge the punishment for periods in excess of three days rather than the provision denying Army courts the power to adjudge i t a t all. This
is logical because the former question was the only one presented
to and argued before it and because the Court is not in the habit
of denying the President's power to provide a less rigorous
punishment than that which the Code would otherwise permit.
Indeed, by so doing the Court would seem t o have violated the
Code provision that the President may limit punishments. The
Wappler dictum resulted from an oblique presentation of the
question to the Court a t an early period in its existence-a period during which even flrm holdings have not been uniformly
accepted a s precedent. The Court might well refuse to follow
that dictum. On the other hand, the Court's language was very
clear and cannot be discounted.
"See Index and k g i r l s t i v e History, UCMJ, SH 8 2 6 2 7
' * 2 USCMA 893, 8 CMR 28 (186s).
I d . at 396, 9 CMR at 26.

'I
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The Court has since come full circle in ita point of view and
has stated in another dictum that solitary confinement may not
be adjudged a t all-not by a court-martial of any service. In the
ease of United States v. StilesJ' a marine was sentenced to solitary confinement for one month. The Wappler rule would hare
invalidated all but three days of the sentence to confinement if
the accused were embarked in a vessel and would have invalidated the entire sentence if he were not. However, the Court
did not rely on Wappler and did not state whether or not the
accused was embarked in a vessel. It simply stated:
"To the extent that it directed the manner in which the aceused ivovid
aerw the period of confinement adjudged, the court-martial here exceeded
the limits of punishment set by the President. The '3ahtarg' part of the
sent*nce is iiiege.1.""

The Court's reasoning was not clear since the President's prescriptions were relied an by the Government to authorize solitary
confinement a s well a s by the Court to proscribe it. Apparently
the Court felt that since the President has set a maximum limit
as to confinement in the Table of Maximum Punishments (that
is, confinement at hard labor) and since solitary confinement was
more severe than confinement a t hard labor, the stricter limitation allowing only confinement a t hard labor controls and any
attempt to authorize solitary confinement would be ineffectual.
The difficulty with this reasoning is that, logically, the specific
provisions of paragraph 125 would prevail over the general provisions of the Table of Maximum Punishments when the same
authority prescribed them both. Also the Stiles opinion totally
ignored the Wappler distinction as to accused embarked in a
vessel. Since the instant accused was a marine and since the
Court failed to indicate that he was embarked in a vessel, it
would appear that he was not. Therefore, according to its strict
holding, the Stiles case does not overrule Wappler. The Wappler
rule also would not allow the imposition of any solitary eonfinement upon an accused not embarked in a vessel. However, the
language of the Stiles case clearly indicates that the Court did
not intend to make the distinction upon which the Wappler CaSe
was based, but instead implied that the total sentence rather
than all but three days of it would be invalid even if the accused
were ernbarked in B vessel. I t is significant that the Court in
Stiles did not SuEgeSt that the UCMJ forbade the President to
authorize imposition of solitary conAnement nor the court-martial
9 USCMA 984.26CMR 164 (1958).
" I d . st 386.26 CMR at 160.
*GO
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to adjudge it. Rather it concluded that the presidential limitation of specific punishments for given offenses to confinement
at hard labor, without mention of solitary confinement, constituted B presidential denial to the courts-martial of power to impose solitary confinement. Because of this and because the Stiles
decision is dictum as to such punishment of accused embarked
in a vessel, it is possible that the Court might stili uphold the
punishment if imposed upon Navy personnel embarked in a vessel.
The Code and its legislative history are not inconsistent with
such an interpretation. The most specific language on the sub.
ject used by the President in the Manual clearly indicates that
it was a punishment contemplated a s proper a s to Navy personnel. Finally, the Wappler holding a s to Navy personnel (and
dictum as to Army and Air Force personnel) clearly sanctions
the punishment a s to accused embarked in a vessel.
However, the paragraph 125 limitation preventing the adjudication of solitary confinement against Army or Air Force personnel would probably be alleged to control as to those personnel
and thus the Court would be confronted with the question
whether it was legally proper to apply different rules to the
different services. The Court in Stiles recognized the problem
raised by such a question but its disposition of the case obviated
the necessity of deciding it. Assuming the Court concluded that
there was not a “sound and justifiable basis for differentiation
in punishment between Nary and other Armed Services personnel”ss either result could still obtain. On the one hand the Court
might follow the Stiles dictum and deny any power to adjudge
solitary Confinement. On the other hand it might follow the
Wapplei dictum and grant it as to personnel of any service if
embarked in a vessel. There is little basis upon which to predict
which result will obtain, since that result may be substantially
influenced by the facts and procedural posture of the case in
which the issue is presented.
5.

Confinement at hard labor

The UCMJ places no maximum limits upon the imposition of
confinement a t hard labor other than those in the jurisdictional
limits upon inferior c ~ u r t s - m a r t i a l ;one
~ ~ month in the case of
summary courts and six months in the case of special courts.
The Manual provides that a sentence merely to confinement with“Ibid.
I’

OB

Arts. 18-20. UCMJ.
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out hard labor may not be adjudged.Jb However, the Court Of
Military Appeals has stated that this Manual provision Only implements Article 58b of the Code which provides that omission
by the court-martial of the words “hard labor” does not deprive
the authority executing the sentence of power to require the
accused to perform hard labor while in confinement. Thus, a
court-martial legally may sentence an accused merely t o confinement and it is error to instruct the court that it must adjudge
the sentence of confinement at hard labor. However, omission
of the words is ineffectual to avoid the hard labor.s6 A sentence
to life imprisonment pursuant to Article 118(1) or (4) is also
construed to mean confinement a t hard labor for life.>‘ Contrary
to the practice in some civilian jurisdictions, a sentence to confinement must be for a definite period of time rather than for
“not more than” a given number of years or for a period within
maximum and minimum limits.6n
The President, through the Manual, has placed several conditions upon the imposition of punishment in the form of conflnement. Recent Court of Military Appeals decisions with respect
to these conditions have caused considerable consternation among
those charged with the responsibility of administering military
justice. One of these conditions is to the effect that a courtmartial may not adjudge a sentence to confinement a t hard labor
f o r a period greater than six months unless that aentence also
includes dishonorable or bad-conduct discharge. Historically,
punitive discharge usually has been attached to sentences to prolonged confinement, and since 1917 there has been a Manual provision requiring such discharge when a sentence to confinement
is in excess of a stated period of time.68
In United States v. Brasher the Court of Military Appeals held
the present Manual provision operated as an “absolute limitation” against any sentence to confinement in excess of six months
in the absence of a punitive discharge and that any such sentence
Par. 1261, MCM, 1951; ci. CM 24556, Bemitein, 27 BR 569 (1943).
United States Y . D u m , 9 USCMA 388, 28 CMR 168 (1958).
“ A C Y 7321. Kinder, 14 CMR 742, 785 (1954).
“AC\I 7342, Welch. 12 CPR 820 (1953) (A portion of a sentence to
“confinement not to exceed five yeam” is too vague, uneertdn, and inadwuate
t o be enforced and is void.): ACM 5-3880, Harris, 6 CMR 188 (1962).
Par. 349, MCM, 1917 (requiring dishanorable discharge if confinement
exceeded six months); p r . 104b. MCM, 1928 (requiring dishonorable dieehsrge if confinement exceeded six months); par. 117b,MCM, 1949 (requiring
either diahonorsbie discharge or bad conduct dimhaige if confinement exceeded twelve months); par. 127b, MCM, 1951 (the present PmvisiOn).
*I
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was ''iliegal."Bo Six years iater the Court decided United States
Y. Varnadore and there expressly overruled its Brasher decision.81 The Court held that the law officer erred to the substantial prejudice of the accused when, in response to a specific question by the president of the court whether the court could adjudge
a sentence to confinement for one year without also adjudging
a punitive discharge, he read the instant provision of paragraph
1 2 7 ( b ) , Judge Quinn, speaking for the majority, reasoned that
the Code contained no proscription of sentences to prolonged
confinement which did not also contain a punitive discharge and
that this Xanuai provision could not be rationalized as an authorized presidential limitation since it was, rather, an extension.
That is, i t did not limit the court from imposing a punishment
permitted by the Code, but rather it required the court to add
the punishment of punitive discharge when the Code would have
allowed it to impose only the punishment of confinement. Thus,
it constituted a policy directive of the Executive which w a s calculated to influence the court members in their fixing of a punishment less severe than the maximum one the Code permitted
them to assess. Therefore, the Manual provision was without
sanction of law and must fall. This reasoning was bolstered by
an argument from statutory construction. Judge Quinn reasoned that Congress must have contemplated sentences to confinement in excess of one year without a punitive discharge, else
it would not have provided for review by a board of review in
c a m involving punitive discharge "o?"' confinement for one year
01- more.82 I t would have been superfluous to provide for review
of sentences to confinement for one year or more since they
would necessarily be coupled with a punitive discharge and be
reviewed under the provision for review of all punitive dis'"3 USCYA 60, 6 C I R 60 (1952). The p r e e i ~ ei i w e wae rhether a board
of ~ e v i e could
~,
mitigate the portion af the aentence extending to bad canduet
dlsehnrge while affirminn that portion extending t o confinement f a r ten
manthr Sudre Latimer dissented stating that the limitation of par. 127b
ing upon the court-martial but not upon the board af review
-, Varnadore. 9 U S C I A 471, 26 CMR 261 (1968). Judge
changed hia position. Judge Brasman was replaced by
tcok the apposite pobition. Judge Latimer amin din.
.as wthol-+ ~pmman.b-t cited hii dis?entini opinion in
rhe
C O ? ~a i United State3 v Xolt. 9 USCYA 476, 26 CMR 266
(1968)) , The Latnmer position. in Braahri. and Vaniadorr are not neeenaarily
m a n s i s t e n t P l n ~the
e precise l i m e ~n roinodars W B Q not whether the bosrd
mview could approve n sentence to confinement in excess of six months
w h h remdting the bad-eonduet diseharse: but rather, whether R Court.
martial cauid adjudae meh a sentence.
."Sec Art. 6 6 b . UCMJ.
88
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charges. The Court concluded with the following statement in
which it seemed to acknowledge the impracticality of its o m
decision: "True, an accused sentenced to an extended period
of confinement is worthless and perhaps even a liability to the
services." I t was then suggested that such accused could be
separated administratively.
Judge Latimer responded to this reasoning through his dissenting opinion in United States v. Holt.es He reasoned that the
paragraph 1 2 l b provision is a true limitation upon the courts'
sentencing power since it directs a court which has concluded
not to impose a punitive discharge not to impose Confinement
beyond six months either. He refuted the argument from statutory construction by pointing out that some civilians, prisoners
of war and previously discharged military prisoners are subject
to the Code and entitled to the appellate safeguards i t provides.
Since these persons cannot be sentenced to punitive discharge
but may be sentenced to confinement in excess of one year, they
are entitled to have their cases reviewed by a board of review in
that event. The alternatiae construction of Article 6 6 b is far
their protection and not to suggest that soldiers may be sentenced to more than six months' confinement without receiving
a punitive discharge. Further, Congress had revised the military
criminal statute aeveral times since this provision was adopted
by the President and had failed to indicate that i t considered i t
to be improper. This might be said to canatitute tacit approral.
In the Holt case prejvdioial error was found a s a result of the
court's exposure to the erroneous Manual provision even though
it adjudged a dishonorable discharge, rather than merely a badconduct discharge, in addition to confinement for five years. This
finding on these facts strongly suggested that the Court was
holding that the reading of the Manual provision constituted
general rather than specific prejudice. A rash of irreconcilable
board of review opinions appeared attempting to interpret this
aspect of the Vantadore-Holt h ~ l d i n g . ~In
' United States v. HoroWitz,B5 the Court held that an instruction prohibiting the im'I See note 61. BUWL
"Compare Chf 399582, \filler and Kline, 7 Aug. 1958, C M 399948, Insani,
1 9 An?. 1958, and NChI 5800996. Sedberry, 5 b u g . 1968 (finding eenersl
prejudice), wzth KCM 5800620. Hobbs, 28 Au?. 1968, snd XCM 4405025, All,
16 Sep. 19E8 (requiring but not finding specific prejudice).
" l o USCDIA 120. 27 CMR 194 (19S9). It is interesting t o note that the
sentence in Horauiti m e identical to that in Holt. The significant difference
would seem to be that the Court in Horoibih made no express inquiry 8s
those in Varnedora and H a l t had done.
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Position of more than six montha' confinement without a punitive discharge constitutes reversible error only if specific prejudice
is found to have arisen from it.
The Varnadore-Holt holding also jeopardized other provision.
of the Manual. Paragraph 127b also prorides that forfeiture,
in excess of two-thirds pay per month for six montha may not
be adjudged unless a punitive discharge is a160 adjudged. Aftei
the Vamoclore decision, boards of review split on the question
whether Varnadore applied to forfeitures.B0 Subsequently, the
Court commented on such an application in a very equivocal
dictum.87 This dictum compounded the confusion which the conflicting board of review decisions on this point had created. In
the ViUa case, the Court said that the law officer had instructed
the court that "should the accused be sentenced to 1658 than a
punitiue discharge, you cannot adjsdye total forfeitures." The
board of review had held this instruction to constitute prejudicial error under the Varnarlore decision. Judge Quinn, author
of the principal opinion, said:

".

, , F m m one pomt oi b d w , the Macual p i o \ ~ m ninlay be eonitrued
as prescribing B mandatory minimum awarding to a h i e h the courtmartiai muet adjudge B punitive discharge if i t derirei to m p o a e t o w

forfeitures. So construed, the pmvision would he contrary tc the hiform Code, in t h a t the President has no authority to establish minjmliri
aenteneer, as distinguished from maximum ientenees. . , , We need not.
however, determine whether this is the intention of the Manual. The
instrnetion here conveys an OppOJire idea. According to i t r lang
the court.msrtiai had first t o sentence the aeeuned 'to less Than B pun
discharge,' before it could consider the extent (If the forfeiturei.
then would the supposed limitation of the Code came into operation, U
like the Manual provision, the inJtruction in no way Lugseati that if t i
mwt-martm.1 decided to impale total forfeitures, i t had to include a pun
tive discharge to give legal effect to its wdgment. Nor is there a n y t h i n i
in the record of trial which even hints at the fact chat the court-martial
was considering B sentence a i total forfedures without the ~ m p ~ i i r i o n
of a w n i t i v e discharge See r n i t e d S!atea V. Horiintz. . . .)'"'iEmDhnv.
auppiied in part.)
~

Judge Quinn said "from one point of view" the Manual pravision prescribes a mandatory minimum sentence. This one point
of view had been his point of view. It was not recognized before
he set it forth in Vamadore. "The oPoosite idea," which Judne
Quinn suggested in Villa that the provision conveyed, was the
"Cmnparc NCB 58002200, Thomas, 25 No". 1858 (holding t h a t VarnadoreHolt does not appiy), w t h N C P 4259022, Cound, 21 Jan. 1859 (holding t h a t
Yarnadore-Hole applies and permits B sentence ta t o l d forfeitures for nine
months aithough no punitive discharge is adjudged).
"United Stater V. Villa, 10 USCDIA 226, 27 CMR 300 (1958).
* ' I d . a t 228, 27 CMR at 302.
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one which was generally accepted prior to Varnudore and indeed was the idea for which Judge Latimer argued in Holt. This
state of affaire gave rise to conjecture that Judge Quinn had
reversed his logic without expressly so indicating. However,
the Court has since stated, in United States Y.
that the
Varnadore holding did apply to invalidate the provision of paragraph 1 2 l b requiring a punitive discharge if forfeitures exceed
two-thirds pay per month for six months. An instruction in the
language of the Manual provision was erroneous. However, the
error in the instant case was not prejudicial since there was no
reasonable possibility that the court-martial would not have
adjudged punitive discharge in addition to the total forfeitures,
even had it not been told it must do so.
I n Jobe. Judge Quinn again authored the principal opinion.
He stated by way of dictum that while i t was error to instruct
the court that it must adjudge a punitive discharge if it wished
to adjudge total forfeitures: nevertheless, a sentence to total forfeitures for an extended time in the absence of a punitive discharge might be considered cruel and unuwal punishment in
violation of Article 65 of the Code. Thus, "some cautionary
instruction on the imposition of total forfeitures might be legally
desirable."'D The moral of the J o b e case would seem to be that
error can be created by reading the words of paragraph 1 2 l b
and perhaps also by saying nothing with reference to imposition
of total forfeitures. Perhaps the sort of instruction which
achieves the golden mean is that given in the Villa case which
the court approved. There the law officer said: "[S]hould the
accused be sentenced to less than a punitive discharge, you cannot adjudge total forfeitures."" Some may feel that this is no
more than a semantic gyration which is no different from reading the precise words of paragraph 1 2 7 b to the court. The pragmatic argument to the contrary is that the Court approved this
inatruction while i t disapproved the use of the precise words of
paragraph 1 2 7 b and suggested that it might also disapprove a
failure to instruct at all on maximum forfeitures. This problem
appears not to have been laid finally to rest, but use of instruction such as that in the Villa case seems to offer a s safe a course
as any if the goal is to avoid legal error.
Paragraph 126d provides that no officer may be sentenced to
confinement unless he is also dismissed, The Court has stated
" i D C S C M A 276.27CYR350 (1959).
.'Id. s t 270, 27 C B R a t 353.
*'United States V. Villa, e?,pra, r o t e 55, at 227, 27 CMR st 301
AGO 6 i i B
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that Varnadore-Holt also applies to invalidate this provision.7a
This holding poses a serious practical problem a s to whether an
officer who has been in confinement can be of further use to the
service. The possibility of administrative separation may be a
partial answer. Paragraph 126a prevents adjudication of a sentence to life imprisonment unless dishonorable discharge and
total forfeitures are also adjudged. I t is logically possible that
the Varnadore-Holt holding may be extended to invalidate this
prariaion. However, it is virtually impassible to conceive of a
situation in which a man sentenced to life imprisonment should
not be separated from the service with dishonor, though less
difficult to conceive of B situation in which a man so sentenced
should continue to receive pay.
In L'nited States v. JonesT3 this issue was presented and the
Court expressly declined to decide it, stating: "Even if we were
to determine that Xolt and V a m d o r e compel a finding of error
[when this instruction is giren] . . , a question we need not
decide-we conclude there v a s no prejudice to the accused."r'
Apparently, the Court was applying a rather unorthodox variation of the harmless error doctrine. That is, rather than commit
itself as to whether the instruction was erroneous and then say
that although error was present it was harmless, 8s usually done
in application of the harmless error rule, the Court said that even
if there was error it was harmless: therefore, i t need not determine whether there was error. The Jones case stands a s the highXTater mark as to situations into which i t has even been Buggested that Varnadore might be extended.
Perhaps a brief summary of this body of law mill be helpfui.
The problem as to what is an appropriate instruction with regard to forfeitures looms especially large since on the one hand,
reading of the words of paragraph 127b has been held to violate
the Varnadore rule, while on the other hand, failure t o warn
against imposing total forfeitures far an extended period in the
absence of a punitive discharge has been alluded to 86 constituting instructional error in failing to guard against imposition
of cruel and unusual punishment. Perhaps, the prevlousiy men.~
-*United Stater r Smith, 10 USCMA 152, 2 1 CLIR 227 (1DS9). But
specific prejudice m u s t be s h o a n t o ieeure r e v e ~ i s l . Here the erroneow i n itrueban _ a i ~ i v e nand both confinement and dmnnrral were adjudged but
the Court concluded t h a t there 1 ~ 8 8not "resmnable posaibWy" that the
Court xns t k r r b s it tluenced to m p w e dhmmra' when it a t h e l x i r c w o u l d
,lot h a i c

10 USChlA 121 2: ChIR 196 ( 1 9 5 9 )
130 2: CXR at 201.
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tioned instruction which was approved in the Villa case strikes
a s happy a balance a s any can. However, i t should not be ignored
that this sort of verbal gymnastic by which words formerly
erroneous, by rearrangement become proper may generate crys
of, “Sophistry thy name is law.”
The other problems created by Vanadore have been resolved
in large measure. KO one now disputes that i t is error to instruct a court-martial that it may not, by a single sentence which
does not include a punitive discharge, adjudge confinement in
excess of six months. Kor is any variation of this instruction
proper. The Varnadore rule extends to invalidate the Manual
provision requiring dismissal of an officer sentenced to confinement, and may extend to the provision requiring dishonorable
discharge of an accused sentenced to life imprisonment. It is
a t least arguable that i t might be extended to invalidate the provision that a fine may be adjudged only when a punitive discharge also has been adjudged, or that the Table of Equivalent
Punishments may not be used if a punitive discharge has been
adjudged, or that forfeitures may be imposed a s an additional
punishment only if confinement also is adjudged for a similar
period, But there must be B point beyond which the V a d o r e
rule cannot be extended, else one arrives a t the ridiculous conclusion that dishonorable discharge cannot be required in a sentence to death case. Those faced with the responsibility of in.
rule will have to make a value judgment
terpreting the Varnador~
as to the extensive effect i t should be given and circumscribe it
a t that point. They will be comforted in the knowledge that in
no significant case since United States v. Horowitz has the Court
found error in violating the Vanadore rule to be prejudicial.
6.

Hard labor without confinement and restriotion to limits

These punishments are the least severe of the punishments
involving deprivation of personal liberty, and are similar in that
both may be imposed while the sentenced accused performs his
normal military duties. The distinction between them is that the
man sentenced to hard labor without confinement is restricted
to specified areas during his off-duty hours to engage in work
details there, while the man sentenced to restriction is merely
required to be in the area to which he was restricted. The UCMJ
imposes no limits upon these punishments beyond the jurisdictional limit upon the summary court-martial-forty-five days in
.A00 d l i B
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the case of r e s t r i c t i ~ n . The
~ ~ Yanual limits all courts from imposing hard labor without confinement beyond three months'0
and restriction beyond two months." The reason for these limitations would seem to be that experience has shown that i t is not
reasonable to expect a man who is not under guard to remain
in the designated place for longer periods. Since eonfinement
a t hard labor and restriction are both forms of deprivation of
liberty, the Xanual proyides that there must be an apportionment when both are adjudged in a single sentence.'s The time
period representing the difference between the period of confinement actually adjudged and the period which legally could hare
been adjudged may be convertedTe into a period of restriction
and adjudged in addition to the confinement. For example, if
the maximum period of confinement which could be adjudged
for a particular offense were six months, but If the court-martial
desired to impose only four, the remaining two months of confinement could be converted into restriction a t a ratio of two
months of restriction for each month of confinement totalling
four. However, the absolute limit on restriction is two months,
so only two months' restriction will actually be imposed in addition to the confinement. This rule does not apply to hard labor
without confinement and restriction, so a sentence may legally
include both of these forms of punishment in a maximum amount.
However, they must be served concurrently rather than consecutively.''
7. Fines, forfeitures and detention of pau and allowances

A fine signifies a pecuniary liability to the United States.$'
It is usually, but not always:' adjudged to prevent unjust enrichment. I n the case of enlisted persons i t may be adjudged
*'Art. 20, UCMJ.
.'Par. 126k, MCM, 1951.
.'Par. 126u, MCM 1851.
" Pars. ISb, 1170,MCM, 1861.
" T h e conversion is accomplished through us* of the Table of Esuivalecr
Punishments, par. 127c, MCM. 1851. The ratio is two days of restriction t o
OW day of connnement.
NCM 841, Brooks, 17 CMR 467 (19541.
Par. 1 2 6 h ( l l , X C M , 1831; ot. CM 326863, Anderron, 75 B R 341, 360
(18481.
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only in lieu of forfeitures and not in addition to them,83 and then
only if a punitive discharge has also been adjudged.B4A fine is
conaidered to be an additional punishment and may be imposed
even though the maximum sentence in other forms of punishment has been adjudged. Thus, if an enlisted person is convicted
of an offense for which the maximum sentence is confinement
for six months and forfeitures of two-thirds pay per month for
six months, a sentence to confinement for six months plus a fine
(in lieu of forfeitures) in an amount greater than the amount
of twc-thirds of six months' pay may be imposed legally. Further, the Court may provide for additional confinement, beyond
the maximum permitted for the offense, to insure payment of
the fincab However, in 80 doing an inferior court may not exceed
the jurisdictional limits a s to amount of confinement which Articles 19 and 20 impose.d8 Since the limitation that a fine may
be imposed only in lieu of forfeitures expressly refers to en.
listed personnel, an officer may be fined even though forfeitures
have been adjudged against him also.8'
Detention of pay is simiiar to forfeiture with the exception
that the pay detained is returned to the accused when he is separated from the service. Generally, the same rules apply as with
respect to forfeitures, except that only the pay of enlisted per.
sons may be detained.88 Paragraph 12le, Sec. B, does not expressly provide that a fine may be adjudged only in lieu of detention a s i t does with regard to forfeitures, so it would appear to
be legal to impose upon an enlisted person both detention of pay
and a fine. The difficulty with this conjecture is that the apparent reason for the rule is a s applicable to detention plus a fine
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as to forfeitures plus a fine. That is, since it is anticipated that
the fine will be paid from current income and since the forfeiture (or detention) deprives the accused of a s much current income as is legally permissible (or fair under the circum~tances),
it would be improper t o expect that he pay 8 fine out of the
remainder. Furthermore, the accused is often in con6nement
under a sentence which provides for additional confinement until
the fine is paid. If his pay has been forfeited or detained, how
can he be expected to be able to pay the fine and avoid the extra
period of confinement? On the other hand, in the case of detention, the accused will be receiving the pay eventually. Perhaps
he could presently arrange to h a w it allotted toward payment
of the fine and thus be deemed to have satisfied the flne for
purposes of avoiding extra confinement.
Assuming that detentions of pay generally will be treated
similarly t o forfeitures, it would seem to foilow that allowances
may not be detained unless the sentence is "to have all pay and
allowances detained," and that special and incentive pay is not
included in the term "basic pay" when only a partial detention
is adjudged.8s
Computation of maximum partial forfeitures of the pay of
enlisted peraons can be accomplished through use of the Table
of Maximum Forfeitures.OO Prior to the decision in the Jobe
case,B1the maximum permissible forfeiture was two-thirds of
the monthly basic pay which reflected accused's cumulative years
of service and his present pay grade unless a punitive discharge
was adjudged. If a punitive discharge was adjudged, then forfeitures in excess of two-thirds per month or in excess of six
months, or both, could be adjudged. Now it would seem that
these greater forfeitures may be adjudged whether or not a punitive discharge is adjudged so long a s the Table of Maximum
Puniahments authorizes them and unless they might be construed
as cruel and unusual punishment?l However, where the Table
of Yaximum Punishment places the two-thirds permissible limit
upon partial forfeitures the rule is the same a s before the J o b e
decision. If the accused is receiving foreign duty pay, this amount
is included in determining the amount of pay to which the twothirds formula is applied, unless he has also been sentenced t o
~

C i . par. 1 2 6 h ( Z ) , MCM, 1951.
Io
The Table ineluded in the 1956 Cumu1atil.e Pocket Part
3911, ir not bared on the current pay scale.
S X Notes-, supra.
Is
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confinement. I n that event he is not in a duty status and receives
no foreign duty pay, The accused's contribution to Class "F"
and " Q allotments is deducted in arriving a t the amount upon
which to apply the partial forfeiture formula. However, if he
has been sentenced t o punitive discharge, these allotments are
terminated a t the time the forfeiture is applied to his pay and
the forfeiture is computed without regard to them.n8
From 1928 until 20 February 1959 a sentence to confinement,
hard labor without confinement or punitive discharge automatically reduced an accused to the lowest enlisted pay grade8* and
the maximum partial forfeiture in such a case was computed
upon basic pay for that grade a s refiected by accused's cumulative years of service. The Court of Military Appeals, in the ease
of United State8 v. Simpson.B5 decided 20 February 1959, held
that the Manual provision for automatic reduction in these eircumstances was "invalid" because i t operated to increase the
severity of any sentence by court-martial which did not expressly provide for such a reduction.8' The Court did not purport to review the President's administrative power to reduce
enlisted persons. Rather, it based its holding on its finding that
"the provision is so interwoven with the courts-martial process
that i t cannot be regarded a s anything but judicial in purpose
and effect." Thus, forfeitures adjudged since 20 February 1959
are computed upon the accused's present grade unless the eourtmartial expresely reduced him to the lowest enlisted grade or to
some intermediate made. The Simvson case created serious Droblems and is discussed in detail, infra, under the section relating
to Additional Punishments?'

the Ioweet enlisted grade if it sentenced him to confinement or to hard labor
without confinement but the ieduetmn W B P not automatic. Par. 103d. hlChl,
1923 prodded: "A sentence in the ease of a noncommissioned officer , , ,
which as ordered executed or as mapended includes either dishonorable diacharge . . . or hard labor, whether with or without confinement. zmnrediateiy
reduces such noneommisnianed officer , . . ta the grads of private." The subsequent Manuals have contained substantially nimilsr provirian~. See e.g ,
par. 1 2 6 ~ M. C M , 19.51, as amended by E.O. No. 10662, 10 Jan. 1956,par. 116e.
Army 1956 Packet Part. M C M , 1961.
'I 10 U S C M A 229.27 C M R 303 (1959).
""Once finally announced. the sdivdged sentence cannot thereafter be
increased b y either the court-martial or by a reviewing authority. SOP
Ilnited States Y . Caatner, 3 U S C M A 466,13 CMR 22 [1953]."
'I See notes 13T-165, i n j m
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Sentences to forfeitures should be stated with specificity and
in dollars and cent8.88 If they are not, they will be construed
in the manner most favorable to the accused.go However, a deviation from this requirement muat specifically prejudice the accused before the forfeiture will be declared to be without effect.lo0
Beyond the ambit of this discussion are the problems relating
to the effective date of sentencee to confinement and forfeitures.
Generally they are controlled by the actions of the convening
authority and a r e germane to the subject of appellate review.
C.

Limitations as to the Persona upon whom Punishments
may be Imposed

Limitations as to the persons upon whom punishments may
be imposed have been diecussed previously since theee limitations relate to either jurisdiction or t)pe of punishment. In
resume, summary courts-martial have no jurisdiction to try and
punish officers under any circumstances nor to punish noncom.
missioned officers by confinement, hard labor without confinement or reduction, except to the next inferior grade.1oL Commissioned officers may not be punished by punitive discharge,
nor may warrant officers or enlisted personnel be dismissed.lo2
Solitary confinement probably cannot be adjudged against Army
and Air Force
Hard labar without Confinement may
not be adjudged against officers,10' nor may detention of pay.1os
Officers may not be punished by a sentence to reduction in
grade.'0'
''JAGJ 1953,6264, 81 Jul3953.
'I For example, a sentence t o be confined for two months "and to forfeit
S30 pay far B like period" remits in total forfeiture of $30 and may not be
intemreted t o forfeit S30 of pay per month for two months, or a total of $60.
AR 87-104,Z July 1957, pms. 13-73. Dig. Op. JAG, 1912-40, e t . 402(9), See
aiio N C I 181, Noel, 3 C l I R 572 11953) (sentence to forfeit $60 for a x months
held to I e d t in forfeiture of only $50 in toto, the forfeiture t o be spread
0v-r the stated period); ACM S-2758. Watson, 6 C M R 47s (1952) ("$50
forfeiture for three ( 3 ) months'' held to result in forfeiture of $Bo for one
month).
"'United States Y. Giigalion, 1 USCI.4 263, 2 CMR 170 (1961)
"' Par. 16, MCM, 1951, par. 6h. AR 600-201,20June 1955.
I-* see note ' I , supra.
" * S e e notes 'a and '*. 8uwr.
I*( Sea note a, Supra.
"'Par. 12Sh14). M C Y . 1951.
"' Par. 118d. MCM, 1951. This m 1 e is absolute except that in time of a a r
the Department Secretary may commute B sentence of dirmiwJ to reduction
t o any enlisted grade. Art. 71). UCMJ.
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D. Limitations as to the Amounts

of Punishment which may be
Imposed tor Particular Offemes (The Table o i Maximum
Punishments)

1. General
Within the framework of the above discussed limitations a6
to jurisdiction to punish, permissible types of punishments, and
persons upon whom certain punishments may be imposed, the
President has prescribed specific limitations as to the maximum
punishment which may be adjudged against an accused convicted of a particular offense under the Code. These limitations
a s i o the amounts of confinement and forfeitures, and the type
of discharge which may be imposed for particular offenses are
set forth in the Manual's Table of Maximum Punishments. The
TMP, by its terms, applies to enlisted personnel rather than
officers.'07 Howe\,er, paragraph 126d of the Manual applies the
TMP limits as to confinement to officers also. The primary significance of this distinction in the scope of the TMP is that an
officer may be dismissed upon conviction of any offense rather
than only those for which the TMP authorizes dishonorable discharge. Also, forfeitures may exceed the TMP limits. However,
total forfeitures may not be adjudged against an officer in the
unless the V a d o r e - H o l t
absence of a sentence to
rule is construed to allow such a practice.log
While the punishments listed in the TMP may not be exceeded,
they may be varied through use of the Table of Equivalent Punishments.llo The purpose of the T E P is primarily to provide a
procedure by which minor offenders may be returned to a fullduty status while serving their sentences."' Its primary use is
to convert Confinement into farms of puniahment, such as hard
labor without confinement or restriction, which do not render
the accused unavailable for his regularly assigned duties. The
Table may not be used to increase the amount of a particular
type of punishment beyond the maximum permitted by the Manual limitations other than the TMP relating to jurisdiction and
types of punishment."l While the primary purpose of the T E P
-~
Par. 1 2 i r . I C D I , 1981.
. * P a r . 126d. M C M , 1961.
'* The Job* ease m a y have IO emiPtiued ~ f .See nates ~'a n d . , s w p m
Located on a preceding page of W Y , 127e (hereinafter referred t o as
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is to provide a means to convert confinement into iesser forms
of punishment so that the accused may be returned to full-duty
status, there is no apparent prohibition against converting lesser
forms of punishment into confinement when the court-martial
The T E P may
considers such a procedure to be appr0priate.~~3
not be applied to officers or to accused sentenced to punitive discharge. The latter limitation Nould appear to be based upon the
purpose of the Table generaliy. That is, the purpose of providing an alternative punishment is to restore the accused t o a useful duty status earlier than would otherwise be done. If he is
to be punitively discharged, it has been concluded that he is of
no use to the Army and there is no point in restoring him to
full-duty status a t an early date. So amounts of punishment or
combinations of punishments may be imposed under the T E P if
some limitation other than the TMP as to jurisdiction or type
of punishment Nauld have prevented their imposition originally.
The limitations of the TMP are controllins except when the
President suspends one or another of them. This has been done
in time of war and national emergency when it is felt that
national security requires the accused be punished more severely
than is neeessary in normal times, The limitations so suspended
relate to offenses against military discipline, security, and full
utilization of man power.^" Suspension of the President's limitations upon maximum punishments has no effect upon the Congressional limitations found in the UCMJ. Therefore, the punishments adjudged f a r offenses as to which the TMP has been
suspended still must be within the jurisdictional limits placed
upon inferior courts. An offense not specifically deaignated by
the Code as capital does not became capital as a result of BUSpension of the TMP a s to it. However, the Code provides that
certain offenses are capital if committed in time of war. Usually
these offenses will became capital and the TMP will be suspended
-~
I" Two statements in the Manual avpport the B C C U I B C ~
of such an interpietation. This sort of eonversion is made in the hmpothetical example found on
pp. 215-216, and the second pmagTaph of par. 127c, See. B, states: "If an
aceused is found guilty of two or more aRenses f a r none of which dishonorable
or bad conduct discharge i3 authorized, the fact that the authorized canfinement withovt sicbstitution far such offensea is six months or more will, in
addition, authorize bad conduct discharge and forfeitvrs of d l pay and
allorraneea." (Emphasis supplied.) The logical inference from the Manual
pmhibition 01 substitution far this pnrpoae is that it is permissible in other
situations. However. such B waotiee does seem t o conflict with the ~. u r.i o i e
of the TEP and is rarely used..
See a.g., E. 0.Nos. 10247, 29 &lag 1951, and 10628, 5 Aug 1956: par.
1 2 7 ~ .Army 1956 Pocket Paart, MChl, 1951; note 1, p. 217, pnr. 1210. MCII,
1851.
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as to them almost simultaneously, although without casual rela-

tionship.

Offenses not Listed in the Table of Marimurn. Punishments
Maximum punishments are listed by the TMP for offenses
under most of the punitive articles of the Code. These maximum
punishments also apply to offenses lesser included in the primary
offenses for which the punishments are expressly prescribed and
to offenses closely related to those primary offenses. Occasionally,
an accused may be convicted of an offense for which no maximum punishment is expressly prescribed but which is lesser included in one offense and closely related to another offense, for
both of which maximum punishments are expressly prescribed.
The situation is most likely to arise under the general article,
Article 134. In such a case it is the lesser of the two maximums
which limits the punishment which may be adjudged.ll8
I n other instances an offense under Article 134 may be neither
lesser included in nor closely related to any of the listed offenses.
In this situation the maximum legal punishment is the mme a s
that prescribed f o r similar civilian offenses under the United
Statea Code or the Code for the District of Columbia, whichei7er
is lesser.110 Queitions of degree are certain to arise in applying
these rules. I t i i almost inevitable that some offenses not listed
will be related t0 several others which are listed and which pravide widely varying maximum punishments. If this is the case,
a value judgment must be made whether the non-listed offense
is a s closely related to one a s to the other. If so, the lesser of
the maximum Panishments controls. If not, the maximum for
2.

"'Par. 1270, MCM, 1051; e.#., United States Y . Beach, 2 U S C l A 172, 7
CMR 43 (1053). The offense of failure to deliver mail is lemer included in the
offense of "obstructing the mail" (DD T F CHL 5 years) and is olosely
related to "being derelict in the perf&ma& af duties" ( P F , CHL three
monthe). The lesser punishment i s the legal maximum.
"'Par. 1210 MCM 1051; e.8.. CM 363644, Butler, 1 1 CMR 445 (105s)
@ha law OB& i n s t r h e d t h a t the maximum puniahment for operating a
home of prostitution was DD T F , and CHL for 5 yearn probably reasoning
t h a t the offense NBS e l o ~ e l yd a t e d to t h a t of pandering {Art. 134) for which
such punishment i s preaerihed. The board held t h a t the TMP lists no offense
i n which the instant m e is lesser included OT to which i t is elo~elyrelated,
nor does the USC. However, the District of Columbia Code, See. 22.2712
provides the maximwm pmishment of a $500 fine and imprisonment for on;
year f o r t h ? offense of keeping a bawdy house. Since there is no allegation of
uniurt enrichment, the maximum permissible punishment in the c a w is DD
T F , and CHL for 090 y w r ) ; United States V. Long, 2 USCMA 60, 6 CMR 66
(1052) (the offensesf assault upon a witne.5 is not lesser included in or eloseIY related to any offense listed in the TMP, but i t is elasdy related to the
offense af obstrveting jmtiCB In violation of 18 USC 11503 and is punishable
as the USC pmvides f o r t h a t offense).
A00 8 7 B
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the one to which the instant offense is m o m clasely related eontrals."' Similarly, a value judgment must be made as to whether
the instant offense is "closely" related to any offense listed in
the TMP or whether it i8 necessary to resort to the United States
Code or to the District of Columbia Code to fix the maximum
punishment. Here, however, the question is not whether the
instant offense 1s more closely related to one than to the other,
a s was the case in determining which of two clasely related listed
offenses controlled. Rather, if it is decided that the instant aff e m e is closely related to any listed offense, the maximum punishment for the listed offense controls even though there is a
much closer relationship between the instant offense and the one
set forth in the civilian statute.11P This principle apparently
extends to the point that the TMP maximum punishment would
control, although it were more severe, even when the offense is
charged under Article 134 as a "crime not capital" and in the
precise language of the federal civilian statute which describes
the crime.
.
.t o the Table of .Ilaiimum Punishments
3. "Footnote j
The TMP prescribes the maximum legal punishments f a r failing to obey any lawful general order or regulation and for knowingly failing to obey any other lawful order. They are, respectively: dishonorable discharge, total forfeitures and confinement
a t hard labor for two years; and bad-conduct discharge, total
forfeitures and confinement at hard labor for six months; both
rather serere punishments. Footnote 5 to the TMP qualifies
these maximum punishments by providing that the punishments

' - U n i t e d S t a t e i 1. Alexmder, 3 U S C Y A 346.12 CMR 102 (1953) faceused
was convicted of the offense of accepting money to transport B p m i t i t u t e in
a iovernment uehic!e (Arc 1341, an offense not listed in the TJIP. The
i n i t a n t ofense is c'osely related to a simple disorder under Art. 134 ( P F
1 monrhr, CHL 4 months) hut it i l m o r s e l o d y related to the offense of
(DD. T F . CHL 3 gear.), and rhe greater insximum
ed States V. DeAngdis, 3 USCDI.4 298. 12 C I I R 5 4 (1953) ( t h e
offense ai "fraudulent eoni.er%ian" of funds entrusted tn m e who ia a dishurs.
inE officer is expressly proaeribed by 13 USC 653, hut since it i s e l o ~ e l yre.
lated to the listed offenie of larceny ( A W 931, the maximum punishment for
the liated offense eonrrola); X C Y 5602679, Cramer, 20 Sou 1916 ( A e c u Z
was convicted of the offense of diareipeel to the nations1 en$ign ( A r t . 134)
The offense i b not listed m the T I P nor is i t lesser melvded m B listed offense.
I t IS nor mentioned in the 11, S. Code. hut the exact affan~eis prasenbed by
Ch. 34, See. 22-244, of the District of Colvmhm Code ($100 fine a n d 30 daye'
Imprisonment). However, the acts of sccvred ''am deemed t a be clearly
'clonely related' to dislayslty [ A l t . 134, DD, T F , CHL 3 yearn] if not actvsliy
disloyal i n themrel>-es". Therefore the TJllP limitations eontrola.)
~
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for these offenses do not apply in cases where the accused is
found guilty of an offense which, although involving a failure
to obey a lawful order, is specifically listed elsewhere in the Table.
During the early period of the administration of military justice
under the UCMJ, this provision was applied, without apparent
difficulty to such offenses as failure to report as ordered to perform extra duty, a s in the case of Cnited States v. Wiley,"' or
appearing not in the prescribed uniform, as in the case of United
States Y. Carpenter.19o Although these acts of omission were
charged under Article 92 it wa8 held that the maximum imposable punishments were controlled by the TMP limitations upon
punishments for violation of Article8 86(1) and 134-the mild
punishments of partial forfeitures and confinement, each not to
exceed one month.
Later, in the case of United States V. Buckmiller,'z' the Court
of Military Appeais was confronted with a fact situation quite
similar to that in the Wiiey case. I t held that failure to report
for duty as ordered constituted a violation of Article 92, Footnote 5, to the contrary notwithstanding.
Judge Quinn speaking for the Court, said:
"The language of the footnote, even 8 s amplified in the discussion of the
diaftern of the Yanual. II exceedingly ambiguous. A technical and en.
tireip literal interpretation of the footnote leads TO B ~ ~ n e l ~ s tihoa nt ~n
no ease can an aecuaed be convicted of knowingly failing to obey a lawful
order under Article 92, supra. if The c i r e ~ m r t a n ~ eofs the oeenre aibo
i n v o l ~ e ,in any asy, 'fsilule to go to . . . the appointed place of duty'
under Article 86 This, we think, cannot have been the result intended.
The footnote becomes much more sensible if interpreted t o r e q u i r ~B
camparisan of the gravamen of the offense set a u t in the specification with
the charge It i s laid under s n d other articles under which It might have
been laid.

". . . K e have no doubt r h a t the facta alleged in the specification would
support a charge under Articles 8 6 1 1 ) . That. however, is not the test.
The gravemen of the offense a i spelled out in the Specification i s the disrespect far authority a i evidenced by the disobedience of the drreet order
of a ~ u p e r i a r Thin ie obviousls an offense of B more ~ e r i o u eeharaeter
t h a n t h a t condemned by Article 8611). The latter srticie contemplates.
peneralls, B fsilure :a repolt f a r routine duties a8 pleecnbed by routme
orderi.. . .
....
''&!-here B member af the Armed Forces is given B direct, permnal order
by a ~ v p e r i o rta report t o B PBrfieuisr place, and this order I I disobeyed,

'::

3746, Wile?, 1 C M R 420 11951).
-- CSpCK
M 344936, Carpenter, 11 BR-JC 369 ( 1 9 6 1 )
"' 1USCYA 504,4 C X R 96 ( 1 9 5 2 ) .
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Article 92, mpra, is violated." (1 U B C l l A a t 606.606.

4 CMR at 97-98,)

Judge Quinn expressly approved the WilEY and Carpente? hold.
ings, confined to their facts.
The Court has continued to find Footnote 5 to be inapplicable
in some of the cases presented to it. In so doing it has commented:

". . , [ T j h e e ~ n ~ ~ o ! l ielement
ng
IO be laaiied f o r m determininp the punmhbe a failule nhieh indicates diserpeet f o r authority by the flaunting of
a direct or:er of a auperiar, the f m t n a t e 13 inapplicable and the greater
pucirhment may be imposed." I'

I n his concurring opinion to a decision in accord with the Buckmiller holding,?2dJudge Brosnian observed:
"I am not taa greatly concerned t n a t .n the Buckmiller case _e referred
in parring t o United States Y . Carpenter, 11 B R d C 368--a ease nimilar
t o the piesent a n e - a i reflecting a pmper application of Footnote 5 ,
whereas here w e appear t o reach B contrais eonelilamn. The Carpenter
ease was decided in 1960. Perhaps tho grsramen of an offense mew
change with eirekmstaneei. Perhaps the tibo ensel may be diirmgmihed.
Or perhapa the majority in Buekmiiler Lirnpi? chose in dicta B bad illupt r s t i o n " ( 3 U S C l l A a t KO?. 1 3 CMR a t 5 7 . )

On the other hand, the Court has used the "comparison of the
gravamen" test to find that Footnote 6 is appli~able.'~' Thus i t
would Seem that cases invoking the issue of the applicability of
Footnote 5 will be decided on an ad hoc basis. Counsel can do
little more than argue as persuasively as possible that the case
under consideration is more similar an its facts t o those in the
favorable line of authority than to those in the contrary line.

4. Permissible Additional Punishments

Permissible Additional Punishments Based upon P h r
Conviotions

a.

First, it should be noted that it is only the TMP limitations
which may be exceeded in imposing anu of the additional punishments. Jurisdictional limits and limits
to types of punishment may not be exceeded. For example, an Army special
court-martial cannot adjudge a bad-conduct discharge as an adCnited States v, Larney, 2 USCMA 663 at 588-60, 10 C M R a t 66-67
(1953).

%*'UnitedStates Y. Yunque-Burgas, S USCllA 498,lS C I R 5 4 (1953)
United Stales V. Loor, 4 USCIIA 478, 16 CMR 62 ( 1 9 5 4 )
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ditional punishment because it has no jurisdiction to do
After an accused is found guilty, the prosecution is permitted
to introduce evidence of the accused’s previous convictions by
courts-martial. In order to be admissible, the evidence must
relate to offenses committed during a current enlistment, voluntary extension of enlistment, appointment, or other engagement
or obligation for service of the accused, and during the three
years next preceding the commission of any offense of which
the accused stands canvicted.128 I n other words, a previous conviction is admissible if the prior offense for which convicted
occurred during current service and n.ithin three years of any
offense of which the accused stands convicted in the present
triaI.’2’ The general purpose of evidence of previous convictions
is merely that the court should consider this information in
determining an appropriate sentence. Under certain circumstances, however, once such previous convictions have been admitted into evidence they may operate to increase the maximum
authorized punishment.
Section B of the TYP provides that if the maximum punishment for the offense of which the accused is convicted does not
extend to punitive discharge, proof (admissible under the aforementioned rules of general admissibility) of two previous convictions of offenses will authorize bad-conduct discharge, total
forfeitures for any period of confinement, and confinement a t
hard labor for three months.Izs Executive Order So. 10666,
amending Section B, provides that if the maximum punishment
for the offense of which the accused is convicted does not extend
to dishonorable discharge, proof (admissible under the aforementioned rules of general admissibility) of three previous convictions during the year next preceding the commission of the
instant offenre will authorize dishonorable discharge, total forfeitures and confinement a t hard labor for one year.’2B
The previous convictions upon which imposition of these additional punishments is based must have occurred prior ta the
eomrnission of one or more of the offenses of which the accused
“‘Par. 75b(Z), M C M , 1951.
““United Stat- Y . Cruiae, 3 USCMA 793, 14 CMR 211 (1954). Rule3 of
admissibliitp ape diswssed in =rester detail in the inatrnetionsl matenai
pertaining to Trial Procedure.
“‘Par. 127e. See. B, I C Y , 1951, as qualified by par. 7 6 b ( 2 ) , M C h l , 1911.
Is* E.O. No. 10565, 28 Sep. 1954, par. U T c , Army Pocket Part, MC!YI, 1961.
qualified by par. 75k(2),MCII, 1961.
A 6 0 6WB
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stands convicted at the instant trial, not merely prior to the
trial. This rule is obrioua in the case of Executive Order 10666
from reading the plain words of Order,1ao While Section B makes
na similar express requirement that the previous convictions
occur prior to commission of the instant offense, an Bir Force
board of review has so held.1a1 This interpretation Seems most
logical and proper since whaterer deterrent effect the prior coniiction effects should be in operation a t the time the accused d o e s
the subsequent wrong, not merely at the time he is punished
for it.
It has been suggested by a S a v y board of review in the B m c x
that the provision of Executire Order So. 10666 that the
convictions must have occurred within the year next preceding
the commission of the instant offense be interpreted to require
that the imderlyiiig aiianses as well 8s the caniictions thereof
must hare occurred within that one year. The board reasoned
that the date of cammiaison of the offense is the determinatire
date rather than the date of the coniiction because the increase
in punishment is authorized as B result of a failure of an accused
to maintain a satisfactory course of conduct during the precedin% year. A dissenting opinion w a s filed which stated that the
plain wards of the Order should be accepted and that the underlying offenses might be committed more than one year prior to
the instant trial so long as the convictions occurred within the
preceding year.
C B S ~ ' ~ ~

The dissenting xiew was in accordance with the plain words
of the Executive Order, and is the more logical view when considered in the light of the apparent purpose of the additional
punishment provisions. The theory is that certain tendencies

-~

3.

''relraof a i three or mare nieyiom eo
the cnrnmiaslon of any offenze of a h

I authonze ladditional pvnilhmenil

alltteli doen "at Iemn Ililnificant.
1 - SF XCM 3G010:8,
B i m m 5 Xav. lB5G
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toward incorrigibility are manifested when a man commits an
offense even though he has been convicted previously of two or
three other offenses and has, supposedly, been subjected to penal
measures designed to strike at the muree of his motivation to
commit criminal acts and to impress him with the error of his
ways and the need for better conduct. These penal mea8ures are
thought to have the effect of deterring him from committing
another crime. If he does commit another crime in the face of
these deterring factors, the more Severe punishment, including
punitive discharge, is considered to be warranted. Under this
rationale, it is the prior convictions which are important, not
merely prior criminal acts. Thus, i t would seem that the B r o w
case does not announce a sound principle. Apparently it has not
been followed. While the Court of Xilitary Appeals has not
decided the question, dictum from an Army board of review
decision indicates that conviction rather than commission of the
prior crime is the significant event in applying the additional
punishments p r o r i s i o n ~ . ' ~ ~
The various additional punishments which paragraph 127 ( c ) ,
Section B, authorizes upon proof of two prior convictions a r s
severable, except that forfeitures may not be imposed as an
additional punishment in the absence of a sentence to additional
punishment of confinement for an equal ~eriod.'~'
b. Additional Punishments AppTopriate in the Absence of
Pv-ior Consictiom
Although additional punishments are usually considered in
association with prior convictions, Some forms of punishment
may be imposed in addition to the TMP maximum without reference to accused's prior convictions. Thus, if an accused is found
guilty of two o r more offenses for none of which dishonorable
or bad-conduct discharge is authorized, the fact that the authorized confinement (without substitution via the T E P ) for the
offense is six months or more will, in addition, authorize badconduct discharge and total forfeitures.1ss Also a fine may be
~
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adjudged in addition to the stated maximum punishments for
an offense, subject to the limitations discussed a t notes 8 1 to 87.
supra. Reprimand or admonition may be adjudged as additional
punishment in any
For many years reduction in grade has been an appropriate
additional punishment to impose upon an enlisted accused in
addition to the maximum punishments otherwise authorized for
violation of any of the punitive articles of the Code.137 Not aril)
has reduction in grade been permissible, but until recently it
was required in certain instances. The 1961 Manual provides
that reduction to the lowest enlisted grade is automatic if the
accused is sentenced ta punitive diacharge, confinement or hard
labor without c~nfinement.'~~
even though the court-martial did
not adjudge reduction. This Manual provision is the culmination of a trend which began over half a century ago. I n 1896
Winthrop indicated that any sentence of a noncommissioned
officer to confinement should also embrace reduction.la9 Under
the 1917 and 1921 Manuals for Courts-Martial. reduction was
not automatic but the court was required to reduce a noncommissioned officer accused t o the lowest enlisted grade if it sentenced him to confinement or to hard labor without confinement.140 Beginning in 1928 in the case of a sentence t o dishonorable discharge, confinement a t hard labor, or hard labor
without confinement, reduction to the lowest enlisted grade was
automatic, whether or not the court adjudged it."'
The automatic reduction provision of the 1951 Xanusi was impliedly approved by the Court of Xiiitary Appeals in the case of
United States v. F l o ~ d . " ~ In the Flood case the court-martial 8entenced the accused to confinement for nine months but to reduction only to an intermediate enlisted grade. This sentence conflicted with Navy Policy requiring that the court adjudge reduction t o the lowest enlisted grade when confinement exceeds three
I"
I"

Ibid.
Ibid.

'"Par. 126e, M C X , 1561, BQ amended by E.O. No 10562, 1 0 Jan 1565; see
par. 125e. Army 1966 Packet Part, X C M 1561.
I" Winthrop. Military Law and Precedents (Id ed. I820 reprint) 481,
"'Par. 849, M C M 1817 and 1521.
Par. 103d. MCM, 1828, provided: "A aentence in the ease of B noncommisnianed officer . . , which as ordered exeemted or as mapended inciudea
either dishonorable discharge . . . 07 hard isbor, whether with or without
continement, immidiotrly reduces such naneommissianed offleer to the grade
of private." Subsequent Msnusis have contained similar pmvisionz.
"'2 USCMA 114, 6 CMR 114 ( 1 5 6 2 ) .

11s
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months."'
The board of review had taken "corrective action" by
declaring that portion of the sentence extending to intermediate
reduction to be a nullity, since it confiicted with the confinement
portion of the sentence, and by amrming that portion extending to
confinement. The accused argued to the Court that the board's
disposition would resuit in his reduction, in effectuation of the
Navy policy, to the lowest enlisted grade by the authority which
executed the sentence. Thus, his sentence would have been increased iiiegaily. The Court agreed and held that it was the portion
of the sentence extending to confinement in excess of three
months which should be nullified so as to give effect to the intermediate reduction and make the entire sentence consistent with
its least severe part. In so doing the Court assumed the validity
of the automatic reduction provision of paragraph 126e and the
Navy provision based upon it. If the Court had considered the
Navy reduction provision, which depended for its validity upon
the validity of the automatie reduction provision in the Manual,
to be invalid it could have afiirmed the sentence to confinement in
excess of three months which the court adjudged. Such a sentence
would not then have resulted in reduction to the lowest enlisted
grade.
Six years later, in 1958, the Court again considered the Navy
practice which was based upon paragraph 126e. I t held that the
Nary policy of requiring reduction to the lowest enlisted grade
when the sentence to confinement exceeded three months could
not be called .ta the Court's attention through an instruction."'
This holding did not expressly invalidate paragraph 126e but it
forecast such a result in the event the issue was squarely presented. Judge Quinn speaking for the majority, said:
"We need not at this t i m e . , , determine whether the prov%ion [of par.
12681 is a proper exercise of the President's power to fir the maximum
limits of punishment."x"

Thus the Court had recognized the issue as to the propriety of
the automatic reduction provision and the stage was set for a
l a Par. 12Ss. as amended, expreidy authorizes the Service Secretaries to
prescribe rules in lieu of the automatie reduction provieion. Pursuant to
thie provision. Navy procedure has differed from Army procedure in this
matter in that reduction to the lowest enlieted irade was not automatic but
was required to be adjudged hy the court when the accused was Sentenced to
confinement in excess of three monthr. See par. 0109. Naval Supplemmt,
YCM. 1951.
U&d States V. Choate, 9 USCMA 680,28 CMR 480 (1965)
Id. a t 682, 26 CMR at 482.
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decision on t h a t issue. In this context the case of United States
v. S i r n p s ~ n l *was
~ decided,
The Simpson case arose in the Air Force which also had a
slightly different procedure from that of the Army. In the Air
Farce, when the sentence adjudged would result in automatic re.
duction, the convening authority was allowed to retain the accused
in grade or reduce him only to an intermediate grade if he so
chose. This could be done only if he suspended that portion of the
sentence which would otherwise invoke automatic reduction."'
In Simpson the court-martial sentenced the accused to bad-conduct discharge and did not mention reduction: thus, automatic
reduction to the lowest enlisted grade would hare followed. However, the convening authority invoked the Air Force policy mentioned above and reduced the accused only to an intermediate
grade unless the suspension was vacated, "in which event, the
accused, at that time, will be reduced to the lowest enlisted grade
without further action."148 The issue presented to the Court for
decision was whether the convening authority's action imposing
intermediate reduction as an alternative to automatic reduction
was erroneous in that it constituted an illegal increase in the
court-martial sentence which had not adjudged reduction, The
Court held that it was erroneous, stating:
"We do not desire. nor are we requiied, to examme the Premdent'r
administrative power t o reduce en1:sted perzons I" the armed forces. O u r
h iudioa! sc!r in the eourre of court-maltia! ploceed".As we e o n i n u e the Xlanual pioviiian.
part a i the rejlew a i a sentence adjudged
Order 10214. F e b r u a r y 8 , 1961, 16 F.R 130
rpecifiealli. says t h a t I t applies 'to all eo
for Courts-Martial, supra. page I X . Th
included with the diieuiiion of punishments which may be imposed hi.
courtsmartial. The p r o w i o n is 80 interwwen w t h the eourtn-marria!
process t h a t it cannot be regarded ar anythmp but judleial in purpose and
effect. As B judicial act. it aperates improperly to ineream the seventy
of the sentence af the c o ~ r t - m a i t i a l . We conclude, therefore, t h a t the
provision i s invalid. Accordingly, the action by the convening authority
reducing the accused in made m v i t be l e t aside.""'

Judge Latimer dissenting in part, quoted extensive civilian and
military authority sanctioning the power of the President to prescribe regulations of the same force and effect as law. Then he
stated:
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''Only in chose initanees where B Secretmy of a iervice has made
the reduction nonautomatic and rewired that it be included in a
sentence is it of m y caneern of the emit-ms.rtia1 and if granting an additional right t o an accused, such 8 % permitting reviewing ar;thoritiei the
p o w a ~ t o bar B raductian BJ a matter of clemency, i i B judicial a c t which I do not concede-then, I m y the Secretary can legally perform
judicial functions. B u t by any stietch of the imagination this particular
provision does no more than make the rank heid by an enlisted person
~n the armed ierjiee depend upan the final outcome of criminal Iiliga.

tlon." "

Immediately after the Simpson decision i t was rather difficult
to see how the rule would be applied to Army procedure. In the
Air Force and Navy cases there had been words spoken by the
participants in the judicial process which the Court could censure
and require to be corrected. But in the typical Army case the
automatic reduction would never be mentioned on the record. It
was difficultto see the authority by which the Court would invalidate an administrative prwess which was set into motion automatically when such a sentence was adjudged. The reduction
would not be a part of an Army court-martial sentence. I t would
occur though not mentioned by the court-martial or by any re\,iewing authority. Therefore, if the Department of the Army had
chosen to take the position that the Court has erred in the Simpson case, and had continued to let the automatic reduction provision function it is hard t o imagine what the Court's mandate in
any given case would be. I t could not declare the sentence of the
court-martial to be improper since the sentence would not mention
reduction. I t could not declare the convening authority's action
or the board of review's opinion to be incorrect in law since that
would not mention the reduction either. I t would seem that the
Court's only recourse would be to announce a holding to the effect
that even though the inferior judicial proceedings were in all
reapects legal and proper, the decision would be affirmed only
upon the condition that the accused was not a t any future time
administratively reduced as a result of the court-martial sentence,
or t h a t he be reinstated if he had already been so reduced. This
sort of holding would seem to be quite unprecedented."'
' " I d . at 232, 27 CMR at 306.
'"In United States V. Littlepage, 10 USCMA 215. 21 CMR 319 ( I B E B ) , the
Army automatie reduction provi~ion operated t o redvee the accused before
his ease WBJ presented to the Court a i Military Appeals. The Court took
notice of this occurrence and labeled the reduction "illegal" (citing Simpson).
The Court's mandate was that the record of trial V ~ Sreturned t o The Judge
Advocate General for reference to B emmenin. authority "for proceedings
eonaistent with this aninion." However. there was other error which would.
alone, have supported the esme mandate
I C 0 WiB
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However, the Army did not put the Court to a test of this hypothesis for it rescinded its regulations effecting automatic reductions and announced: "Reductions of enlisted members purportedly accomplished pursuant to paragraph 126% MCM, 1951,
an or after [the date of the Simpson case] , are invalid.
, , ?112
Therefore, if accused are t o be reduced in grade during
court-martial proceedings, this reduction must be accomplished
by an express provision therefor in the Court's announced sentence.
Since the law officer has an affirmative duty t o instruct the
Court a s to the maximum sentence which it may legally i r n p ~ s e , " ~
it seems clear that the Court map be instructed that it can reduce
the accused to the lowest enlisted grade if it finds him guilty, and
that it may do so even if it also imposes the maximum sentence
otherwise authorized by the Table of Maximum Punishments. In
most cases the court will no doubt make an appropriate reduction
based on such an instruction. Assuming that courts expressl? adjudge reductions which satlsfy the Court of Nilitary Appeals as
being fair as a matter of law and satisfy Army administrators as
being in the best interests of order, discipline, and efficiency, the
Simpson ruling may offer little difficulty
I n those cases in which reduction is not expressly adjudged,
the question arises whether the authorized commander can reduce
the accused administratively for inefficiency based upon the incident, pursuant to paragraph 28b, Arm? Regulations 624-200.
This regulation provides in pertinent part:

.

.

" 6 . Inrfieienrg. Enlisted personnel may be reduced one or more
mades f o r inemciency by the commander of the arganizstion to which
they are assimed or attached if such commander hae authority to
apooint to the same grade from which reduced: or by a higher eommandei who has such authority. , , , For the purpo~e3of this subparagraph 'inefficiency' is defined not only as technical incompetenee. but
a l ~ o8s any eoume of eonduct affirmatively e ~ d e n e i n gthat the enlisted
member concerned. whether B noncommissioned officer or enlisted
rpeeisliit. lacks those abllitiei and ouslitiee manired and expaeted of B
person of hia glade and experience. In this respect, commandera mas
consider any act or acta of mineonduet, whether 07 not such act also
resvlted in dieeiplinary action. as bearing upon the efficiency of the
enhsted member concerned."

The Department of the Army has taken the position that this
regulation is unaffected by the Simpson case.'j' The definition of
inefficiency appears to be broad enough to support B reduction
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based upon a court-martial conviction. Of course, the accused will
likely argue that by using the regulation in this manner, the commander has intertwined i t in the judicial process and used i t
illegally to increase the severity of his sentence. One problem such
an accused will face relates to the forum in which he can make
such an assertion. Assuming his cam has been finally reviewed
before he is administratively reduced, it is hard to see how he will
present the issue to the Court of Military Appeals. Perhaps, he
could bring suit in the Court of Claims for the amount of pay
which the reduction has denied him.
The Air Force has not bowed so gracefully in this matter as
ha3 the Army. I t has taken the position that while paragraph
126e may h a w been invalidated by the Simpson case so f a r as
achieving a "judicial reduction" is concerned, that case can have
no effect upon administrative reductions and paragraph 126e is
still valid to achieve a n automatic administrative reduction, I t
has asked the Comptroller General to determine whether the accused is entitled to pay in excess of the amount due to one in the
lowest enlisted pay grade with his cumulative years of service,
if paragraph 126e would reduce him to the lowest enlisted pay
grade under the circumstances.'6s Thus, the Comptroller General
is being asked if he will disagree with the Court of Military
Appeals on its Simpson holding. Pending this decision and
further developments in administrative reduction proceedings the
law in this area remains unsettled.
6 . Punishments Asseasable upm Rehearing or New Trial
Certain limitations in addition to those discussed above attach
when the court-martial ia imposing punishment in a rehearing or
new trial. I n a rehearing or new trial, no sentence in excess of or
more severe than the sentence adjudged by the original courtmartial may be assessed.'se Furthermore, paragraph 109g (2) of
the Manual provides that the sentence on new trial shall not exceed the original sentence "as approved or a8irmed." There is no
such Manual provision as regards the sentence on rehearing. The
holding in United States v. Dan151 has imposed the requirement
that the sentence upon rehearing shall not exceed the original 88%
tence a s approved by the convening authority, so new trial and
rehearing procedures are similar to that extent. It has been sug-

___
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gested that the Death holding extends to require that no sentence
in excess of that affirmed upon higher appellate review be
adjudged upon rehearing,1sy but the Court has not espressly so
held. Indeed, dictum in the recent Simpson
suggests that
the Court has retreated from its Dean position: "This was a rehearing. The maximum sentence that could be adjudged was that
?
imposed at the previous trial.
The Dean decision rather clearly indicates that the Court does
not intend that the sentence shall exceed that approved by the
convening authority in the original trial. The statement in Simpi o n t o the contrary was made in passing and is too perfunctory to
be considered as representing a retreat from the Dean position.
It is more logical to ascribe it to inadvertance. Perhaps i t is logical to conclude that extension of the rule against increase of the
sentence from that adjudged by the original Court to that approved by the original convening authority indicates an intent
by the Court to limit the jentence upon rehearing to that to which
i t is reduced on any level of appellate review. I t is difficult to see
the reason of limiting the sentence to that approved on the first
level of appellate review but not on subsequent levels. But, on the
other hand, the military rule is already more lenient than the
civilian rule in federal and most state jurisdictions'80 and it is
questionable whether the already liberal Dean holding should be
extended unless the Court expressly prescribes such an extension.
This it has not done.
The words "or affirmed" as used in paragraph 109(g) (2)
might give the impression that the sentence upon new trial cannot
exceed the original sentence as affirmed at any level of prior appellate review, thus equating new trial practice with the aug.
gested extension of the Dean holding. However, the Legal and
Legislative Basis, MCM, 1961, at page 160, states with reference
to paragraph 109(g) (21, "Finally the sentence adjudged may not
exceed the sentence adjudged upon the former trial." There is no
mention of approval or affirmance. Therefore, the law as to maximum punishment remains unsettled in both the rehearing and
new trial situations.

..

IV. CONCLUSION
In the past, problems reiating to the maximum punishments
which legally might be imposed by courts-martial were not gen~~
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See J A G J 1958,7860, 14 h'av 1958.
Umted States Y . Simpson, 10 USCXA 229, 232, 27 CMR 303, 303 (1959),
see t h e ~~n~~
at T USCMA 10, 23 c m 188.
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eraliy considered to be the most vital ones confronting the administrators of military justice. Perhaps, the reason was that
almost any errors made by the court-martial with respect to the
sentence could be corrected by intermediate appellate reviewing
authorities without ordering a rehearing. Illegally severe sentences could be reassessed by the convening authority or the
board of review. Inappropriately severe sentences could be mitigated by either of these authorities, or could be suspended by the
convening authority. Sentences which imposed an improper type
of punishment could be commuted by the Service Secretary.
However, the complexion of this matter has changed in recent
years. I t is stili true that error by the court-martial in violating
one of the established maximum punishments rules can be purged
upon intermediate appellate review. But, in several recent cases,
the court-martial did not e r r in violating the established rules,
but rather, in following them. The errors which the Court of Military Appeals found was in the rules themselves rather than in
the manner in which they were administered. When this sort of
error invades the punishment imposing process, intermediate
appellate reviewing authorities cannot purge error unless they
have sufficient omniseence to anticipate which of the old rules may
fall this time, This was true in the Varnadore case and in the
Simpson case.
There is no doubt that these decisions create critical problems.
The Judge Advocate General of the Army has characterized
United States v. V a d o r e as “The most significant change in
the Manual during 1968.”181 Simpson may well receive the same
distinction in 1969. As was indicated previously, i t is stili not
clear how f a r the holdings of these cases may be extended.
Since this sort of error cannot be avoided by careful observance
of the present rules and since i t is very difficult to forecast the
extensive effect the Court’s invalidation of one of several interrelated rules may have upon the others, the question arises whether
there is any way to avoid error resulting from the invalidation of
previously accepted rules. To some extent, the Court’s language
may be helpful in indicating the sort of punishment rules i t finds
objectionable. But the decision in Vantadore invalidating one
Manual provision certalnly did not satisfactorily forecast what
disposition would be made of related provisions. Else, the large

’*‘ Report of The Judge Advoeate General of the Army, J a m a n 1, 1 9 a
P. 43 of Annual Report of the United Stptes Comt
Military Appenla and The Judge Advocates General of the Armed Farces

to December 31, 1958, at
Of

and the General Counsel of the Department of the Treasury.
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body of case law relating to that question would not have arisen.
The Court's language in Simpson does not indicate haw f a r i t will
go in finding reduction in grade to be an improper judicial act
rather than a proper administrative one.
There is no doubt that almost all of the problems involved in
determining the permissible maximum punishments of convicted
accused have arisen from the limiting provisions of the Manual.
I t may be argued, as the Army has so rigorously done, that these
limitations a r e perfectly rational and proper and that it i s the
reasoning by which they are invalidated which is falaciaus. This
argument usually has been supported by one Judge of the Court
of Military Appeals.
On the other hand, perhaps the Manual provisions limiting
punishments are unnecessarily complicated. Perhaps there should
be no attempt to require that punitire discharge be adjudged
when confinement or forfeitures exceed a certain amount. Perhaps there should be no attempt to require reduction upon adjudication of certain other punishments, or to permit a fine only when
punitive discharge is also adjudged, or to deny the right to use
the Table of Equivalent Punishments when a punitive discharge
is alao adjudged.
General courts.martia1 a r e usually composed of reasonable and
intelligent officers who have a sound understanding of the problems of military discipline and a sincere concern for enforcement
of that discipline. These court members a r e instructed in the law
by a learned lawyer. As long as they a r e free under the Uniform
Code of Military Justice to adjudge what they consider t o be appropriate punishments and to combine or segregate the various
types of punishment, they are very likely to arrive a t a fair sentence without regard to the Manual limitations. If they do not,
but err by punishing the accused too severely, intermediate appellate reviewing authorities can almost always correct the error
without ordering a rehearing.
I t is true that the inferior courts-martial usually are manned by
less experienced officers who a r e more likely to need guidance
than are those serving on general courts. Also, the entire proceedings may be conducted without benefit of legal advice. However, most error which has thus f a r arisen in this field has involved interpretation of the more complex limitations upon more
severe punishments sought to be imposed by general courtsmartial. The clear jurisdictional limitations upon inferlor courts
render it unnecessary that they refer to many of the Manual rules
126
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which are here suggested to be unnecessary. Furthermore, all of
the above-mentioned devices for purgation of error by intermediate appellate reviewing authorities are available in these inferior
court cases.
The myriad rules of the Manual are confusing in their number,
if for no other reason. More than a few of them are ambiguous,
as has been demonstrated in the body of this discussion. Many of
these ambiguities have yet to be resolved and, therefore, stand
as pitfalls to t r a p future courts. If the Manual limitations upon
the imposition of punishment were greatiy reduced in scape and
number, much potential error arising from their misinterpretation or from their inherent invalidity in the eyes of the Court of
Military Appeals might be avoided.
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COMBIENTS
ANTICIPATORY REPUDIATIOX - COKTRACTIKG OFFIC E R S DILEMMA: Anticipatory repudiation of a contract occ u r ~when a promisor, without failing to render a promised performance himself or preventing performance by the promisee, and
while there is yet performanee due from the promisee, shows the
promisee by ward or deed that he is unwilling or unable t o render
a promised performance not yet due.' The notion is that upon entering a bilateral contract the parties have created a relationship
which each impliedly promises not to prejudice.% I t has been suggested that the anticipatory repudiator breaches a present implied duty not to dissuade the promisee from performing his obligations under the contract.3 Anticipatory repudiation or anticipatory breach amounting to a total breach may take place prior to
the time when any performance of the contract is due from the
repudiator or it may occur after the repudiator has performed a
part of his ~ o n t r a c t . ~
The doctrine of anticipatory breach or repudiation, however,
does not apply where the promisor has failed to perform B eontractual duty when the time for performance has arrived. In this
situation, the promisee may or may not have an immediate right
to avoid the contract depending upon whether the breach i s total
or Partia1.j But the conditions surrounding recovery under the
doetrine of anticipatory breach or repudiation, for example, that
the contract not be a bilateral one which has become unilateral by
full performance on one side,e have no place in this context. Of
course, a breach u.hich otherwise might be considered partial is
when accompanied by a repudiation usually considered total.' The
theoretical line of distinction between the breach of a present
duty and anticipatory breach or repudiation has not always been
preserved. As Mr. Justice Cardazo observed
'Reinstatement, Contracts 5318 (Supp. 1 9 4 8 ) . 5 Williston; Contraots 5129s.
(2d Ed., 1037).
' Hochster V. De La Tour. 2 El. 0 BI. 618. 118 En=.Reo. 022 118631
' Fersan, Breroh o f Contract: Elements, Deg& a i d E f f e c t . 24 U. Cin.
L. Rev. 1, 1: (1955). See slso Roehm V . Horst, 178 U S . 1, 19 (1809);UTf a r m Commercial Code, sees. 2-609.2-610.
'Central Trust Co. Y Chicago Auditorium. 240 C.S. 581 (1916).
C i . Pennsyli.anis Exchange Bank V. U.S., 170 F. Supp, 629 (Ct. CI.,1059).
DA Pam 715-50-46, par. 0.
' S e e 12 Am. Jur., Conlmeis 88389,391 (1938).
' S e e Annot., 105 A.L.R. 460 (loss).
- Corbin, C a a f m c L 8 ,6954: 5 Willistan, Contiaeta 61317, (2d Ed., 1937)
a S e w Yark Life Ins. Ca. Y , Viglas, 291 C.S.
872, 681 (1035).
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The Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals has considered the relationship of the doctrine of anticipatory breach to
terminations f o r default under section ( a ) (i) on a t least four
occasions. In Cowan Company, ASBCA No. 2373 (28 Feb 1956),
DA Pam 115-50-1, p. 223, par. 11, the contractor agreed to de.
liver 360 bags of urgently needed potatoes to the Army a t a specified hour and date. The contracting officer, when informed by the
contractor that delivery on schedule would be impossible, terminated the contract f o r default under section (a) (i), three hours
before the time specifled for performance. This action, along with
an assessment of excess costs incurred in the reprocurement. was
disapproved by the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
f o r the reason that section (a) (i) did not authorize the termination for default on the ground of anticipatory breach. In The
Aircraftsmen Company, ASBCA Nos. 3592 and 3965 (26 Mar
1958), DA Pam 11560-28, par. 6, and Greenatmet, Ino., ASBCA
No. 3131 (9 Feb 1959), a different conclusion was reached on substantially different facts: (1) the time for initial performance
had arrived, (2) the contractor had failed to meet a firm instaliment delivery schedule. and ( 3 ) before final deliveries were due,
the contractor notified the contracting oiiicer that financial difficulties prevented completion of the contract. In both decisions,
the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals approved the contracting officer’s termination for default even though the final delivery date had not been reached.
In Aircraftsmen, the reason apparently assigned was the contractor’s anticipatory breach or repudiation. The board did not
decide whether or not the contractor’s failure t o deliver installments on time by itself warranted termination under (a) (i),
there being a question whether the delivery schedule was waived.
The case, therefore, does not exemplify the confusion discussed by
Mr. Justice Cordozo in VigIoa, supra. It does, however, stand for
the proposition that, if the contracting officer advises the contractor in the notice of termination that anticipatory breach or repudiation is being relied upon, the right to terminate is immediate,
that is, no ten-day notice is required. It also seems that the contracting officer must avoid speciflc reference to (a) ( i ) , although
the logic of such avoidance is not entirely clear. Aircraftsmen,
then, may be regarded as a case properly f o r the application of
anticipatory breach or repudiation principles.
In Greenstreet, however, the board concluded that termination
under (a) (i) was justifled because of the failure to make installment deliveries on time. In such circumstances, although the failA 0 0 lWB
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ure to make an intermediate delivery may h a i e future effects, the
doctrine of anticipatory breach or repudiation is not applicable.
Nonetheless, the majority of the board in Greenstreet resolved
the dispute on anticipatory breach or repudiation principles, the
concurring members agreeing on the result but not on the theory..
I t is suggested that the majority members fell into the confusion
noted in Viylos, s u p m .
In David R. LEVk, Tv. la Bankruptcy for Rasedala Dairy Co.,
lnc., ASBCA No. 5071 ( 2 1 Jan 1Y69), the contractor agreed ta
make daily deliveries of milk to Fort Story, Virginia. After the
contractor had performed a part of the contract in satisfactory
fashion and before it had breached any term af the contract, it
notified the contracting officer that the next day’s delivery would
be its last. This was necessary beeause the state Was about to
cancel the contractor’s license for failure to pay suppliers on time.
On the basis of this information and without taking formal action,
the contracting officer treated the contract as terminated, entered
into a contract f o r the remainder of the Governments requirement with another dealer, and asaessed the excess costs of reprocurement against Rosedale Dairy. The board found that the contractor’s notification that it could not complete the contract becaum a license essential to its continued operation was being revoked constituted an anticipatory repudiation of the remainder of
its contract, citing Aircraftsmen.
Levin ia like Aircraftsmen and unlike Cuwnn in t h a t the anticipatory repudiation or breach took place after the contractor had
partially performed. I t is not ahonn in the report whether the
contracting officer avoided specifically relying on (a) (i) or
whether he advised the contractor that the termination for default rested on principles of anticipatory breach or repudiation,
both of which were required by Aircraftsmen.
TWOconclusions a r e permissible. The first i s t h a t the board will
permit the contracting officer to terminate for default for anticipatory breach or repudiation without the necessity of a ten-day
notice if the repudiation occur8 after performance by the repudiator has begun, Aircraftsmen and Levin, but not if it occurs before any performance by the repudiator is due, Cowm. This conclusion has little to recommend it. The doctrine of anticipatory
breach or repudiation finds sophisticated enunciation in cases
where the repudiation preceded the time for performance.’a The

” Hochster V. De L a Tour. note 2, aiipro.
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need of the promisee to be secure in his bargain is a s great before
performance by his promisor as it is after the latter has begun to
perform.
The second permissible conclusion is that Cowan no longer represents the law which will govern the board. The doctrine of anticipatory breach or repudiation, fashioned by the Queen's Bench
in 1863 to meet the necessities of the commercial community, is
no less necessary today in contracts between the Government and
private contractors. This necessity seems to have been recognized
bv the board. That. in so doina. it has been unable to relv on the
words set forth in the Defaults-&ticlelB but has yet retained jurisdiction over the matter merits no criticism. Lt. Col. RUSSELL
N. FAIRBANKS* and Lt. RICHARD E. SPEIDEL.**
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BOOK REVIEW
The United States and the Treaty Law of the Sea. By Henry
Reiff. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1959. Pp.
451. Index.
Whether he be nautically inclined or not the international lawyer has followed with close attention the recent United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea concluded a t Geneva on 28
April 1958. It may well be that the four international conventions which that conference produced will portend the route by
which sovereign states are to adjust their diverse economic and
social values in an ever-merging world community. The validity
of a theory that international legislation is an efficient and satisfactory route to a universal public order can, in part, be tested by
an appraisal of past successes and failures. Thus, Professor Reiff
has rendered a service to social scientists and lawyers alike by
making available a highly interesting and informative account of
the participation by the United States in multilateral treaties regulating the workaday use of the sea.
When he focuses on the sea (Chap. I ) , he sees f a r more uses
and abuses of it than some readers may expect (Chap. 11). There
is ita challenge to transportation-under
the sea, tunnels, pipelines, and cables; on the sea, ships and boats; and over the sea,
bridges and airoraft. There is ita role in international communications-postal and radio. There is its function as a supplier and
sustainer of natural resourcekfish, birds, minerals, sand, fresh
water, and, potentially, energy. There is also its function as a
great receptacle for the deposit of much of the world's waste.
And, finally, there is its contribution to recreation-yachting,
Rshing, and underwater exploration (skin-diving), So broad a
vision is calculated to attract the interest of any lawyer who accepts law, maritime and aviation law, particularly, a s a body of
rules regulating factual conditions. Professor Reiff's thorough
and readable documentation of the physical facts of the sea
around us (apologies to Rachel Carson) and the facts of United
States practice should make it clear, if ever i t required clarifieation, that the law of the sea is essentially a compromise between
conflicting economic interests; those of small littoral states and
those of large maritime powers.
The author separates the sea-treaty activities of the United
States (and some air-treaty activities as well) into three chronological groups-from
the Revolutionary War to World War I
*oo
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(Chap. 111). between the two world warn (Chap. I V ) , and subsequent to World War I1 (Chaps. ,'l VI). This time-capsule approach makes, of course, for a disconnected treatment of each
activity. Considerately, an excellent table of contents and index
makes it a simple matter to trace the development of a particular
activity through the three time groups.
Especially helpful to the maritime lawyer is the author's detailed discussion of the growth of international rules for the
safety of life at sea (including an account of the Andrea DoviaStockholm collision and investigation), and his discussion of the
movement and forces which seek ta regulate sea-going labor on
an international scale. The controversial subject, "flags of convenience," is siren 8ome treatment but not enough to suit the perhaps singular preference of this reviewer. All will gain from his
discussion of existing and potential maritime problems involved
in the detonation of atomic weapons and the use of nuclear-powered vessels.
Appendices set out both of President Truman's 1945 praclamations (continental shelf and coastal fisheries), a subject-matter
listing of the treaties cited, and an impressive bibliography.
His conclusion (p, 512) focuses on the United Xations a s the
hope f a r a better organized and disciplined use of the sea. At
the risk of being unorthodox, this reviewer perceived B more stimulating statement of the challenge for the future in the following
brief paragraph which appears almost at the beginning of the
book (p, 20) :
"what marreis most ID this period of
the aw, I I acceptance a i national self-rer
legximate national interests of other stares, and a diigorition t o share
control in the eomrnan interest wherever t h a t i s feasible or reasonably
nece~sary C r a w national monopolies, unmindful of the legitimate
interest? of ather stares or destiuetire of the 1 r 8 mrolved. would have
no status under this view of the common m e r e s t . They would but s o w
the seeda of f u t i r e wars''

Mutual forbearance among nations, here as elsewhere, will praduce salutary results with or without United Nations sponsorship.
KOdoubt Professor Reiff will agree. I t certainly can be agreed

that his is a book well worth the reading.

DWAN V. KERIG"

"Member of faculty, The Judge Bdvocare General's School, C . 9 Army,
Charlottenville, Virginia.
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ADDENDUM
Since the publication of the article, "History of The Judge Advocate General's Corps, United States Army," 4 Military Law
Review 89 (Department of the Army Pamphlet No. 27-100-4,
April 1969), attention has been called to two errors of omission.
The article should have stated, at Note 92, that the Title 10 codification project, initiated in March 1948, was directed for the first
two and a half years by Colonel Alfred C. Bowman, JAGC, and
that Dr. Frederick Reed Dickerson, now Profesjor of Law a t
Indians University, was associated with Colonel King in the
direction of the later stages. The article also should have stated,
in Note 94, that the revision of FM 27-10 was edited by Major
Richard R. Baxter, JAGC, now Professor of Law a t Haward
University.
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